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CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
Researcher Bama comments

on

the material available in 1992

Busters, also known as Generation X: "Do
the

Baby Bust generation? Astoundingly

specific

articles and

a

emergii^ generation"
true in the

single

book

(Invisible

...

you know how much has been written about

little

...

exception of several subject-

with the

I have found little of any substance about this

12). Nine years later, Bama's

statement no

longer holds

publishing world as recent years have seen a profound shift in the amount of

data available. Reams of information have been devoted to

people. Books, periodicals,
of this

regarding Baby

and the Internet all devote

explaining Generation X

significant

space to tl^

generation to marketing, management, relationships, the Church,

relationship

and related

topics.
Futurist Joel Barker offers
recent

a

clue

as

days. Barker defines a paradigm as

to

why Generation X has come of age in

"a set of rules and

regulations,

written or

unwritten, that accomplishes two things: (1) it establishes or defines boundaries; and (2)
it tells you how to behave inside the boundaries in order to be successful"

Barker,
the

a

paradigm is "a set of rules for the game of life instmcting

game" (37).

vmy the game is

When the game

changes, the result

is

a

you

as

(32).

For

to how to

play

paradigm shift transforming the

played.

Generation X itself is

a

paradigm shift; the explosion of information about this

group readily indicates this movement. Their differences jfrom previous generations

outweigh their similarities in very significant ways.
consultants who
come

belong to Generation X,

with the advent of Generation X:

comment

Kevin Ford and Jim Denney,
on

the

enormity of the shift that has
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profound shift in thinking has taken place in the space of a generation.
Generation X is the first to see the world through postmodern eyes. Very
few of those who were bom prior to Generation X understand how
radically the thought patterns of Xers differ from their own ways of
thinking. My generation doesn't just look and dress and act differently
from previous generations. My generatfon truly thinks differently,
A

...

perceives differently, believes differently and processes truth differently
from any previous generation. (1 1 3)
The

coming of age of Generation X has brought a change in the way society plays

the game. In the materials related to
clear:

attracting, connecting,

Church's next great
from

is

a

one

and

challenge.

Generation X,

we

refocus

ministry method to another, the

our

energy from one

rings loud and

Naisbitt calls it

danger.

generation to the next,

Church needs to choose its steps
a

carefiiUy. This

time of parenthesis,

an

opportunity (283).

Naisbitt's time of parenthesis and Barker's

everything goes back to

reevaluate

our

methods and
which differ
from past

zero

(Barker 140).

paradigm shift both indicate

The present

era

is "a

time

unique time to

evangelical faith" affording the Church the opportunity to re-engineer its

strategies (Tapia 23). The result may be a Church with
as

a

looks and methods

greatly from the past as the people to whom we seek to minister differ

generations.

This

project

is dedicated to

Sunday, 21 January 2001
sermon as a

was a

accomplishing that purpose in regards to preaching.

notable

forty-year-old. Looking

day in my life, the first day that I preached a

back

recognize how different my preaching
which I

message

period of time lying between the way things have been and the way things will

be which is filled with

when

one

communicating with this generation have become the

As

time of both opportunity and

unstable

analyzing

is

over a

decade and

a

half of pastoral

today from fifteen years ago.

ministry, I

The world in

preach and the audience to whom I preach have changed greatly in those fifteen
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years. The ways in which people think, act, hear, and make decisions

are no

longer what

they once were.
The
of older

makeup of the audience to whom I preach is different. The continued passage

generations dictates that our potential audience in the

new

millennium will

increasingly be populated by Generation X and subsequent generations. Differences

people suggest the need for a paradigm shift

in

regard to our preaching as well.

in

The

implication acconqianying the dawning of this new generation is clear for those of us
who

preach:

our

preaching needs to change to meet the needs of the people to whom we

preach.
Effective communication today, and in the days

increasing challenge.
The chasm,

John Stott

according to Stott,

uses a

chasm to illustrate the

presents

challenge

an ever

for

preachers.

existing between the xmchanging, two

is the great divide

thousand year old text from which we

to come,

preach and the ever-changing, ever-young world to

which we preach. Stott writes:

praying that God will raise up a new generation of Christian
communicators who are determined to bridge that chasm; who struggle to
relate God's unchanging Word to our ever-changing world; who refiise to
We should be

sacrifice tmth to relevance or relevance to tmth; but who resolve instead
in equal measure to be faithfiil to Scripture and pertinent to today. (144)
This dissertation focuses upon the fiilfillment of that prayer. I

perhaps better put, I preach.
His

In my

spirit and in the body of Christ,

gracious gift of teaching to me (Rom. 12:7).

As such,

a

am a

preacher or

God has confu-med

significant part of my role is

opening up the Scriptures. My desire is to obey God's call in using his gift to bring the
Scriptures to

a new

generation of hearers embodied in Generation X.

I want to be

a

communicator who relevantly bridges the chasm between the ancient Word of God and
the conten^orary world to whom he has

given it.
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Our

must become

preaching

minds in ways relevant

to

them and feithful to

ethos of our audience while
our

postmodern. Preaching

Scripture.

concems"
lose

a

up that doesn't

same

(Tapia 1 8).

whole

His

m

seek to engage

ways

never

before

it well: "We have

doesn't go to the

needs, and isn't looking to Christianity to

answer

a

same

places,

their

spiritual

point is quite clear: change how you minister and preach or

generation. Postmodern preaching

communicate

authority put

speak the language,

speaks of the

"Postmodern"

respond to preaching

witnessed in modem and pre-modem hearers. One

doesn't have the

speak to postmodern

"preaching" speaks of the act by which we

audience. Postmodern listeners hear and

generation coming

must

means

using methods and styles which

Scripture's truth to Generation X's postmodern ears with integrity marked

by faithfiibiess to God and his word and relevance marked by authenticity before God
and his world.
So here I stand,
I find

myself poised between the ancient text and today's world, between modem and

postmodem thinking,
am

in

caught in two worlds. Desiring to preach faithjRiUy and relevantly,

a

and because of my age, between the boomers and Generation X. I

perfect position to

be

a

part of the bridging process.
The Problem of the

The

Study

problem, therefore, is the problem of communicatmg the Scriptures to a

different set of listeners. As the embodiment of a new way of thinking, Generation X

provides a natural laboratory in which to study the problem of postmodern preaching.
Inherent within this

communication

as

generation we will discover both the problem of effective

well

as

its solution. If it is tme that

preaching

must

change to

more

effectively communicate, the question then becomes: "To what must it change?" Therein
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lies the

problem central to this study:

connect with Generation X

"What

qualities of communication most effectively

people?"
Theological Presuppositions

Preaching is crucial to
he has chosen to

use

his Word

message to humankind

prophet, king,

or

God's work in the world.

spoken to others as a primary means of communicating his

(Rom. 10: 14- 17). Whether through an angel, judge, priest,

apostle,

God

uses

human instruments to communicate his will. The

mystery of His plan in the gospel is made known in the
1 :25-27). As

a

Throughout redemptive history,

context of the

result, the lives of individuals as well as the mission of Christ's Church are
Col. 3:16). The &ithfiil communication of God's

dependent on preaching (Eph. 6:17;
Word is critical to the
Individuals

are

success

of the Church's mission.

gifted by God with an ability to

given skill (Rom. 12:6-7;

1 Pet. 4:10-1

communicate his Word with

Spirit

1). These individuals are called to steward God's

gift (Matt. 25:14-20) developing the preaching/teaching gift to
the

Scriptures (Col.

growth of the body of Christ (Acts 13:1;

Rom. 12:7;

to communicate the Word of God with accuracy is

its fiiUest to be used for

Eph. 4:11-12).

The

responsibility

squarely laid in the lap of the preacher

(2 Tim. 2:15).
This

varying

study presupposes that the communication of God's Word takes place with

levels of effectiveness. The

that the conditions

parable of the sower (Matt. 13:1-23)

is

a

reminder

surrounding the hearing and explanation of the Word are not

insignificant; those conditions

influence the

Witness the various responses to the
in Acts 2 and Paul's

sermon on

hearing of the Word and response to

preached

Word in the book of Acts: Peter's

Mars Hill (Acts

The condition of hearts, the situation at

it.
sermon

17:16-34) achieved fer different results.

hand, and the presentation of the preacher are
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crucial issues

determining the response on the part of people to the Word. Paul

determined to do all he could to get the most out of his
Without
on

in

usurping the work of the Holy Spirit

preaching (1

Cor.

9:19-23).

in the Uves of those who listen, the

onus

is

today's preacher to maximize the preaching of the Word to achieve maximum results

peoples' lives.
A

First and

particular definition of biblical preaching

foremost, it leads people to the person and work of Jesus Christ (1

2 Cor. 4:4-5; Phil.

supervision (2

to reveal

his story. The

Scriptures are given as a means of revealing Jesus,
rooted in those selfsame

Biblical

Cor. 1 :21-23;

Scriptiures given and attended by God's own

Tim. 3:16; 2 Pet. 1 :20-21) reveal him throughout

of truth and

study.

1:18). If this is true, biblical preaching needs to be rooted in the

revelation designed

source

is assumed throughout this

Scriptxtres.

means

preaching

imderstanding of what

is

our

be

preaching must, therefore,

Jesus himself identified the Word of God

of sanctification

as

the

(John 17:17).

culturally relevant

is

and

(Luke 24:27). The

going on in the world

as

well. The

sermon

needs to

display an

in which the Church exists. Jesus is

our

model in this

regard displaying an ability to use everyday, culturally relevant examples

and stories

he

them as

as

taught.

He

was

obviously in touch with the events of his day drawing on

examples in his preaching (Luke 13:2-5). On Mars Hill,

Paul

displays the

same

ability in speaking a language and drawing upon an ejqperience which displays relevance
to those who listened

(Acts 17:22-23).

Finally, biblical preaching involves applying what God has said to the lives of
those who hear. The

putting

into

sermon

needs to offer achievable, biblical

practice the teaching of Scripture.

than hear; he desires people

to

take what

means

of applying and

God calls for listeners who will do

they hear in the

Word and

apply it

in

an

more

act

of

Boda 7

"doing" (Jas. 1 :22-25).

God's Word in both Old and New Testaments is

for action. This action needs to be
God chooses to

use

Spirit, God gifts specific
can occur

the

with

varying

given birth in the preaching

a

constant call

act.

preaching as a primary means of getting his

Word out.

mdividuals to preach and teach his Word. As this

levels of success, those who

By his

preaching act

preach are responsible to maximize

opportunity. Commmiication in line with the scriptural presentation on preaching

Christ centered (it leads people to the person and work of Jesus),
finds its

source

of truth in the

response in the lives of those who

central to the solution of the

scripturally based (it

Scriptures themselves), culturally relevant (it

within the context of modem life and

is

culture), and life related (it offers

connects

a means

of

hear). This four part definition of biblical preaching is

problem at hand.
Statement of Purpose

This

study, therefore,

seeks to

identify elements of preaching which effectively

communicate with postmodem Generation X listeners. The
purpose should result in the formulation of a model for

accomplishment of this

preaching which enhances

communication with postmodem people.
Research Questions
The research

questions which frame this study are as follows.

Research Question 1

By what means do

sermons

preached to

Generation X audiences address the

unique characteristics of this generation?
Research Question 2
What methods, content, and

Generation X audiences?

deUvery styles are being used by those

who

preach to
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Research Question 3
What

preaching to

unexpected methods of communication are being used by practitioners of
Generation X

people?
Definitions

Three critical terms exist which require definition as they

study: Generation X, postmodernism,

are

foundational for this

and biblical preaching.

Generation X
The group under consideration in this

study is Generation X. This first

postmodem generation is largely described by means of three terms: Baby Busters,

13th

Generation, and Generation X. Writers such as Celek and Zander prefer to use "Baby
Busters"

as

the label to describe this group. 'TBuster" refers to the "41 million Americans

bom in the United States between 1965 and 1976 when the U.S. birth rate tumed from

boom to bust"

(Childress). Others stretch the dates out and use the years 1965

the birth years of the Busters

American

of this

by Strauss and Howe in their extensive work

generational history. They take a decidedly different approach. Their view

generation begins earlier assigning the term "13th Generation" to the

Americans who

were

bom l>etween 1961 and 1981 (Generations

out of Coupland's 1991

cohort with related birth dates.

this

"less of boundaries and

study chooses to

96a).

79 million

A third term grew

novel. Generation X: Tales for an Accelerated Culture.

Generation X ahnost defies definition referring

speaks

as

(Celek and Zander 20).

A second term was coined in 1991

on

to 1980

use

more

to

a

mindset than to

a

particular

According to Ford and Denney, the label "Generation X"
more

of attitude, mindset, and worldview"

"Generation X"

as

(19-20). While

its default label, the terms "Buster," "13th

Generation," and "Generation X" have much overlapping territory. For the purposes of
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this study,

they will be considered as synonymous terms referring to the

first

postmodem

generation which we shall think of in its broadest terms, those bom in the twenty-year
period from 1961

to

1980.

Postmodernism
Postmodernism is
in the 1930s

a

difficult term to define. Its earliest usage

was

probably coined

referring to the historical transition already under way or referring to

developments in the

arts

certain

(Grenz 2). The root word "postmodem" actually refers to

an

epoch of time, the period of time following the modem age. Although its perimeters
continue to be under debate (Veith 27, 39), the modem age is generally

change in worldview resulting from the triumph of the Enlightenment
into the twentieth century. This modem worldview
ways:

an

and

lasting well

be characterized in a number of

emphasis on humanity as the center of reality, trust in reason and rational

thought, rejection of the supernatural, autonomy
universe free from the influence of any divine

shift in worldview as the modem mindset
which

can

equated with the

came to

be known as the

from divine restrictions, and

being.

a

closed

The mid-twentieth century marked

gradually was replaced by a new mindset

postmodem worldview.

This

change ushered

in the

postmodem age.
McCallimi defines
movement

postmodernism as a mood but also

(12). In his thinking, postmodernism is not

a

as a

methodology and a

distinct doctrine

nor

is it

a

particularly coherent or consistent worldview. 'Tostmodemism refers to the intellectual
mood and cultural

(Grenz 13).

As

expressions that are becoming

dominant in contemporary

society"

such, postmodernism is marked by a rejectwn of the major tenets of the

modem age: reason,

objective truth,

progress, and the claim that

human freedom, self goverrraient, inevitable

knowledge is inherent^ good (Allen 3-5).

For the

study at

a
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hand, "postmodem" refers to
the

the age in which we live while

prevailing cultural mood of our day.

Biblical

Preaching

Biblical communication in the
defined.

context of the

preaching act has been variously

Maiming defimed biblical preaching as "a manifestation of the Incarnate Word

from the written Word

by the spoken Word" (qtd.

in Wardlaw

Martyn Lloyd-Jones took a simpler approach in defining
Scriptures to what is happening

preaching

"truth

in our

biblical preaching

as

it

as

142). British preacher

relating "the teaching of the

day" (109). Phillips Brooks called biblical

poured through personality" (qtd.

John Oswalt's definition of biblical

its

"postmodernism" pertains to

in

Robinson, Biblical Preaching 24).

preaching is worth consideration as well.

He defines

"unfolding the fimdamental tmth of a passage, placing that truth in

setting in the whole biblical perspective, interpreting that tmth for present life,

enforcing that truth through the proclamation" (qtd.
Each definition
woidd add

one

comes

in Kalas

and

3-4).

close to the heart of the matter. To Oswalt's definition I

characteristic. Biblical

preaching,

as

modeled in the New Testament, is

Christocentric; it ultimately focuses upon and leads people to the person and work of
Jesus.

Scripture is the story of redemptive history cuhninating

Jesus Christ. If Paul is believed, biblical

who Jesus is and what He has

preaching leads people to the significance of

accomplished and to the fact that the cross is central (1

Cor. 1:21-23; 2:2-5; 2 Cor. 5:17-21; Rom.

shall be defined

as a

in the person and work of

10:17). In the present study, biblical preaching

presentation arising out of God's written word which leads people to

the person and work of Jesus Christ in a way which is culturally relevant and
to

personal

applicable

life. Biblical preaching, therefore, has four foci: It is Christ centered,

scripturally based, culturally relevant,

and life-focused.
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Methodology
This
X

Study

study focuses on solvmg the problem of preachmg to postmodem Generation

by analyzing the

delivered

of the

sermons

of practitioners who

preach to

Generation X. Three

sermons

by each of ten practitioners in Generation X preaching were analyzed using a

descriptive/evaluatory study developed as a result of the studies in Chapters 2
this way, communication as defined
the current literature available

of effective Generation X

on

and 3. In

by the particular characteristics of Generation X and

preaching became the grid through which an evaluation

preaching takes place.

The

goal of this descriptive/evaluative

analysis was to develop a preaching method which communicates effectively with
postmodern people.
from

a

This method

helps confirm whether the preaching theories gleaned

study of Generation X and current preaching literature vsdll work in a setting

beyond the theoretical.
Data Sources

The data

sources

practitioners.

In their

preach to the

same

developed the

for this

selection,

audience

two criteria

on a

were

used.

from selected

First, the practitioners had to

consistent basis. This ensured that the

fiill range of skills necessary to

basis. Second, the

preacher has

spiritually nourish people on an on going

practitioner must preach to an audience which is primarily made up of

Generation X. The

development over the past five years of a number of North American

churches specifically focusing
to take

study were audiotapes of sermons

on

Generation X

people allowed for a study of this form

place.
Practitioners whose

sermons were

Generation X ministry and preaching

as

chosen for evaluation have

verified

experience in

by their suggested participation by

knowledgeable people in the field of American church ministry.
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Delimitations
This
will be

study is in no
in

employed

way intended to

a more

explore preaching methods and styles which

traditional context. I

multigenerational congregations

in which

recognize the existence of

significant numbers of several generations (i,e..

Builders, Boomers, and Busters) worship together in an intergenerational setting. The

generalizations of this study will be increasingly pertinent to all who preach to those

coming under the influence
the

of the

postmodem age. However, the intent of this study is

pursuit of a preaching method and style which communicates well with Generation X

when viewed

as a

homogeneous unit.
Instrumentation

The review of the
which follows in

teaching method of Jesus

in

Chapter 2

Chapter 3 resulted in the development of sermon evaluation tools which

guided the analysis of the various sermons described above.
a

result of current

and

and the literature review

These tools

were

designed as

thought regarding the characteristics of Generation X, postmodernism,

preaching as they relate to developing a feithfiil, relevant preaching style which will

effectively communicate with Generation X.
First,
sermon

in

a

Likert scale

was

used to

Each

sermon was

analyzed

ui

three ways.

analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the

addressing the distinguishing characteristics of Generation X people.

sermon was

Each

analyzed in terms of the means by which it addressed eight distinguishing

characteristics of Generation X throughout the

course

of the

In addition to the

sermon.

Likert evaluation, this tool allowed for the collection of positive and

negative anecdotal

evidence to back up the evaluation.

Second,

an

additional tool

containing Likert

scale evaluations

was

devoted to the

evaluation of nine specific qualities of preaching which connect with Generation X
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people.
were

Four content

qualities,

four

delivery qualities,

and

one

overall method

quality

given consideration. Space was also devoted on this evaluation form to the

collection of anecdotal evidence that

was

used in later summaries,

conclusions, and

recommendations.

Third,

a

record of generalities

reconstruct content of materials in

and methods used to
and

style of the

was

kept throughout the analysis in order to

each sermon. Information on the material,

categories,

efTectively communicate were kept in order to evaluate the content

sermon.

Overview of the

Study

Chapter 2 establishes the theoretical framework needed to develop a preaching
model which commimicates

effectively with Generation X, Literature related to the

character of Generation X, the

preaching was reviewed

impact of postmodernism, and current

studies in effective

in order to discover the characteristics of postmodern.

Generation X listeners and

a

method and style of preaching which connects with them.

Chapter 3 directly applies the finding

of chapter 2 in pursuing

an

inductive

study of the

teaching method of Jesus as demonstrated in the New Testament gospels. By means of
this

study, the content and delivery style of Jesus are established as called for in the

literature review ofthe previous

design of the study. Chapter 5

is

ch^ter. Chapter 4 contains a description of the specific
a

summary ofthe

questions employed in the course of study.

The

fmdings which arose from the research

concluding Chapter 6 centers on

evaluating and interpreting the data in light of its implications and applications with
recommendations for

a

model of postmodem preaching that

vsdth our postmodem audiences today.

effectively communicates
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE SELECTED LITERATURE

The purpose of this literature review is to

identify a preaching style which v^dll

effectively communicate with a postmodern. Generation X audience. With each passing
Sunday, preaching in the postmodem age presents greater challenges to traditional

preachers and will continue to

do

so.

Preaching must change and become more capable

connecting writh those who listen and respond to preaching
past generations. A desire

to minister and communicate

begins with a review of literature related to
communication

in ways which differ from

effectively to Generation X

Generation X and the

development of a

style which n^ets their needs.

Therefore, in the review of literature related to the purposes

given to three themes of study. Postmodernism, the first theme,
understand the ethos of the
theme of study

was a

postmodem age and

In

particular,

distinguishing

preaching,

a

its

was

at

hand, attention was

reviewed in order to

impact on Generation X. The second

broad based look at Generation X

characteristics and behavioral tendencies which
ones.

of

seeking to

discover

distinguish this generatron from previous

goal related to this theme was the detection of Generation X's

characteristics which pertain to the

centers on materials

preaching act.

The third

theme,

addressing a preaching style which connects with the new

breed of listeners embodied in Generation X. The

goal of this review is a greater

understanding of Generation X and how eflTective commimicators can most effectively

preach to

it.
Theme 1: Postmodernism

The first theme to be covered in the review of the literature related to the

hand is

postmodernism.

study at
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Generation X and the Postmodern

Age

Generation X is often viewed

as a

cohort

defying definition.

Its broad based

characteristics and interests, at times, make it difficult to

distinguish what

from other generations of people. One

sets

quality, however,

sets it

apart

Generation X apart as

unique. Tapia writes that:
The young men and women who make up Generation X are as diverse in
outlook and style as the baby boomers before them. But what makes
Generation X unique is the spirit of their age-an age widely regarded as

postmodem and often as post-Christian. (18)

Ejisum agrees with

Tapia in calling Generatbn X the "first postmodem generation" (9).

He writes that "Busters

from the modem

are

the first

generation to be bom totally on this

side of the shift

evolutionary world mled by Copemican and Newtonian thought, to the

random, revolutionary, postmodem world where tmth exists only within certain situations
for certain people"

(9).

Growing up in the era of growing postmodem influence
of Generation X is tied to that age;

and Howe speak of Generation X

having

been bom into

a

in the West, the

identity

they are the products of the postmodem age.

Strauss

as

havuig

world marked

movement from modem to

an

"ill timed

lifecycle" (13th Generation 12),

by incessant cultural shifts largely related to this

postmodem age (Belcher 23).

An

understanding of the

impact of these shifts is cmcial to developing an understanding of those in the generation
called X.

Understanding the Past:

The Modern

Age

Postmodernism is, perhaps, best understood in contrast to the worldview which

preceded it-modernism.

Strauss and Howe's

theory that one generation is often followed

by another antithetical to its predecessor holds tme for the modem and postmodern
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worldviews

as

well (Generations

33-35). These two worldviews differ

understanding of the ethos of this present, postmodem age

is

so

greatly that an

possible only through

imderstanding the age which precipitated its birth.
The birth of modernism. Various
modem age

(Finger 21).

Some

place it

ui

opuiions exist as to the mception of the

the Renaissance, the revival of humanistic

in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, while others

learning

Reformation as its

source.

The

point to the Protestant

majority opinion in the literature, however,

settles

on

the

Enlightenment (1600-1780) as the birthplace of the modem age. The Enlightenment
stands in

history as an uitellectual

movement in

which science, reason,

reUgious

tolerance, and individual freedom were applauded and embraced. This brought about

radically different

vray of thinking

a

(Hirsch, Kett, and Trefil 218). Some believe the

modem worldview dawned with the fall of the Bastille in 1789
of the Bastille marked the death of the

(Stowell). The destmction

pre-modem worldview with its dependence on

supernatural and superstitious thinking. Supposedly

and

symbolically put to death on the

guillotine with that event was the past with its subjectivism and mythology which had

reigned supreme for well over a milleimium. Taking its place was a new paradigm,

the

modem worldview.
The
of God,

core

of modernism. "In the modem age, human reason would take the

solving all

rational truth"

human

problems and remaking society along the

place

lines of scientific,

(Veith 27). Empirical science and reason were enthroned as the new way

of thinking; observation and

experience of the world would, from then on, be tied to

objectivism as opposed to the mythological methods of the past (Fidelibus and
McCalluml6). This objectivism, the belief that knowledge is certain, objective, and
obtainable, is considered by many to be the

core

tenet of postmodernism.

This

an
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objectivism is considered by many to be "the key assumption of the modem age" (Tapia
20). "Modernists believe that human bias
we

can

be

prevented from interfering with what

leam, through applying the scientific methods of observatwn and analysis" (Fidelibus

and McCallum

17).

In many ways, the issue of objectivism is the

defining reality

delineating the difference between modem and postmodem thought.

While the

postmodem worldview is constmctivist, the modem worldview is objectivist (Anderson
13-14).

For the

postmodernist, reality and truth are discovered and created, literally

"constmcted" from within. The modernist claims to be
truth which exists
external and
The

on a

verifiable;

independent

in short, it is

from any individuial. Tmth, to the modernist, is

objective.

pillars of modernism. Allen identifies four pillars of modernism which

arose out

of the

God

considered

was

level

capable of discovering reality and

Enlightenment (4).
a

First is the idea that God is

priori throughout ancient and medieval times; the majority of

people presupposed that God existed as a personal being who
interaction with his world.
universe ushered in

a new era

Enlightenment rationalism
(Allen 33).

universe

At

of thinking about God. The result

saw

the whole universe

best, God became the distant

The human race,

considered by modernism to be
are

degree of

was

"no real need of a

as a

closed system of cause and

creator of the deist and at

or

divine

being behind

it

worst, the

(Johnson).

pillar of modem thought is humankind's ability to find its own basis

morality in society (Allen 4).

morals

some

Eventually, the deity withered away.

developed with no purpose, intelligence,

A second

maintained

Modernity's emphasis on humanity at the center of the

God who is not involved in his creation.

effect"

superfluous. The idea of

defined.

as

the

source

capable, in and of itself

and

measm-e

of creating

a

of all

things,

for

is

system in which

Defining morality became a simple matter of discovering the core of
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truth

objectively understood by all;

it

was a

work of the

laboratory,

not the Church

(Clements).
A third

pillar of modernity is the belief that progress is inevitable (Allen 4).

Modernity's development led to
confidence

as

the true

answer

with the power of education,

industrial

growth with technology gradually wrinning

to life. Over time it

improved life which, when coupled

spelled success and progress for the human race.

The fourth pillar of the modem worldview is found in the belief that
in and of itself, is

good (Allen 4).

As education became

ability to change the world grew and

in many ways

way of life, confidence in its

a

came

knowledge,

to be viewed

as

the ultimate

good. The foundation of modernism was built upon these four pillars of God as
unnecessary,
The

morality as human initiated, progress as inevitable,

as

material
reason

knowledge as good.

impact of modernism. In the modem world, the ramifications of this new

way of thinking

viewed

and

were

immediately felt (McCallum 21, 28-29). Humans were no longer

being connected to God. Instead, they came to be

seen as

machine-like,

beings, self-governing and free individuals capable of using sensual data and

in order to

experience

success.

Progress would come by means of scientific

knowledge which, combined with the goodness of the human race, led to positivism
about the fiiture. The

Enlightenment ushered the modem worldview into

supreme mle with its

core tenets

our

world in the centuries

place of

becoming a statement of feith for many who impacted

following

its

inception.

The death of modernism. The modem age lasted

exactly two hundred years

from the fall of the Bastille in 1789 to the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989

modernity's knowledge and technology could not turn back the
more

a

powerfiil that day on the border of East and West Berlin.

(Stowell). Even

forces which proved

Others differ with this
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view.

Snyder writes that "modernism died and postmodernism was bom at 3:32 p.m.

July 15, 1972,

project,

a

in St.

on

Louis, Missouri. At that moment the Pruitt-Igoe low-income housing

prize winnmg version of modernism,

dynamited as imsuitable for hmnan

was

dwelling" (214). Snyder's assessment matches the view of postmodem architectural
authority Charles Jencks.

He writes that this

of modernist architecture with its
was

high tech,

found to be impersonal to the

"uninhabitable" label is
arose

a

housing development, although the pinnacle
modem aesthetics, and ftinctional

point of being uninhabitable (39). Modernism's

suitable prototype for

because of modernism's

design,

understanding

its

feilure; postmodemism

inability to provide a worldview in which people could

live.

Pinpointing the death of a worldview is a difficult,
Wherever one

if not

places the date and site of modernism's death,

it

impossible, task.

clearly dominated the

intellectual, artistic, and scientific communities through the middle of the twentieth
century. The generations previous to Generation X
worldview. Also clear is that modernism no

were

products of this modem

longer dominates. Despite the positive results

arising from modem thought, it is in the process of gradual replacement by an antithetical
worldview, postmodemism. Even though antithetical, in many ways postmodemism is a

product of modernism.

"The forces of Modernity have

now

produced, throughout the

world, much skepticism, fragmentation, determinism, domination, relativism, and
conflict"

(Finger 23).

new, but a new

Out of modernism has

come

"something new-perhaps not exactly

application of ideas that had been latent

for decades"

(Veith 39).

Understanding the Future: The Postmodern Age
Thus,

significant

at

present, the transition continues from modem to postmodem age,

shift. This shift has been called

a

a

"massive intellectual revolution" which is
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"perhaps as great as that which marked off the modem world from the Middle Ages. The
foundations of the modem world
world"

are

collapsing,

and

we are

entering

(Allen 2). Colson wams that "postmodemism is not just

intellectual horizon. It has become

a

a

postmodem

one more

'ism'

on

the

powerfiil force changing our culture" ('Tostmodem"

80).
The

meaning of postmodernism.

The worldview toward which the West is

moving has been labeled "postmodem"; this, in its simplest form,
modernism" in the
"seen

sense

that it is

means

beyond modernism. Postmodernists believe they have

through modernism" (McCallum 20).

Some theorists argue that the condition of

postmodemity is actually a late phase of modernity while others view it
different

era

(Finger 23). Either way,

defining postmodemism.

The

world of architecture where it

"after-

that debate indicates how great

origins of the term '^stmodemism"
was

first

enqjloyed in the

1940s

a

as a

qualitatively

challenge lies

can

be traced to the

(Bullock, Stallybrass, and

Trombley 671). In the 1950s, historian Sir Amold Toynbee used "postmodem"
describe the rise and fall of world civilizations (404f). For
described

a

certain "schism of the soul" which takes

This schism is

a

"cultural suicide" marked

promiscuity through which Toynbee

place

are

For him,

in every

disintegrating society.

by stages of abandoimient, drifting, guilt, and

identified twenty-one civilizations

as

having passed.
new

secular

postmodemism is a new set of assumptions about reality which

gaining dominance in the cultural mainstream.

time rather than thought,

to

Toynbee, postmodem

Veith, in his book Postmodem Times, defined postmodemism as "the

ideology" (19).

in

While

postmodem primarily refers to

postmodemism is a new way of thinking.

In this sense,

postmodemism lies in close relation to Generation X; both are marked primarily by
attitude, assunq)tions, and

a

certam ethos rather

than

a

particular timeline.
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McCallum defines
and confidence in science
the

core

postmodernists as people who believe that reason, rationality,
are

(20). Postmodemism involves a rejection of

cultural biases

European Enlightenment; any belief in the objective, reasonable

values of the

rationality of the scientific method held closely

in modernism is

vigorously opposed in

postmodem thought (Snyder 215).
The

reasons

space to three

(6-26).
was

for

specific processes shaping the transition from modern to postmodem age

First is the

overarching breakdown of the old ways

gradually built

in modem people of the

which the westem mind
to make their

postmodernism. Waher Tmett Anderson devotes significant

own

usually operates.

of belief (7-12). A

suspicion

possibility of realities other than those in

As

a

result, "many people gained the freedom

choices about what to accept

as

real

They became

consumers

reality who could select different values and beliefs and ways of behaving" (7).
ensuing freedom to believe

as one

chose became

a

process

leading

into the

of

The

development

of a postmodem mindset.
A second process

shaping this transition relates to the emergence of a new

polarization (Anderson 12-19).

Divisions

along psychological, political, educational,

cultural, and religious lines arose leading to "a split between different kinds of beliefs,
not between different beliefs. It divides those who believe from those who have beliefs"

(19). This polarization lends credence to the pluralism and relativism which earmark the

postmodem worldview.
A last process

culture

shaping this transition to postmodemity is the birth of global

allowing this new view to truly become a worldview (Anderson 6). The growth hi

technology and the movement of people
naturally resulting

in

from East to West have led to multiculturalism

sharing other views of reaUty. Anderson concludes that:
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"Globalizing processes require us to renegotiate our relationships with femiliar cultural
forms, and remind us that they are things made by people: human, fallible things, subject
to revision"

(25). These three processes, the breakdown of old ways of Ijelief, the

emergence of new

modem to

polarities,

and the birth of a

global culture influenced the shift from

postmodem worldview.

The

core

of postmodernism.

Again,

as

postmodemism centers on the nature of truth.

with

modernism, the

core

"In postmodernism, the

issue of

primary

assumption is that tmth is not rational or objective" (Tapia 20). Modernism's objective
truth is declared out and

subjective tmth is declared in.

that postmodemism has become

a

Colson points this out in writing

powerfiil force changing our culture.

ground rules for engagmg our culture must therefore shift
dramatically as well. Until recently. Christian apologetics has defended
the feith against Enlightenment attacks m the name of scientific
rationalism; but at least both sides were debating objective, universal tmth.
The

notion of universal tmth.
the Tmth; we must
Today
longer simply
first defend the very concept of transcendent, universal truth."

Postmodernism, however, has tossed

out the very

defend

we can no

our

feith

as

("Postmodem" 80)
Clements addresses the

underlying reasons for the loss of confidence

in

objective

knowledge and the "tummg inwards to subjectivity" (Clements). Among the reasons he
identifies

are

reaction

modem technological

against rationalism beginning with romanticism and existentialism,
developments generating a more self-absorbed society, the rise of

narcissism with the breakdown of institutions such as the

pluraUsm felt

in the

new

global village.

family,

and the

He concludes that "driven

impact of

by a number of

convergent trends, both intellectually and culturally, the late twentieth century west has
witnessed

a

decay in confidence

in

objective knowledge

and

an

increasing quest

subjective experience as the grounds, not just for religious truth,

but for all

for

knowledge."
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The

pillars of postmodernism. Besides the move from an objective to

a

subjective view of the truth, other pillars of the postmodem worldview are obvious.
Although it

is difficult, at times, to differentiate between the tenets of postmodemism and

its symptoms, four

pillars

seem to

progress. Some authors, such

give

stmcture to

Leffel

a

stand out: human nature, free will, reason, and

Leffel, identify these postmodem pillars and, in so doing,

as

supposedly "stmctureless" worldview (McCallum 31-44).

beguis with modernism's view of hmnan nature by stating that

postmodemism holds that "humans are cogs
beings" (qtd.
creator

in McCallum 21). Human

being as the theist holds;

instead

in

see

social machine and

are

prunarily social

beings are not unique creations of some

divine

they are viewed as cogs in a vast machine.

natiire of the machine is cmcial: "Modernists

physical machine, postmodernists

a

see

people primarily as cogs

in

a

people as cogs in a social machine" (32).

The

vast

As

a

result, it is the social, rather than physical, processes surrounding humans which are
cmcial to delineate in the
A second

postmodem world.

pillar of postmodemism is discovered

in its view of human free will and

autonomy. The modernist view of free will holds that humans

such, free

to choose

their

destiny. Postmodernists

argue

are

self-governing

this, holding to

a

and

as

belief that

people are products of their culture and only unagine they are self-governing (McCallum
21).

As well,

surrounds it.

postmodernists
Tapia writes:

focus

on

the individual and the

"The human intellect is not the

other ways of knowing, including one's

environment, meaning depends
the

on

community of which he or she

the individual becomes

one

particular commimity which

only arbiter of tmth.

There

are

emotions and intuition. In this relativistic

the

perceiver. Tmth is defined by each individual and

is

part" (20). This "aspect of self-reference"

a

means

actively involved in defining reality; tmth and reality are from
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within rather than
view: "What

we

independent, objective entities (Snyder 222). Snyder summarizes this

experience and feel, particularly what we e>q)erience and feel at this

moment, is what is real.

Everything else

Postmodernism' s third

reality ideal.
Ours is

a

pillar relates to

Postmodernists hold that

world free from any

is suspect,

reason

or

reason

is

at least

which is tied to the

subjective

always biased and as such,

integrity or sense of wholeness,

anything which claims to fmd unity in life.

secondary" (222).

With no

thus the

is

a

myth.

rejection of

objective truth and a rejection of

imiversals, Snyder notes a rejection of theories and viewpoints which "claim to put

everything together m a coherent whole" (221).

Related to this

as

well is

"pastiche of styles thrown together with no over all design" (221).
results from the

Finally,
used

resulting

Lack of cohesion

postmodem worldview of reason.
one

last

pillar of postmodemism focuses on progress, simply a code word

by modernists to justify European domination of other cultures (McCallmn 21).

"The idea of progress is

illusory" (Tapia 20). Postmodernists

nature of knowledge is power; as

(222). When knowledge
and

a

impossible.

is viewed

At present,
to wax

review marked

general.
which

we

and

The

it is

...

Age

is

well

that the tme

aware

"power games that shape all of life"

power, the result is

find ourselves in

a

view of progress

as

illusory

always an act of violence" (Grenz 133).

of Parenthesis
an

age between the ages

modernity continues to wane.

Ours is

as

an era

postmodemity

continually under

by an xmcertainty with the mles of the game as adopted by society in

John Naisbitt calls such

our

as

"The act of knowing

Understanding the Present:

continues

Snyder says,

are

world is

no

a

period of time "the

age of parenthesis,"

a

longer what it once was nor is it what it will be (283).

time in
As

such, this
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time of parenthesis is

a

crucial time

postmodem age needs to differ
Every

age

to

grapple with how preaching to products of the

from preaching to

products of modernity.

produces a people marked by the dominant worldview of the age

which they live. In the recent past, the modem age
Boom

produced the

Silent

(1925-42)

in

and

(1943-60) Generations (Generations 96a), people whose lives display close ties to

the modem worldview
Generation X,

as

as

the first

evidenced in the way they think and interact with their world.

postmodem generation, differs significantly from preceding

generations tied to modernity.
characteristics

an

displays a number of distinguishing

understanding of which is cmcial to identifying a preaching style which

will commimicate with

preceding

Generation X

a

postmodern. Generation X audience which is imique from those

it.

Theme 2: Generation X

The second theme of the review of the literature related to this

study focuses on

Generation X.
The Labels of Generation X
As noted in

Chapter 1, the study at hand relates to

those who

decades of the 1960s and 1970s. In recent years, the last half decade

options have been suggested in regards to
general,

the

its

partkular, several

befitting this twenty year cohort. In

identity of this generation.

negative labels. Many take the approach of labeling this group according to

perceived negative characteristics. The

this

ui

bom in the

variety of labels attached to this group fell into two categories which reveal

the character and
The

labels

were

approach.

The "bust" in

label

"Baby Busters" is a prime example of

"Baby Buster" has primarily been viewed as a reference to

the downward trend in the American birthrate

begicming

in the

early

1960s when
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s^nificantly fewer children were

bom

as

compared with the baby boom years which

preceded and baby boomlet years which followed it (Crispell 4). The label

"Busters"

generally refers to the forty plus million Americans bom in the United States between
1965 and 1976

(Childress).

Another side to the Buster label exists which focuses

negative traits. Celek and Zander highUght this
label.

in the

on

its

explanation they give for the Buster

Addressing something else which "Buster" represents, they write:
the term Buster because it not only describes the

post-Boomer
demographic reality, but also because it describes the attitude of this
generation. When you thmk of a "boom", you think in terms of something
We

use

expandmg and moving forward like a "boom town" filled with
potential. That's how many Baby Boomers have always considered their
world. But a lot of Busters see their world as busted, as broken. (20-21)

that's

Baby Busters live

in

a

world marked

enviromnentally, Busters have

hope for the fiiture.
group

As

a

by brokenness. Financially, relationally,

grown up in

a

and

busted world which leaves them with little

result, pessimism and survivalism

are

prevalent among this

(Tapia 19). This generation has always hated labels (Celek and Zander 22),

perhaps what bothers them most of all is having the distinguishing
world all around them placed

inherited it and the
The

attached

positive labels,

themselves.

They did not

mark of a broken

create this

world; they simply

corresponding label.

negative

to this

on

but

label "Buster" is characteristic of many labels which have been

generation.

While

"downbeat labels

a

few

are

demographers are

much

more

in the habit of using

common-like 'Nowhere,'

more

'Boomerang,'

'Caretaker,' 'New Lost,' 'MTV,' and 'Baby Bust' Generation" (Strauss and Howe, 13th
Generation 16). In the title of his book about Generation X, researcher
calls them "the mvisible

labels
a

to

them.

generation" (Invisible Generation).

They have variously called

George Bama

The media attach negative

it the tuned-out, animal,

numb, blank, without

soul, and the self-centered know nothing generation (Holtz 1). In many ways, "Busters"
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illustrating this negative labeling approach; it

has become the term best
the most

feet, be

commonly used label for this generation.

The mystery labels. Others have labeled this group

characteristic of its
on

may, in

American

supposed mystery element.

Strauss and

according to the
Howe, in their seminal work

generations released in 1991 took this approach. Instead of speaking of the
,

forty plus million people who

faU under the 1965-76

view all those bom in the 1961-80

era as a

baby bust era as one group, they

separate cohort. This group, the 13th

generation to be bom on American soil, has resulted in a "13th Generation" label for 79
million Americans

(Strauss and Howe, 13th Generation 17; Generations 96a). This 13th

Generation thus becomes:
The

biggest generation in American history, larger than the Baby Boomer
Generation. In terms of diversity, the 13th Generation is the most diverse
generation as well; ethnically, culturally, economically, and in family
stmcture. This group is the only generation bom since the Civil War to
come of age unlikely to match their parents' economic fortunes, and the
only one bom this century to grow up personifying not the advance but the
decline of society's greatness. (13th Generation 7)
While "13th Generation" is
Howe contend that there is
number 13 is

Thirteen has
a

number

we

a

gauntlet,

a

designated along the lines

something more to their designation.

challenge,

an

try to avoid. Elevators do

a

name, the

obstacle to be overcome" (13th Generation

generation is the

label

connote that the

not

stop

at

17).

the thirteenth floor, donut bakers do

(it's a baker's dozen), and who likes to

thirteenth?" (Mcintosh 144). Another

seems to

"More than

always had an uiteresting reputation and connection to mystery. "Thirteen is

not covmt the number thirteen

this

of birth years, Strauss and

go out

on

Friday the

example of the mysterious element coimected with

"Twentysomething" with its somewhat ominous ring.

only thing which can be said

for

sure

about this

This

generation is
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that they
in this

are

in their twenties. This label is past its due date in
age of thirty

generation have reached the

Ught of the

(Celek and Zander 23).

Douglas Coupland attached another label. Generation X, to this
novel Generation X: Tales for

the most

an

X is

a

In the world of science and

reference to the unknown, to that which is

experiment or equation.

group in his 1991

Accelerated Culture. Besides "Buster," this has become

popular of all labels for this generation.

mathematics,

fact that many

sought as a result of an

Some writers note that since Generation X

seems to

almost

defy

definition, the best label for this group might be

one

which allows it to remain somewhat

ominous

the

groimds that it "sounds too much like

(Holtz 3). Others, though,

'Brand X.' There is

letter X that is

a

blankness,

disturbing to

our

a

oppose it

on

lack of identity,

even a sense

of negation in that

sehF-image" (Celek and Zander 19).

Generation X

big

might

dispute this opposition to the label "Generation X"; it was their label of choice along with
the label

'Twentysomethings" m a recent

MTV

poll (22-23).

Moving beyond labels. Whether negative

rings

from each label attached to this

generation.

however, is the fact that this generation is
cohort with related birth dates.
X"

speaks

more

According to K.

less of boundaries and

more

or

mystery related,

What is

marked

an

element of truth

universally agreed upon,

by a mindset than by a particular

Ford and

Denney, the label "Generation

of attitude, mindset, and worldview

seeking to communicate effectively with Generation X,

an

(19-20).

In

understanding of that very

attitude, mindset, and worldview is crucial. This is accomplished with the discovery of
the

distinguishing characteristics of Generation X.

The

Distinguishing
The

Rick Roth,

Characteristics of Generation X

danger which exists
a

marketing analyst,

in

analyzing any generation is that of generalization.

writes that Generation X

analysts often fall prey to this as
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those who make up Generation X have "been defined,

repeatedly insulted by marketers who

maligned, examined, analyzed, and

don't understand who

they are

and how

they think"

(33). Another marketer writes that those "who play to Generation X stereotypes will wind
up with

a

few regrets of their own"

("Don't Call Her" 24).

generation in many ways guards against generalization.
"there is

no

such

thing

of the Uterature reveals

as a

a

set of Baby Buster values"

For the most part, these

diversity of this

K. Ford and

Denney write that

(26). On the other hand,

number of characteristics which

unique fi-om other cohorts.

The

a

review

distinguish Generation X as

distinguishing characteristics are

experiences rather than values.
A

unique family experience.

A

fitting starting point

in

delineating the

distinguishing characteristics of Generation X appears

in

Generation X has

unlike any recent

Besides

experienced femily life

growing up

in

a manner

in smaller femilies due to the Roe

v.

relationship to the femily.
generation.

Wade decision and the

ensuing

legalization of abortion in 1973, the Generation X experience of a different relationship
to

family

is

seen on two

specific fi-onts: working mothers and divorcing parents.

Between 1950 and 1985, the niunber of married mothers of preschool children
who had worked outside the home

single mothers,

some

rose

from 12 to 61 percent

80 percent were, of necessity, in the job market

percentage of mothers of children age six to
76 percent between 1960 and 1990
was a

generation of children who

seventeen who

were

(40). The

working rose

from 43 to

(Strauss and Howe 13th Generation 58). The result

were

the first to

spend their formative years either as

latchkey or daycare children spending large amounts of time
from their parents

(Holtz 39-40). Among

(Celek and Zander 153).

in

a

system of care apart
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As well, somewhere between 40 and 50 percent of Generation X

from broken

or

blended homes

(Nasfell 11; Tapia 18).

times greater risk of coming from

a

broken home than

A child bom ki 1968 had
a

As

a

period between

130 percent jump in

1965 and 1979 (K. Ford and Denney

are

not

154).

surprising. Mahedy and Bemardi have written of

the evidence of posttraumatic stress disorder among Generation Xers
sense

of abandonment many have

experienced. Abandonment

Generation X, because countless parents and other

them in their childhood
have been since birth

a

or

is

tying

it

directly to

"nothing new for

significant adults were not there

adolescent years. More than any of their predecessors,

for

they

generation alone" (29).

The effects of this
or

three

a

result, Generation Xers have been called the children of divorce.
The results of this shift

the

come

child bom twenty years earlier

(Strauss and Howe 13th Generation 65). America experienced a
divorces in the fourteen year

people

sense

of abandonment

are

deepfy

felt. As the children of Silent

Boom parents, Generation Xers have watched their parents

destroy then- families while

climbing the corporate ladder. They were the "least wanted of the twentieth-century
American

baby generations" (Strauss and Howe 13th Generation 55). They wish their

parents had spent

more

time with them and

plan to change that with their children

(Mcintosh 163). Many Generation Xers have resolved that their ejqjerience of marriage
and

family life will be different; they will establish more

than their parents.

stable and

enduring marriages

They become more protective parents seeking to shield their children

from the harsh realities

they experienced growing up (Kahn and Nbc 9). Generation Xers

place great value on a tme family atmosphere.
reveals that 87 percent of Generation Xers

A recent report

on

twentysomethings

currently have children or plan to in the fiiture.
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As

well, 30 percent defined

percent locating

success

in

success as

in

are

balance between home and work with 26

part of a generation of people leading the way,

redefining the femily.

nuclear lens. "Generation X is

The

family

is

longer defined through a

no

helping to form a new extended American femily,

includes close friends, stepparents,
diverse relations"

a

happy home life ("Swing" 1).

a

In addition. Generation Xers

rightly or wrongly,

having

(Ritchie 36).

As the children of divorce,

choose between mother and fether

Uve-in lovers, and

adopted and half-siblings,

ui

terms of living

they have often been

arrangements;

as

one

a

that

host of

forced to

such, they have

experienced what no other generation has-the ability to choose from a multiplicity of
options in regards to family life.
A final effect of this

lives of Generation Xers

seeing

an

evidenced in their fear of a heavenly Father. The result of

as

earthly father fell

reason to trust a

unique experience of femily is discovered in the spiritual

and abandon them has

heavenly Father who shares the

among

high school students,

fathers

(Strauss and Howe

more

adolescent spent five minutes alone with

"meditative prayer

figure

is

a

scary

or

same name.

than 43 percent of them

13th Generation

watching television (Holtz 52).

given many Generation Xers little

While

a

A 1988

no

61). According to
fether each

study revealed that

longer lived with their birth
a

1986

study, the average

day, one-half of which was

spiritual interests

are

high among Generation Xers,

quiet times are not popular with Xers. Being

alone with

a

Father

proposition" (Tapia 21) due to previous experiences with another of the

same name.

A

unique relational experience. This unique experience of family among

Generation X has led

naturally kito

a

unique experience and view of relationships.

A
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definition of family for Generation Xers is
those who

tied to whoever will love them than to

more

produced them. According to one author:
The

pain of family life has created an alone-ness, which is different fi-om
just being lonely. Aloneness is an ejq)erience of the soul; you are
surroimded by people but unable to connect with them. The search for
intimacy is a driving force in their lives. Community-open, safe, inclusive
relationships in which people help each other rather than compete, is the
highest value of this generation" (Zander 5).
Well

portrayed

belonging to

a

in current television

cluster of fi-iends

failed. While Generation Xers

programming related to this generation,

supersedes the desire to

are

living at home

as

well

financial aid hi numbers unheard of among Boomers

emotional support lies outside the home.

they are

more

Ukely to

seek

with

connect

as

a

depending

family that has

on

parental

(Ritchie 36), their interest in

Unique from earlier generations,

Bama suggests

help and encouragement from fiiends than from family

members (Invisible 130-131). The loss of uitimacy

extended family members has led

to a

ui

terms of both unmediate and

heightened interest in building significant, inthnate

relationships.
The Buster view of relationships

as

highlights the uniqueness of Generation X.
competition.

Busters

are more

While boomers focused

interested in the

the process of achieving that dream

from the

compared to that of the boomer generation
on

achievement and

discovery of relationships which occur in

(Childress).

Generation Xers

standpoint of feelings and individual needs,

not issues

"approach relationships

and causes" (K. Ford and

Denney 82). Bmce Tulgan's work on managing Generation X highlights both betonging
and

security, relational

issues in and of themselves,

rise to the fore when Generation Xers

They desire relationships to be

core to

are

as two

of four consistent issues which

asked about how they want to be

any task with which they

ministry to them focuses on emotional healing

are

managed (14).

involved.

Significant

and the creation of an environment where
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genuine relationships can be built (Tapia 21). The unique view of relationships which is
found in Generation X is best

through life

maneuver

A
on

unique

and achieve

financial

American soil to have

(Thau 74).

A

seen as a

desire to be part of a team of people who

success

together.

experience. Generation X finds itself as the first generation
financial firtiu"e than the

a worse

measurement of their

significant

uniqueness

generation which preceded
in this

beliefs about the American dream. While boomers view it
carry
are

no

delusions that their financial fiiture is

hard to

come

Generations

a

A

is

seen

in their

being achievable, Busters

bright and rightfiiUy

so

(Nasfell 14). Jobs

by with roughly one fifth of them living in poverty (Strauss and Howe,

327). The median household income of young adults has fallen by

27 percent in the past two decades,

158).

as

area

man

it

a

time when it

under the age of twenty-five in 1986

rose

was

for every other age group

(Bama, Invisible 55).

(Strauss and Howe,

as

As

their greatest

a

(Holtz

In

1992,

personal issue "personal financial problems"

result, three out of four males continue to live

Generations

than

33 percent below poverty level for

family of three and just slightly below that level for a single person (158).

Generation Xers chose

more

at home

327).

The bleak financial outlook for Generation X is another reminder to them of the
brokenness of their world.

it, and then charged

money, spent

themselves
are

as a

new

some more

Even in

a

never

be

paid,

and

in debt

by boomer parents who made

(Childress). They have come to see

generation who have inherited,

owed debts that will

(Crouch 3 1).

Many were conceived

rather than

acciunulated, their debt. They

they owe debts which they never can pay

society which clauns to be doing them a fevor by the creation of

jobs, 44 percent of the twenty-one million new jobs created in the 1980s paid less

than $7,400

a

year

(Holtz 151).
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The result of such realities

can

be

seen

in two ways. First, Generation Xers take

decidedly different view of the fiiture. Their thinking is
they view a bleak financial future

as

more

a

pessimistic than optimistic;

symbolizuig the deep emptiness that forms the core

experiences of this generation (Crouch 32). Generation Xers' financial present is gloomy,
but their financial future is

inherent in Social
shoulders in the

no

less

Security spoke of the tmbelievable
The

coming years.

percent of adults under thirty are

same

article

money

as an

While

along the

a

67

Security will survive long

The Generation X financial

seen

label

experience

most

is

fitting their

a

unique

current and

in Generation X's view of money which differs fi-om past

pre-boomers earned money as a means to saving and boomers earned

end in itself, Generation X views money

"Money is not

Generation X

(Thau 68).

A second result is

generations.

on

quoted a poll which revealed that

they have been called the "have not generation,"

future realities

addressmg the problems

load to be laid

not confident that Social

enough to benefit them (Thomas 23).
one;

A 1997 Newsweek article

so.

an

as a means

to an

end in itself. It's just like the coins in the game: you

way, and it ups your chances of survival"

percent view havuig

a

lot of money

Generation Xers have taken

a

long

as

defining

end

(Childress).

acquire the stuff

(Celek and Zander 40). Only

success

("Swing" 1).

Once

11

again

look at the boomer characteristic and found it

lacking.

They are largely committed to relationships over monetary concems.
A

unique technological experience.

Generation X's

No

one

would doubt the

uniqueness of

technological experience. Pre-boomers marveled at the

automobile and radio, and the boomer
and space travel

(Childress).

The

era saw

the

invention of the

development of television technology

technology, however, which has been perfected during
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the lifetime of Generation X is
this

amazing running from computers to the Internet. During

period of tune, America has truly entered the information age.

superabundance of informational choice: 260,000
billboards, 17,000 newspapers, 12,000 magazines, 500 television stations;
40,000 new book titles and 60 billion pieces of junk mail each year;
20,000 new web sites and 41 million photographs taken each day
(Schuchardt 10).
In America you have

The

a

rapid grow^th in information technology shows no sign of abating

information is

expected to

double every second

by the year 2000 (10).

technological experience of Generation X can be

seen

in two

either. Known
The

unique

examples, the television and

the computer.

Television has
and

shaped Generation Xers

negative effects. The

(1 .7 per week) mainly

on

from their earliest

average Generation Xer watches

video.

They watch an average

days with both positive

eighty-nine movies per year

of three hours of television each

day (Celek and Zander 55). This is the first generation with the opportunity to have a

global perspective with the development and growth of cable networks
Children made

a

shift from

an

audio to

an

audiovisual orientation

such

as

during this generation.

The joining of the mediums of music and television into MTV have resulted in

who

now

need

to see

Generation Xers

television is

seen

on

a

people

things as well as hear them. MTV is watched by 38 percent of
given week (55).

any

in the

use

of single parents and the

surprising.

CNN.

of television

A

specific downside to the development of

as a

baby sitter.

In

an

age of a

growing number

resulting physical weariness seen in them, this downside

The average Buster has viewed five thousand hours of television

is not

by the

age of

five, far exceeding the statistics of the Boomer generation (Strauss and Howe, 13th
Generation

64). For many Xers, "television was their baby-sitter, their entertaiimient,

their teacher and their

night-light" (Celek and Zander 62).
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This

generation has

seen

the

development

of a broad-based usage of computers

as

well. The number of computers grew from ten thousand to ten million in the United
States between 1960 and 1980, and

homes

estimated to be

by the year 2000 (Mcintosh 134). Technology continues to flourish.

of components that
months

(134).

can

information

programmed
were

uito a

a

The number

taught the use of computer technology as early as

not leam it at home before then.

smaller

m

computer chip doubles every eighteen

They routinely deal with

technology mteractively via cyberspace and the

world, for them, is
for

be

Generation Xers

grade school if they did

bright

eighty million computers are

information highway; the

place in which to live. Marketers

see

the fiiture

as

being

products tied to computer technology. Carphones, beepers and pagers,

answering machines, e-mail,
luxuries for Generation X
While

and fex machines

are

considered necessities rather than

(Ritchie 38).

reputed to be

so,

not mean that Generation X is

growing up

in

a

technology and media based world does

unthinkingly seduced by the messages of the mass media.

Because Generation Xers often find media studies to be part of their educational program,

they can be very suspicious of any mformation put before them.
media savvy and
A

such, they are both

very difficuft group to advertise to.

unique method of processing information. Generation X's

immersion in

unique,

a

As

as

technology and video

combined with their

constant

unique life experience makes it

well, in its method of processing information. Those who have worked with

children of other

generations often draw the conclusion from this uniqueness that

Generation Xers

are

simply dumb (Strauss and Howe,

13th Generation 1 8). Much of this

reputation came with the 1983 release of a United States Department of Education study
entitled

"

Nation at Risk" which highlighted the continued downward academic trend
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among what is

now

referred to

publishing of Hirsch, Kett,

as

Generation X

and Trefil' s The

(18). The years to follow saw the

Dictionary of Cultural Literacy,

particular elements thought to be lacking

described the

Generation X has taken great abuse in
Another

generation.

In recent years,

regards to its intellectual abilities (25-27).

viewpoint to consider when debating this issue relates to

if not controversial, work. In the first

enlightening,

in this

which

Jane

Healy's

chapter of her book. Endangered

Minds, Healy points out the finistrations of teachers who have watched the steady
downward academic trmisition of students fi-om the abilities

they have become in Generation X.
no

way to

Generation Xers;
that while

subtle

measure

no

She confesses her dilemma in

hard

decline in reading,

writing,

and oral

conclusion differs with others; she concludes that brains
that "children who watch

is

neurological differences between past generations and

proof exists, plenty of circumstantial evidence
a

what

suggesting that there

technology does not yet exist to record such measurements.

attention spans and

234).

they once displayed to

a

lot of television

language

are

actually have

exists

She adds

as seen

skills

in shorter

(15). Healy's

different. She creates

smaller brains"

(47-55,

a case

195-

Her conclusion fits well with what others understand of Generation X. She writes:

Kids

today are no

less

intelligent than those of former years, but they don't

fit the same academic molds. In many respects, children now come to
school with more potential and a vvdder experiential backgroimd than
children of a previous generation. At some level, the rapid pace of their
lives may even prove to be adaptive for the constant scene changes of a

knowledge explosion. Yet this gloss of sophistication has been
applied at the expense of important mental skills-and arguably, their
underlying brain organization. (278)
new

Healy makes a valid point. Generation Xers
simply

been

prepared experientially to

academic molds
skills. Former

no

are

not less

intelligent they have

process information in different ways. Former

longer fit them, even those which contain or reinforce critical mental

generations processed information by

means

of an audio vehicle.

Hearing a
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voice

was

Xers, who

enough for a receptor to gain the message
grew up in

an

sent

by the sender.

For Generation

audiovisual, multimedia world, audio is simply not enough. In

addition, previous generations could process truth in a society where, for the
institutional representatives such
Generation Xers

see

as

teachers could be trusted. With this

no

most

part,

longer true.

relationship as critical to hearing and processing informatioa

resuh of this combined with

a

The

postmodem mindset lacking belief in objective tmth means

that Busters process tmth relationally.
In order for them to sort

through an issue, or delve into the deep waters of
their emotional makeup, they need time to process. .They need to think
about it, talk about it among their friends, and talk about it some more
(Celek and Zander 114).
.

Information is best heard and

.

knowledge best conveyed by Generation X

settings marked by relational intimacy.

When asked about their most

in

meaningfiil

educational e?q)erience hi the last six months. Generation Xers cited three essential
characteristics to which relationships

are

key (Celek and Zander 210). Each is fiirther

proof of distinguishing characteristics of Generation X. First,

the educational event took

place outside the context of an institution which displays the characteristic of antiinstitutionalism. Second, the educational event had to do vwth affective
or

emotionally linked) experience rather than cognitive

reveals their
event took

unique
to be

be

or

intellectual

(feelings oriented

experience.

This

unique method of hearuig and processing mformation. Third, the educational

place

in the context of relationships with other

commitment to

effective in

relationships. Predictably, then,

people which shows their

K. Ford and

meeting the needs and concems of Generation X,

Denney observe that
small groups should

highly relational, interactive, ejq)erience and feelings oriented rather than cognitive

and

teaching oriented (209).
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Wood has

people is

pointed out that a major difference between modem and postmodem

in their openness to

physical stimuli. When physical connectors such as body

language and other media methods outside of the simple spoken word are used

in

communication. Generation Xers take note. Communicators would do well to en^loy
any method which communicates

method

feelings with body language combined with a cognitive

using words (4-5).
Ritchie

highlights the way m which Generation Xers and boomers differ in how

they hear. She cites the development of a particular way of communicatkig with a rise in
inflection to end

a

sentence. This indication of how Generation Xers

well how Generation Xers desire to be

indicators, reveals

gentler and
modifiers
and

an

more

are

a

This

as

inflection, along with other

pattem of speech by which Generation Xers connect, which is

accommodatmg.

intended to

opposmg

spoken to.

speak indicates

"The

rising inflection, the sUght pause, and the

acknowledge that the

point of view" (36).

highlights for them a speaker who
wants to be told what to do.

is

Again,

Boomers'

Ustener

might have a different opinion
is just the

hearing

begging for advice

Generation X has

a

opposite as this

and direction,

a

speaker who

unique method of hearing and

processing information.
Because

relationships are

that "the medium is the

so

important to Generation X, McLuhan's

message" (qtd.

Those who wish to connect with this

dependence

on a

multimedia

8) has

never

seemed

more

true.

generation marked by technological savvy and a

approach had better quickly

of communication. The tmth is

differently.

in G. Wolfe

statement

simple:

learn to evaluate their methods

Generation X hears and processes information
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unique spiritual experience. Generation X has been described as

A

post-

generation (Tapia 18) ahhough this has not bom itself out m research.

Christian

Amazingly,

71 percent claim to be

Christians, although only 25 percent attach the label

"Christian" to themselves (Bama 30).
claim belief hi him

They do

not doubt the existence of God; 90

("Swing" 1). They view church attendance

than boomers; 40 percent said it
37 percent of boomers

religious

a

was

as

of greater

percent

importance

important to attend church regularly as opposed to

(Briggs 7). Fully 70 percent describe themselves as attending

services with 30 percent

attending

on a

generation may not be described as "Christian,"
(Christian influence. No wonder the

weekly basis ("Swing" 1). While this
it is

postmodem age

certainly not beyond the reach of
is known

as

"an opportunity in

disguise" (Celek and Zander 123). Coupland perhaps put this opportunity m its best Ught
in Life After God:
Now here is my secret. I teU it to you with an opeimess of heart that I
doubt I shall ever achieve again. So I pray that you are in a quiet room as
you hear these words. My secret is that I need God, that I am sick and can
no

longer make

it alone

This need for God marks
become
era

a

The

postmodem Generation Xers;

spirituaUy seeking community.

marked

great

(359).
in their need,

they have

For Generation Xers, who have grown up hi an

by a growing biblical iUiteracy and the loss of a Christian memory, there

uiterest in

is

coimecting with God and other seekers of spiritual tmth and experience.

spiritual uiterests of Generation X evidence their desire

connectedness with God and

people, the driving force

ui

for

intimacy and

their Uves. They

identify

"community-open, safe, inclusive relationships in which people help each other rather
than

compete" as their most prized value (Zander 6).
Most

God than

practitioners of ministry to

they are to the

Church

Generation X view them

as

bemg

more

(Rabey 40) reveaUng their institutional biases.

open to

In

a

short
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lifetime, they have

seen

educational systems

as

failure and

well

as

compromise

in

political, financial, legal,

in the "church world" of

surprising; they distrust institutions.

K. Ford and

and

televangelists. The result is not

Denney note the difference between

boomers and Generation X in their view of institutions. "Whereas the Boomers of the
sixties

protested and attacked the system with their 'Question Authority' and 'Up the

Establishment' slogans, my generation prefers
sbcties' boomers

ignore or ridicule the system" (21).

sought revolution while Busters attempt to

Generation Xers will

quietly questioned it.

more

This is

religion (Briggs 7),

one

religious services with some regularity

quarter of Generation Xers express confidence in organized

While Busters

experience

relationship

are

seeking a relationship with God, "they keep that

Generation X is

or

'religion'" (Nasfell 13).

highlights the unique spfritual

compared to the baby boomers.

more

Childress theorizes that

institution of the Church

practical faith within it. Boomers,

institution of the Church
a means to an

as

willing to put up with the

the relational and

is

between God and the Church

of the Busters

they prefer a

certainly true of the Generation X's relationship to the

relationship outside of their definitions of 'the church'
The

instead

quiet approach; they have stayed within the system and

Church. While 70 percent of them attend

less than

The

circiunvent the system.

rarely go to battle v^dth institutional leadership;

less confrontational and

("Swing" 1),

to

on

m

order to discover

the other hand, have embraced the

for the sake of the institution. For the former, the Church

end and for the latter, it is

an

end

m

itself (Childress). Generation Xers,

living in a postmodem age, approach their spiritual questions from a different angle than
do boomers, the

products of the modem age.

The

previous generation of evangelicals were responding to the atheism of
that time. So they set out to prove that there was an affirmative answer to
the question "Is there a God?" But today the question to answer is "Which
God?' (Tapia 23)
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looking for transcendent meaning, and in this sense, they are a
spiritual generation. Again, with their postmodem mindset, they don't
believe that science alone-the empirical method- can solve our problems.
They believe that something is wrong with the world, and that there must
be something beyond what they can see, feel, touch, taste, and smell
(Zander 6).
Busters

The

are

spiritual pursuit evidenced in Generation X expresses a desire to

coimect

both with

a

higher being and people,
A

X is

unique view

of truth. The

uniqueness of the spiritual experience of Generation

directly tied to its view of truth which is largely the postmodem view. This may well

prove that the

core

tenet of postmodemity is the

Generation Xers hold
ultimate tmth

subjectivity of tmth (Tapia 20).

strongly to this view of tmth as

(20). For Generation X, tmth is what

for the individual. Tolerance and respect for others'

81 percent believe there is

no

you make it. "'Tmth' is what works

viewpoint

is fimdamental"

(Easum

9).
Some of the blame for this

spent their youth m the 1960s in a

pluralism can be placed at the

feet of parents who

state of experimentatioa In many ways,

parents took the first step toward this view of truth with atten^ts to

through dmgs, sexual freedom,
have

communal

living,

boomer

uncover

satisfaction

and eastern religion. Generation Xers

adopted a similar mindset and taken it fiuther to the point of having no belief m

tmth at all. Generation X is perfectly

willing to look in other directions for tmth,

since

'Veligion as it has been historically packaged often seems superfluous to their lives"

(Belcher 23).
Thus all

destination"

religions have come to be

seen as

becoming their creed (Belcher 23).

As

issue for Xers, because tmth, to them, is relative"
is

a

equal with, "different roads,
a

result, "the truth issue is

(Celek and Zander 118).

same

not

the

Generation X

generation raised without the ability to conceive of ultimate tmth (121). Living in an
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age when truth is
any less

a

a

matter of perspective

generation of seekers

a

interpretation does not make Generation X

for truth. Bama calls Buster

religion" (Invisible 166) by which he
in

and

means a

religion "marketplace

religious experience of truth can be found

variety of places.
The label of "cynical," which has been attached to Generation X, is understood

imfair in

light of their view of truth.

The

stereotypical Generation Xer who challenges

assumptions and scmtinizes and debates approaches and methods does
This is

as

so

with reason.

simply a symptom of their seeach for tmth and authenticity. They want to

personally discover tmth and authentically experience

it for themselves.

little desire to tell others what they personally beheve about tmth.

strongly agreed with the notion that you have

a

with others who do not have the

as

same

beliefs

responsibility to
you do

They display

Only 36 percent

share what you believe

(Bama, Invisible 159). Labeled

as

cynicism, the questions of Generation X are more a sign of their unique experience of and
search for truth.
Conclusion: A

unique world experience.

A

distinguishing Generation X characteristics is fo\md
Consideration of their Uves

across

the various

in its unique world

list of

experience.

categories thus far reveals a people

differing immensely firom those which preceded
Their

fitting conclusion to this

it

m

Westem and United States

group

society.

experience of family, relationships, finances, technology, spirituality, and truth

exemplify how different their world is.

Each of these characteristics also

plays into the

difficulty of effective communication to Generation X.
The list of differences

might be

as

long

as

the Ust of technological and cultural

developments and inventions of the past thirty-five
move so

quickly. Perhaps the greatest difference

years. Never has the world seemed to

in the world they have inherited is the
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increasing rate of change. Change has marked every generation,
were,

no

change

doubt,

is

now

more

the

but past

capable of keeping pace with the rate of change.

generations

In

some

ways,

only constant (Mahedy and Bemardi 37). The Generation X world is

evidence of a paradigm shift.
Positives exist,

Technology,

well, in the world in which Generation X has grown up.

as

in particular, affords them

participants should they choose.
world of entertainment

Technology makes

a

a

global perspective

Their world is

an

option filled one; particularly in the

plethora of alternatives is available to Generation Xers.

information available

as never

before; in terms of the pursuit of

knowledge, Generation X is far beyond any past generation.
much lower risk of dying from disease than did teenagers

and Howe, Generations
Xers

326). Travel is an option like

positives, however,

reveal

a

forty years previous (Strauss

never

before with many Generation

only the tip of the iceberg.

cost and the world of Generation X has

boomers made famous the statement
X

A Generation Xer faces

takii^ advantage of the opportunity to experience other cultures.
These

a

in which they become world

might be tempted to

alter it to read

inherited and the world in which

everythmg there

"Stop the world,

I want to get on" while Generation

"Stop the world,

I want to get off." The world

they live are the same,

beyond reach, the present is black and bleak,

a

broken

one

with

"For Generation X, the past

and the fiiture is

a

brick wall"

generations possess a world of memories and experiences to which no

Generation Xer may

lay claim. The formative, negative experiences found within

Generation X's world

can

be matched

they

major

(Celek and Zander 27).
Past

is

provided them with some costly negatives. The

negatives with which no past generation has had to grapple.
is forever

To

by every generation; for every Roe v. Wade
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decision. Challenger disaster, and Persian Gulf War, other generations
wars,

speak of world

assassinations, and civil rights movements (Mcintosh 69, 124, 165-166). Although

true, this does not take into account that the
Generation X to

past decade has

participate
seen

the

in those

development of technology has allowed

experiences as close to firsthand as possible.

an

The

up

a

shared

close, and on camera. Little happens behmd the

negatives

can

be

seen

American life. The G.I., silent,
of by Strauss and Howe in

stories

opportunity unheard of in past generations; their

experience of the negativity of life has been much more
firsthand,

The

development of instantaneous reporthig of breaking news

which allows Generation X

is

can

or

in

experience.

Their world

scenes.

specific ways across the social landscape of the

boomer

generations knew nothing of the world spoken

writing of the world

ui

which many Generation Xers

move.

2,500 American children witness the divorce or separation
of their parents. Every day, 90 kids
are committed to foster homes.
Every day, thirteen Americans age 15-24 commit suicide, and another
sixteen are murdered. Every day, the typical 14-year-old watches 3 hours
of TV and does 1 hour of homework. Every day, over 2,200 kids drop out
of school. Every day, 3,610 teenagers are assaulted, 630 are robbed, and
80 are raped.
Every day, 1,000 unwed teenage girls become
mothers. (13th Generation 33)

Every day,

over

...

...

At times it must

world to

their

to Generation Xers that

no

Most of all,

no one

way to fix it. Their world

The third theme to be

experience is unlike

any

it; in fact,

some

say

previous cohort.

Preaching

in the review of the literature focuses

on

preaching.

Age of Opportunity
As mentioned

and

pursued

it to be broken beyond

has told them how to fix

Theme 3:

The

they have been given a great big

ejq)lore, and upon investigation, they have discovered

ability to repair.

there is

seem

earlier, this is

an

age between the ages with modernism in decline

postmodemism continuing to flourish.

Generation X lives in

an

"age of parenthesis"
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(Naisbitt 283), Changes wait

at every turn as this world moves from audio to

information starvation to information saturation, from

logical to theological thinkuig,
Everything appears to be up

and from

for

high touch to high tech,

from

authority tolerance to authority challenging.

grabs.

Modernity's decline is accompanied by changes
life.

video, from

in how

people think,

act, and live

Changes have come to preaclung as well. With logic and reason replaced,

in varyuig

degrees, by other ways of hearing and uiteracting which are less logical, more subjective
and

experience oriented, preaching is greatly affected. Generation Xers are simply one

demographic category in which Usteners have changed.
hear

as

they once did,

and

as a

The

result, traditional methods of preaching

people as they once did. Those who preach find themselves
unfamiliar
in

a

ground

in terms ofthe communication

constant state of change. "The

reconstruction; the

customs to

being completely rebuilt.
(Loscalzo 9). Leonard

majority of people do not

a

longer reach

walking

on

style being dictated to them. Culture is

language we speak is undergouig massive

which

In such

at times

no

we

clmg no longer seem viable; our worldview is

moment,

Sweet writes that the

not

surprisingly, preaching

move

from modem to

"explains why we find few terms hi everyday language to

is also in flux"

postmodem world

convey what

experiencing, making it ahnost impossible to e)q)ress new experiences

we are

m

old

language"

(12).
In many ways, it is the worst of times. One could
many have. The

postmodem age is accompanied by many negatives-its resistance to

monotheistic belief, its
its hedonistic

core.

dangerous shift

easily bemoan these changes as

subjectivist view of truth, its underlying commitment to pluralism,

The list goes

on

and

on.

Postmodemity is,

in culture which presents great

more

than

anything else, a

clmllenges to the Church and

its

people.
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McCallum centers the issue where it
truth"

in

calling postmodemism "the death of

(14).
Encouragmg

times

belongs

as

news

also exists

as

well. The age of parenthesis is

the worst of times
more

can

be

seen as

than a time of change; it is

the best of

a

time of great

opportunity as well. Postmodemity' s emergence has ushered in a new era of church

ministry.

Loren Mead's book. The Once and Future Church, has been seminal in

the Church to

and

see

the emergence not

paradigm of ministry as well.

itself m the Christian

era

Mead's

in the

apostohc

much

more

in

era.

large but

a new

diagnosis is that the Church no longer

to

by particular

stmctures and

methods which

age

finds

are

what the book of Acts reveals about church life and

Technology notwithstanding,

common

in culture at

of mmistry to which it has grown accustomed. The Church since

Constantme has been characterized

dissimilar, if not foreign,

only of a new age

helping

with that of the

era

postmodem era has

apostolic era than it does with the Christian era

ushered in by Constantine' s conversion and

Thus, this is a new apostolic

the ethos of the

ministry

lasting through the mid-twentieth century.

for the Church,

ministry, and preaching.

Both

opportunities and obstacles to effective ministry and preachuig today mirror that of the
early Church.

Mead

correctly reveals that "the forms and stmctures, the roles and

relationships of the churches we have inherited were formed by paradigms that no longer
work for us"

(28). His assessment is that we have moved back (perhaps "ahead" is a

better term) into

an era

of the Church's

church than that of the Christian

era.

the book then becomes: "How do
out our

calling to

serve

we

ministry more like the apostolic era of the early

For

Mead, this is good news. The cmcial question of

build

religious

the world? How do

we

institutions within which

we can

form ourselves for mission to the

live
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emerging age?' (29) Mead concludes his book with the statement that "a new church is
being bom around us." (84)
With this renewal of the Church,

a

renewal of preaching is essential. If not

ability to communicate the reality of

renewed and

re-engineered, preaching will lose

Christ in the

postmodem world. This present era is a tremendous opportunity for

its

preachers to releam the language of preaching.
postmodem world leaves room for accepting certain things as revelation
from God, or for apparent paradoxes like the trinity and incarnation.
Modernism wanted a neat, comfortably distant God. Postmodemism is
more open to, even longs for, a personal God. It leaves more room for
religion to actually have a day-to-day bearing on one's life (Smolin 4).
A

Effective Communication with Generation X
Generation X is

preaching.

a

perfect place to work out this releaming of the langu^e of

Bama suggests that 60 percent of those who listen to any

the age of fifty and

approxknately 35 percent of those will be adult Busters ("Pulpit-

Meister" 1 1). Generation X is

Therefore the

a

significant portion ofthose to whom we preach.

question becomes:

"What elements, methods, and

preaching communicate with Generation X?'

In

essence

the

discovering what it means to maximize the opportunity to
without

preaching are under

sacrificing commitment to the Scriptures.

preaching was presupposed

in the

course

of this

styles of biblical

answer

embrace

The need for

is found in

postmodem preaching

Scripturally-based

study. Preaching that is effective in

commimicating with Generation X will be tied to Scripture. Six qualities arose in the
literature review regarding

postmodem preaching which conununicates with Generation

X.

Quality 1:

Jesus

as

the model. While the literature review revealed several

dominant themes related to Generation X

preaching, perhaps one dominated more than
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any other: Jesxxs is the best model of ministry and

prominence of this quality
given special attention
gospels pursing
he

an

As

m

preaching to

the literature dictates that the

such, chapter 3 is devoted to

an

Generation X. The

teachmg method of Jesus be
inductive study of the four

understanding of the content and delivery style employed by Jesus as

taught.
A

He is

a

perusal of the life, ministry, and preaching of Jesus highlights two

model for Generation X communicators. The first

ability to

coimect with

Generation X.

why

relates to Jesus' natural

Many similarities exist between the distinguishing

characteristics of Generation X and those of Jesus.
remarkable

reason

reasons

Tapia points out

several of these

parallels:
Christian and non-Christian Xers alike take great comfort and strength
from Jesus of the Gospels, with whom they have so much in common.
Jesus was in his early thirties when he began his public work; he had no
career path and no place he could call home. His greatest battles were
agamst the dogmas of his day, and he showed little feith in institutions and
rules and regulations. Rather, his message was of a Father fiiU of grace,
and the context of his work was his personal relationships. He built
community, first with his small group of 12, and then across class, gender,
racial, and lifestyle lines. He Uked a good party, even turning water into
wuie to keep one from ending prematurely. He spoke against injustice and
did not have the stomach for inauthentic people. He thought globally but
acted locally. As we confront the growing irrelevance of the church among
many Xers, we must wrestle with the idea that Jesus would have felt very
much at home with the MTV

generation. (23)

Celek and Zander, Generation X communicators themselves, write of the
of connecting Generation X with Jesus in their

spiritual issues with Busters, we have
their

found it most

lineage of inner turmoil and pain,

with the

suffering

of Jesus"

own

we

priority

ministries. "When discussing

helpfiil to focus on Jesus.

have found that Busters

Because of

identify intimately

(92). Generation Xers are atfracted to Jesus in spite of their

misgivings about the institutional Church.

"Most Busters

rehgion in today's society.

they have a growing interest in Christ and, in

But in contrast,

...

questron the relevance of
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fact, find much inspiration in him. He shmmed the institution and invested in

relationships" (Nasfell 1 1).
A second
to his

reason

method, style, and

This is

was a

master at

content of His

communication with

communicatmg with people. Preachers have much to

and

helping them to

imderstand life

by simplicity both with those who beheved

honest
in his
are

on

on

simple

stories taken from

issues. Christ modeled

ministry and preaching.

Simply put,
learn from

people in as listeners, connecting with them,

improved upon when it comes to preaching to

focused

people. Not only did people

but also with what he said and how he said it.

him today. His methods of drawing

challenging them,

primary attraction for Generation X.

that Jesus is the model for Generation X communicators relates

connect with who Jesus was,

Jesus

a

as

it

meant to be cannot be

was

Generation X. Jesus' method

was

marked

in him and those who did not. His method

everyday life combined with a willingness to be

dependence on his heavenly Father and the Holy Spirit

He reminds

preachers that prayer and mtimacy with God

crucial to the task of communicating the

Scriptures today,

a

great model for those

who communicate with Generation X.

This attractiveness of Jesus'

style of preaching has led to two practices in

contemporary preaching. First, many have chosen to focus primarily
in their communication of Scripture. Some suggest
discovered
canon

a means

on

of relevant

the four

gospels

preaching will be

by focusing primarily on the four gospels for texts for sermons. Using this

within the

canon

of Scripture

said to enhance communication

as

opposed to using the entirety of the Scriptures

(Hunter 164). The bottom line

communication with Generation X needs to be

is that effective

steeped in Jesus; postmodem preaching

needs to be Christocentric. If it is, Jesus becomes the
and illustrations for effective

is

starting point, content, conclusion,

preaching. Effective preaching to postmodem Generation X
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listeners will

keep going back to

Jesus and his encounters with

people.

It will focus

on

his

story and how it intersects the story of Generation Xers who listen.
A second

application resulting

commimication relates to his narrative
taken place in recent years
much of the Bible and

style of

approach to preaching. Significant debate has

the nature and

suitability of narrative preaching today. So

much of Jesus' teaching is in narrative format that it would be

so

foolish to overlook the

over

from the attractiveness of Jesus'

importance of developing a narrative approach to preaching.

Leighton Ford and James Dermey issue

a

strong appeal for

in The Power of Story. Don Wardlaw argues that narrative

method of choice in the

a retum

to narrative

preaching was,

early years of Christian preaching before the

mindset of propositional

in

preaching

fact, the

Greco-Roman

preaching took root (11-15).

Frankly put, preachers need to learn to motivate people by means of narrative

preaching. They must discover the story line of the Scriptures and use it to
people.
point,

But in

doing

so,

they must remember that narrative

but the narrative is the

expository preaching

in

point. Rambo

saying

"the best

calls for

preaching

a

use

that to the flillest

potential.

given to illustrate the

combination of narrative and

is the best of narrative and the best of

expository preaching." If the text allows for narrative,
to

is not

connect with

as

When the text dictates

it often does, the
an

preacher ought

expository method, the

preacher ought to use narrative to authenticate the tmth.
Quality 2: relationally-based preaching. A second characteristic
communication with Generation X focuses

on

the role of relationship in

Postmodem preaching to Generation Xers must be
to the Busters wanted answers and

messages that had several

of biblical

preaclung.

relationally based. "Generations prior

linear, logical forms of reasoning. They wanted

logical points that could be readily applied

m

Ufe. Busters

are
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looking

for

and Zander

answers too.

But

they want the

126). Generation Xers

answers

couched in the context of life"

answers to

want to pursue

(Celek

life in the context of

relationships with others.
Generation Xers want to take the journey of life together. Just

appointments to watch television programs together,

so

as

they make

attending church and listening to

preaching is a commimal act which is important to them. Generation Xers tend to be
process rather than results oriented. As such, effective

relational. For Generation X,

taking into

becoming

more

relationally oriented

account the role of relationships in all that

the twelve, the seventy, the 1 10, and to

taught them. Taking

in

preaching means

preaching is and does.

much of Jesus' communication. His

Relationships were foundational to

said when he

preaching must become more

a

certain

mto account

relationships with

degree the crowd vmdergirded what he

the role of relationships in the process of

preaching means a number of things.
Celek and Zander
relational

warn

oriented; time

making takes place.
Or

expecting immediate

resufts is

a

decidedly non

approach when it comes to communicating with Generation X.

Generation X communicators
process

that

keep in mind that preaching to this generation must be

must be

given to interaction and relationship before decision

"That process probably isn't

maybe even a month or two.

Preaching

must be viewed

time to work through life
As

as a

It may just

process.

going to be finished in an hour or two.

begin during that time

frame"

(114, 129).

Preaching to Generation X means giving them

changing ideas from Scripture.

such, relational preaching

communication.

Successfiil

to

Generation X involves

a move

from hot to cool

Thinking about relationship rather than results gives the preacher the

freedom to think about process. In

an

age marked

by subjectivism, tolerance, relativism.
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and
to

a

plurality of beliefs, preaching needs to shift from hellfire and brunstone preaching

more

of a conversational

style of commxmication. Since experience trumps dogma.

Generation X hearts and minds will be

within which

a

won

by the contagion of successfiil relationships

change of mind takes place. Colson suggests that the postmodem age is

time to embrace Van Til's relational

apologetic.

He says,

"Perhaps Van Til

is right who

said, 'The duty of the Christian is to say God is and then to show the unpossibility of the

contrary'" ("The Time is Now"). Generally speaking, the preaching act needs to avoid

creating us versus them dichotomies
This relational

on

relationships (Zander 6).

approach to preaching calls into question another issue

well. For Generation Xers who

preacher is a cmcial

and refocus back

one to

as

question authority and institution, the perception of the

think through. Communication will be enhanced to this group

if common perceptions of the

preacher are dealt with.

desires in relation to management in the

Recent studies of Generation X's

workplace revealed a desire for a sense of

belonging and shared responsibility (Tulgan 13). Generation X desires a leadership style
which is flat, shared, and team-oriented rather than
and arrogant. In terms of specific

being hierarchical,

from the top

down,

application, typical preaching models with one person

carrying the bulk of the preaching load may need to change. Preaching which involves a
shared load between individuals

(Hybels, Briscoe, and Robinson 155-159) may be

more

capable of connecting with Generatron X. Using nonclergy people to tell their story
testimonial form in the context of sermon
leader and yet allows

suggests developing
to

a

service

downplays one person as the focal

significant mmistry of the Word without conq)romise.

a means

of talking with rather than talking to in

sitting around tables rather than sitting

time into the time

or

in

following the preachmg

rows

act

in

and

building

(Zander 5).

a

an

Zander

envirormaent akm

question and answer
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Preachers

their role in the

can

new

apply this in more specific ways as well. They need to recognize

apostolic paradigm of being

a

teacher/equipper/ coach ("New

Apostolic Paradigm" 1). In the language of today's business world,
known

as an

"equipper." Preachers who regularly tell people what

this

new

role is

it is that the

community of feith is attempting to do in coming together and in hearing preaching are
making the relational commitment that we are in this together.
to the

relationship of the body;

it is

make themselves available after

m^ing

a

a

relational commitment

themselves

choosing to focus on people.

service for feedback,

as

weU. Those who

displays commitment

Preachers who choose to

questions, and objections

are

preach with few or no notes give

opportunities to focus on people. Getting out from behmd a pulpit or

discarding the pulpit altogether is a relational move
to

This

communication, people

can

authentic

well. If the

ui

office

preaching.

or

pulpit.

A third

quality of effective communication to

Generation X is tied to the

quality of relationally-based preaching;

preaching that is authentic.

Generation Xers' lives

have been inauthentic.

preach,

an

filled with

As

a

on

relationships which

result, when they listen to

which is often the case, there is

automatic desire to discover whether the
Rick Roth,

are

it focuses

Lymg and overpromising have been consistently offered to them

particularly by people older than themselves.
older than themselves

Scriptures are central

recognize that the preacher's authority still exists but is

grounded in Scripture rather than
Quality 3:

as

speaker is beuig

a

someone

lowering of trust,

authentic.

advertising consultant, offers advice concerning the need

authenticity ui talking to this market, the

most

an

media-sawy generation ever.

for

He writes:

These folks are bright. They were raised on the media and they understand
that the purpose of advertismg is to try to sell something. If you try to trick

them,

you lose. Be

fits their

upfront. Show them how your product, service or store
lifestyle,
illustrating your impression of their lifestyle.
rather than
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exactly why they should buy from you. Make your copy and
visuals direct and frank. Lay out the benefits in a sharp, witty and
Talk to them, not at them. Think of them as adults,
intelligent manner.
not kids. (33)
Tell them

.

On this

this

point, those who

.

.

communicate the

Scriptures need to leam a lesson.

On

particular quality of authenticity many Boomer preachers rvm into difficulty.

According to Zander, boomer commimication is much like what
show host

is

seen

in late

Jay Leno whose style is predictable, smooth, and polished with transitions

carefiilly orchestrated. Buster-style communication,
Letterman's late

night

on

the other hand, is like David

show which is both unpredictable and messy. It has

stream of consciousness to it with little

thought given to transitions.

a sense

What you

you get with Busters;

they prefer a communication style which is real as well.

raised in the Boomer

generation define excellence

Xers;

as a

night talk

result,

many of those who

audience defines excellence and

in

is what

Those

different way than do Generation

preach to Generation X need to releam how their

quality.

The shift from preacher-centered to listener-

centered communication dictates that all those who
audience thinks

a

see

of

(Rambo), Without taking the

preach must discover how their

tune to do so, the consequences are

significant.
Busters expect those who conduct a church service to strive for excellence.
This MTV Generation practically grew up with remote confrols in their

hands. If a television show did not hold their attention, they switched
channels. Though they can't do this duruig a worship service that doesn't

their standards, they do feel free to 'switch charmels' and attend
another church (Mcintosh 150).
meet

Generation Xers
same

for

place high emphasis on authenticity in relationships, and they do the

preaching.

How this

somewhat

on

the

authenticity develops

in the life of the individual preacher

gifts and personality of the preacher. Several things

are

depends

clear, though.
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One

point of application emerges in the choice of words.

the Generation X choice of words: "The

functional. We

are

communicators

not

interested in the

language we

romance

K. Ford and

Denney describe

communicate hi is blimt and

of words"

(53). Generation X

obligated to carefiilly choose their words as their listeners deske to

are

hear words connect at their level of experience. As
which they do not understand

are

pragmatists,

words and concepts

of little value to them. Preachers should make

no

assumptions about what the hearer knows. The reaUty of growing biblical illiteracy is a
reminder not to
cannot

hop around

(Rambo).
are

assume a

The

is

on

the

speaker to be heard; the speaker must never assume people

listening simply because they are

be sufficient to make

a

in attendance.

Vocabulary which communicates will

point and yet simple enough to comprehend.

communication tends to
Authentic

inventory; preachers

fewer and fewer listeners will be able to make the transitions

as

onus

reservoir of biblical information and

use

simpler words with less syllables.

preaching does not mean unfailing positivism,

but

when the truth hurts. "The church sometunes sugar coats because

offend anyone
more

are,

than

.

.

.

Generation X wants the truth"

anything else

is

Generation X

honesty and realness.

provided you are real" (Zander 6).

behig truthful even

they don't want to

(Nasfell 13).

What Generation X wants

"Busters

willing to accept you as you

are

Passion needs to be real; successfiil Generation X

communication occurs when the preachers let the word of God

grab them and create

within them

only what they want to

hear.

a

passioa

Generation Xers do not want you to say

They want to hear what you have to offer that is real.

need to work hard to discover

new

with Generation X but will also
human

e3q)erience.

For this reason,

preachers

portions of the Scriptures which will not only connect

cause

them to think about the

reality of God and the

Some genres of the Bible appear to connect better with Generation X.
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Generally speaking, the epistles are not thought to naturally connect with Generation
Xers due to their focus
come

for

a

on

propositional truth and lack of narrative. Perhaps the time has

recovery of the laments in

preaching and the preaching of stories showmg the

gospel being worked out in real life rather than in abstract thought.
leam how to
use

of vivid

preach the prophets with their call to social cohesion and justice
imagery, props, and

In these may lie the

Generation X

discovers

Preachers should

anew

and their

stories.

discovery of preaching methods and styles which can capture

and call them to listen to what is real. In creativity the

preacher

authenticity. The goal of media presentation is the drive to capture our

imaginations calling

us

place ourselves

to

in this set of clothing, hi this car,

or

in front of

this beer.

Advertising

is

But

God is also

working to capture the human imagination and since our goal in

smce

preaching

is to

call

a

beyond reason to the motivations and desires of our hearts.

participate in winnmg the human imagination for God, it follows that

homiletical methods of cultivating the

gimmick" (Troeger 118).
Quality 4:

preacher's imagination are

multidimensional

or

preaching. Much has been said in recent days

technology in its fullest range possible
about the

dangers inherent

what God

designed

evaluated

than ornament

Postmodem preaching must be authentic.

about methods and effects of technology

The

more

ui

it to be

m

regards to preaching.

in the

preaching

act

Some advocate

(Slaughter).

Others

using

wam

technology which prevent the preaching act from being

(Kalas).

dangers of using technology in regards to biblical communication must be

alongside the benefits. Every preacher must assume that those who listen are

media-devastated (Rambo). A thirty minute
other information which

a

sermon

typical hearer receives

is

no

match for the countless hours of

in various forms of media available
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world marked

each

day. Our is

often

presented in soxmd bite

a

by the use of icons, slogans, and symbols which are

format to

grab the attention of those who listen and watch.

danger of becoming marguialized in society by

Within this is the

our

adoption of

modem, technological forms of conmiunication.

postmodem church is challenged with not letting its message become
merely another sound bite. It must not try to bring God down to massculture size, but must stick with its compellmg narrative of a God who
became a man, died horribly, and conquered death for our sakes (SmoUn
6).
The

Celek and Zander call for Generation X communicatron to be

huntmg term to suggest the idea of flushing people
so,

they also

about the

wam

use

(102-104).

An

they hide.

of rousing methods. "An axiom every

pastor ought to note is that Busters do
which avoids the

out of where

"rousing" usmg

not want to be

But in

a

domg

baby boomer

entertained. A slick presentation

tough, honest, and sometunes unanswerable questions will not unpress"

important principle is

not to use

technology

for

technology's sake:

the church have somethmg that Hollywood will never be able to
duplicate. We have the power of God. .1 believe ui using whatever media
and technology we can to capture this generation's attention, but if there is
no power, once you've captured their attention, then you're just drawing a
We

m

.

crowd. There's

no

life-changing taking place. (Nasfell 12-13)

On the other hand, the world of Generation X is

fi-om all walks of life
teachers have

applies

have

with brams

multimedia world. "Students

poorly adapted for the mental habits that

traditionally assumed" (Healy 277).

it well for

walks of life

now come

a

Marva Davra takes

Healy's work and

preachers callmg them to remember that "worship participants from aU

now come

with brains

poorly adapted for the mental habits that preachers

traditionally assumed" (6). In the battle of the ear and eye, the

The audio dominated method of preaching which has

come

eye wins every tune.

into dominance in the past
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several centuries does not contain

an

inherent

ability to

connect with Generation X

listeners.
Preachers must seek to connect with every

sense

every mediimi available which is not out of line with

greatest tools available
use

to

and emotion

they can by use of

scriptural boundaries. Obviously the

those who communicate with Generation X today relate to the

of music and video. Illustrations which connect with Generation X flow from

variety of sources well knovm to Generation Xers.
or

video

or

have not

provide a natural illustration which can connect
seen

are more

traditional

on

seen on

the

big

one

half of music

spiritual and God-oriented themes.

in tune with Generation X concepts of religious

Certain pop

ejq)ression than

evangelical modes. Generation X communicators should use available

to communicate

music

with their audience. Celek and Zander write of using secular music to

communicate truth
determine its

screen

with Generation Xers who have

the illustration at hand. One author suggests that

available in today's CD stores focuses
artists

Recent movies

a

although potential material

is

always run through an evaluation grid to

appropriateness (115).

Preachers need to connect with Generation X
in audio fashion works for

a

on more

than

one

level.

few selected mdividuals among this group. A

Preaching

more

significant cormection occurs if preaching becomes multimedia as well as multi-emotive
and

multisensory.

In

short, postmodem preaching needs to become multidimensional.

Any vmi-dimensional preaching strategy is at
muftidimensional

a

disadvantage compared to

a

approach as "no strategy for presentuig the word of God,

inspired by the Holy Spirit,
divine" (Troeger 16).

things to all people

so

can

commimicate the fiall and

even

when

perfect wholeness of the

Perhaps this applies to Paul's suggestion that he will become all
that

by all means

he may win

some

(1

Cor.

9:19-22). Troeger
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reminds

us

that

multimedia

a

approach is in no way unique to the Church of the

twentieth century. Various illustrations reveal that past muUimedia
the

iise

of things carved in stone and

beyond those used today.
those who listened to

using

a

A

late

approaches included

glass, the use of incense, and music

in ways far

muftimedia, multisensory method connected in the past with

preaching.

His

point is that the Church has always been open to

variety of mediums of communication. The key question for today becomes one

of contexualization: "How is ft
of media converge

possible to

(text, audio, and video)

be Protestant in
mto

one new

a

world in which three kinds

mixed

genre-muftunedia?"

(Troeger 13)
While the

use

of muftimedia will prove its worth

leam to evaluate and test

which this may

occur.

new

an

forms of communication. Babin suggests three

an

examination of methods in

(36). Preaching

preachers who

will take

opportunities available to them; the key is to use a discemmg mind.

postmodem preaching will be
A cmcial

sermon

marked

simple in the

connects well with Generation X

advantage

Effective

by this muftidimensional quality.

point to consider is the importance of simplicity.

must still be

hi the

involve the discernment of methods of communication and their

effectiveness. A world fiiU of illustration lies open to
of the

by

light of Scripture. And third,

evaluation of the resufts from what has been done

postmodem age must

means

First, the preacher needs to check perceptions and responses wfth

others. Second, there must be
there must be

again and again, preachers must

sense

A muftidhnensional

of focused. The muftidimensional

minds which are used

to constant

approach

motion and

bombardment with information. Mcintosh notes that "advertisers discovered

a

long time

ago that the way to hold the attention of Busters is to make ads short and Ml of actioa

When ft

comes to

church, the slow pace of most services bores Busters" (146).
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preaching avoids the boredom which exists

Multidimensional

more

than

finding

Generation X hearers to
out

some

Generation X

regards to traditional preachmg approaches. Multidimensional preaching

minds in

nothing

in

a

nmnber of different

a

by which to connect

means

specific biblical text. Simplicity means that preachers will

creatively redundant methods to communicate that truth from Scripture.

in

a

and focus

seek

major idea of a passage (Robinson, Biblical Preaching 33-37) and employ

the

focus

is

on

that

one

point and attempt to

disjointed world.

sermon

Focused

a sermon

designed to
to take a

move

singular in focus,

a

("Preaching

in

a

Television

uivolves

Age").

In

ought to be composed of six to eight movements

the listener inch

leap of faith.

In

a

sermon

will

great communication need

preaching, according to Robinson,

in terms of movements

television,

be

The

a

planning

a

format like

or

segments

by inch in a particular direction instead of asking them

world where sound bites

the

are

name

of the game, Robinson

speaks of the importance of a imified theme with common movements.

Due to the

shortened attention span of today's listeners, he suggests three to four minute movements
foUowed
format

by a significant change in direction. Many

are

calluig

perhaps tying the length to a typical television sitcom.

minutes of commercials to

which may

a

twenty-two

for

a

shorter

sermon

When you add

mmute program, you have

a

eight

thirty minute

easily equal an optimum length for Generation X ears in light of that to

show
which

they are accustomed.
Quality 5:

relevant

needs to be relevant

communication
it

as

preaching.

well. In

(Rambo), the

In order to connect with Generation X,

preaching

moving from preacher-centered to listener-centered

age of specialization has

come

to the

preacher.

No

longer

is

good enough to preach a strong generic sermon to those who listen. Generation Xers, in

fact most

postmodem listeners,

are

calling

for greater relevance in contemporary
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preaching.
their

preacher must understand that the Scriptures

The

as

preaching

must be

mformed preaching. John Stott calls

preachers to develop this style of preaching, preaching mformed by hearers.

effective communication takes

into the world of the hearer

of the

He suggests the

sermon.

feedback to the
one-on-one

(194-201) which, hi turn, uifluences the shape

development of study and interaction groups which give

preacher about past and future

uiterviews and

visitmg hearers

Generation X) in order to gam mcreased
This mcamational focus

m

sermons.

in the work

There is also the

people,

ministry commimicates with Generation X

create one for

answer

the

not share the same values. No

and

so

people who

the communicator's

are

open and

questions asked by hearers.

for

understandmg of their world.

homogeneous audience in Generation X. Many, though not all,

held among

suggestion of

place (or educational setting

number of reasons. It takes into account, first of all, that there is

though they do

For Stott,

place when the preacher develops msight and

understanding

even

such,

responsibility is to put the relevance of Scripture on display.
In many ways, relevant

for

irrelevant;

are not

looking

no

such thing

have shared

a

as a

experiences

longer is there a common worldview

responsibility Ues partly
for

for

one.

m

It also enables the

helping to
preacher to

"Neil Postman observes that when 13ers

were

little, adults gave children 'answers to questions they never asked.' That problem still

plagues this generation" (qtd.

in Strauss and Howe, Generations

suggests the idea of cultural mappmg (21). In order to become

333). Faith Popcorn

more

relevant, wise

preachers will follow the age-old dictum to carry a notebook and observe people in action
(Rambo).
The
you

goal of relevant, informed preachmg is to get as many people

on

possibly can. Every time an inside or unexplained story is told, people

the inside

are

as

put on the
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outside.

Perhaps no generation lias had greater feelings of being on the outside than

Generation X.

development

Learning to discover the lowest

of a

preaching style which

denominator leads to the

common

is relevant to

as

many

as

possible. Those who

preach to postmodem Generation X must constantly analyze what they say. Asking
questions such as:

"Am I usuig any

theological terms which are not well explained and

illustrated?' is cmcial to effective communication. The

theological themes
which

is

important,

and it will succeed

as

presentation of significant

long as they are presented in ways

give the hearer the opportunity to understand.
Effective communication comes

common,

to

preachers who

everyday word pictures which uivite

experiences from everyday life,
illustrations

are

even

some

well

as

on

hsteners to enter in.

hurtful ones, coimects at

a

the creation of

Speakhig of common

deeper level.

dangerous; they seem both irrelevant and inauthentic

Instead, effective communication uivolves the
with

focus

connection to you

or

use

to

"Canned"

the hearer.

of everyday stories and illustrations

your hearers. Personal illustrations and current events

as

examples from theater, movies, books, and music will all be effective in

illuminating and cormectuig
Quality

6: solution-oriented

Generation X focuses

on

Generation Xers desfre
evidence

a

Generation X to the

preaching.

solution-oriented

Scriptures.
A final

preaching.

quality of effective preaching to

Due to their

pragmatic bent.

teaching directly tied to their lives. They desire

positive attitude concerning the applicability

of the

sermons

which

Scriptures to daily life.

Generation X

people want to discover that there are achievable, biblical means of putting

the

Scriptures

uito

the

Scriptures to daily Ufe.

action; they desire to

see

evidence

ui

preaching of the applicability of
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Zander writes about this

addressing critical

with Generation X. He observes the Buster cry for
core

of the

gospel, redenption and reconciliation,

reclaimed and made beautiful
and others,

are

Grave

dispensers.

elements to effective communication

practical sermons and

as

being

most

identifies the

practical to thera

To be

again, and to be brought back into relationship with God

truths which penetrate Busters' broken hearts (6).

danger exists

Busters

are

very

for

preachers to become

Uttle

more

than mformation

pragmatic about their faith (Mcintosh 147);

as

the ultknate

pragmatists. Generation Xers look for more than mformation in the preaching they hear.
When
and

sermons are

see

delivered which

less than

are

applicable to life, they tend to time out

through the preacher's presentation ahnost hnmediately. Rambo calls

for

preaching which is "conclusion specific." Information is smiply a means to an end,
end
be

m

itself The end is action and obedience to which both preacher and listener

not

are

an

to

directly tied.
Conclusion
In

a

world such

as

ours, it is easy to view the

being unique to this generatiorL

The

dangers of the postmodem world as

truth, however, is that postmodemism is not all that

different fi-om the Gnostic movement at the end of the first century. Clements makes

strong
the

case

that the Church's response to

early Church. He suggests three ways

a

postmodemity ought to mirror the response of
m

which the Church chose to

respond. First,

they responded by intellectual resistance. Their preaching and writing became intentional
and

rigorous as they opposed the

errors

of the Gnostics which

opposed the truth of Christ.

Second, they responded by their lifestyle. They continued to practice authentic

Christianity by committing themselves to Uving out both love and holiness. Finally, they

responded by great sacrifice. Those early followers of Christ were willing to pay any
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price to follow Jesus even at the cost of opposing the cultwal tide.
methods must not be lost

on

The

early Church's

today's preachers. Called to minister to and respond to

postmodem minds by means of the Scriptures,
early Church. Undergirding our preaching

we

must be

must

a

begin to

use

commitment to

the methods of the
an

intellectual,

relational, sacrificial lifestyle as followers of Christ,

significant task for those who preach in the postmodem age

A

methods which will connect with listeners. The

qualities designed to

connect with

are

for

attractiveness of what

we are

such

as

highlighted six specific

postmodem minds (qtd. in Celek and Zander

directly tied to the preaching task.

overarching priorities

section

discovery of

postmodern Generation X people. McGrath suggests

three ways to communicate tmth to

125) that

preceding

is the

His methods need to become the

communicating to Generation X.
trying to

122-

His

starting point is the

communicate. Generation X is attracted to

topics

redemption and reconciliation which are ioseparably tied to the heart of the

Scriptures. Second,

McGrath calls for

a

display of the relevance

say. We need to show that the concepts

we are

they are capable of makmg

m

calls for

a

a

difference

revelation of the truth of what

attractiveness and relevance of what is

possibility of truth.

of what

we are

trying to

talking about are practical and pertinent;

the Hves of those who listen.

we are

trying to

say. As

a

Finally,

McGrath

result of the

presented, postmodem minds will open up to the
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CHAPTER 3
THE TEACHING METHOD OF JESUS

The

following chapter investigates the teaching method of Jesus as revealed

New Testament
to

gospels.

postmodem people,

The relevance of Jesus'

cannot be overstated.

in the

teaching to the topic at hand, preaching

Using Jesus' teacWng as a model for

postnrodem preaching has great value based on the fact that today's preacher finds he/she
has much in

common

with the world of Jesus'

Mead's The Once and Future Church have
the first few centuries

great similarity

m

era m

following the birth of Christ (9-29).

both the cultural ethos and the

of Jesus, who

distinct

these

was a

as

Loren

compared pastoral ministry today with that of

church history. This chapter presupposes that

apostolic

In recent years, studies such

day.

Such studies have often found

ministry setting of those two

eras

of

today's Church finds itself hi a new

early days of the new millenium.

successful communicator in that

As such,

learning

of history,

era

from the model

provides

us

with

a

advantage in learning to preach to postmodem people.
A number of valuable books have been written

teaching

method of Jesus. Several of these expose
hear

One such

m

recent years

concerning the

significant connections between how
is

Jesus

taught and how people

Jesus

by Gregg Lewis and Ralph L. Lewis which stands as a classic example of the value

to be discovered m Jesus'

entirely different
is

example

pursuit of an inductive study of Jesus'

uncover

we must

has

an

method of teaching

fresh connections between Jesus' method and the

world and characteristics of postmodern. Generation X
Our

Learning to Preach Like

teaching. The study undertaken in this chapter, however,

purpose. The

specifically designed to

today.

preaching method is primarily made up

people.

of the elements of content and

mvestigate how Jesus used those two elements

m

the method he chose to

style,
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en^loy
m

as

he

taught. This chapter pursues that task by investigating how Jesus succeeded

teaching people. Specifically,

the many

this

chapter records the results of an inductive study of

settings hi which we discover Jesus teaching

in the accounts

given by the four

gospel writers.
General Overview
The four

gospels contain many episodes revealing the involvement of Jesus in

teaching people. Evidently the gospel writers, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
choices

as

to which events and

particular gospel account.

teaching from Jesus' ministry they would

For this reason, certain

example,

lean

more

include in their

gospels focus more narrowly on the

teaching of Jesus and thus contain more teaching material than others.
Matthew and John, for

made

heavily on didactic

The

gospels of

materials than do the

gospels of Mark and Luke,
This, however, takes nothing
each of the

away from the abundance of materials to be found in

gospels which picture Jesus teaching

provided him with a natural place
schedule would be

for Sabbath

in

a

variety of settings. Synagogues

day teaching; during the week,

Jesus'

punctuated with opportunities to preach in the open-air to larger

crowds. Thus between synagogue appearances,

hillside to fireside to well side to boat to

we

find Jesus in

grainfield to ten^le.

divergent settmgs

We catch him

m

from

the act of

teaching from his hometown of Nazareth all the way to Jerusalem and everywhere
betweeiL
The

gospels also picture Jesus teaching a wide assortment of people.

he teaches followers and those who refiise to

Jesus

taught

all who

were

as

follow, Jews and those from the Gentile

nations, those with pristine reputations and those with the

backgrounds.

We read

willing to

most

questionable

listen: rich and poor,

men

of
and women.
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fishermen, tax collectors, soldiers, religious leaders and military captains. No individual
was

considered
This

insignificant and no crowd too large to be the recipient of Jesus' teaching.

ministry of Jesus evidently gained him quite

Matthew reports that

the

people

firom all

over

His

reputation as a teacher.

Israel flocked to hear Jesus teach and

gospel of the kingdom of God as the news

According to Mark, this gained him quite

a

a

about Him

preach

spread (Matt. 4:23-25).

following among both followers and enemies.

general audience evidently was utterly amazed at what they heard

from his

Ups

even

captured the hatred of the Jewish reUgious authorities who drew up plans to put hun

as

he

to

death

(Mark 6:2; 11:18). Perhaps

a

preacher's efiectiveness is best measured by the

number of both foUowers and enemies he draws.
Because of the effectiveness of Jesus'

heard him

as

authoritative and

the other teachers

was

viewed

they were used to hearing (Matt. 7:28-29).
was an

As such,

begs the obvious question then:
an

Jesus'

can

teaching

those accounts

"What

be observed in the

course

In

focuses

on

to the content of that

teachmg.

unlike

other
one

of those

teaching that

an

characteristics of

inductive

study of

particular, those common

Jesus

taught.

Teaching

the message Jesus

surveying his teaching as a whole,

was

message.

common

gospels,

In

style of what

The Content of Jesus'

Teaching content

no

it about Jesus'

of the four

provides answers to that very question.

characteristics relate to the content and the

taught.

was

effective communicator?' Because certain

made him such

by many who

exceUent communicator,

speakers who matched a message with the ability to deUver the
This

he

he

of his listeners concluded that he

unique. Many

conclusion may be drawn except that Jesus
rare

teaching,

was

communicatuig to people as

five characteristics stand out in relation
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Meant to Reveal God
As

a

whole,

a

summary of the content of Jesus'

his revelation of God to any who

were

willing to

teaching would need to center on

listen. Jesus

came to

earth with the

specific mission of making God known to the human race so that any person might
experience

new

life

through God's offer of salvation (John 1:17-18; 17:1-3).

part in that mission was to make God known and then die to pay the
would trust in him to

1:12-13). Near the end

fiilfilling his mission; he
As

a

for all who

of his life, Jesus prays to his Father about

has revealed God to those whom God has

result, his prayer records

a sense

given him (John

of completion of his work

(John 17:4).

This mission of revealuig God is demonstrated time and agaui in Jesus'
In John

under

3, Nicodemus,

cover

a

of darkness

who he is and how he

member of the Jewish

(John 3:1-21).

ruling

Jesus

uses

questions,

Between comments and

particular scenario

is

He

(John 8:25-30).

teaching

questions by Nicodemus,

He

he

again ui order to

clearly intends to reveal God to Nicodemus.

was

sent

was on a

by God to speak and

(Luke 20:9-19). The

do

Sermon

on

on

To the

exactly as his

mission to reveal God. In the

tenants, Jesus clearly teaches that he has been sent
for all who will listen

as a

replayed again and again in the gospels.

Pharisees Jesus made the claun that he

Father told him

he asks Jesus about

the conversation

introduces the concept of a second birth and the need to be bom

participate in the kingdom of God.

teaching.

council of Pharisees, visits Jesus

Armed with his

performs miracles.

opportunity about spiritual matters.

This

specific

bring them into relationship with God and make them children of

God (Matt. 1 1 :27; John

17:6,8).

ransom

His

parable

his Father's behalf with

the Mount

a

of the

message

(Matt. 5:1-7:27)

is the

revelation of God the Father's will for his people. No less than foxirteen times in this
sermon

does Jesus refer to God the Father and deliver his

unique, heavenly perspective
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on

life to those v\^o would listen.

Clearly, the content of Jesus' teaching was to reveal

God.
This revelation of God,

who

see

more

Jesus

than the

as

found in Jesus'

simply as a great teacher.

contradicts the view of those

teaching,

When viewed

as a

whole, what Jesus taught is

simple moraUsm that many have attributed to him in summarizing his
Jesus

teaching content.

came to

reveal God to any who would listen, and

opened up the opportunity to understand

perspective on everyday life.

A

as

he

taught,

he

God's demands, God's ways, and God's eternal

thorough study of the whole of Jesus' teaching reveals

nothing less than a deep concem to reveal God to the human race.
Grounded in the Old Testament
A

second, closely related characteristic of Jesus' teachmg

content is that his

teaching was rooted in the Old Testament. The relationship of this second characteristic
gospels unveil Jesus as the fiilfillment of what the Old

to the first

is best

Testament

promised. His connection to prophesy is

seen

gospel which reveals

in how the

Jesus

Throughout his gospel,
of a prophet's

most

Matthew identiSes many events

was

clearly hi Matthew's

specifically fiilfilling Old Testament law and prophecy.
as

direct and

predictions (Matt. 1:22; 4:14-16; 8:17; 21:4).

claim that his intent

them and

as

seen

not to abolish the Law or the

nothing would disappear from the Law until

As he

specific fiilfiUments

taught,

Jesus made the

Prophets. Instead, he
it

was

came to

fulfill

entirely fulfilled (Matt.

5:17-18). Clearly Jesus intended his teaching to be rooted in the Old Testament.
The Sermon

on

the Mount is

and New Testament fiilfillment.
Jesus focuses
prayer, and

on

a

study of contrasts

Old Testament

Throughout the course of Matthew 5

Old Testament themes such

fastmg.

ui

as

apphcation

and 6 in particular,

murder, adultery, divorce, ahns giving,

With the uitroduction of each

new

theme, Jesus defines its old
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covenant

life. He

application and foUowrs with a new covenant interpretation and application to

constantly reinforces what was taught imder the old covenant while redefining

the modem

day Jews' understanding of obedience. He demonstrates how God's

definition often differed from the current cultural
content of Jesus'

Rooted in

teaching

is

The

clearly rooted m the Old Testament.

Everyday Life

The content of Jesus'

drawmg

understanding of his demands.

teaching

is also rooted in

from the elements of everyday life to

everyday life.

Jesus

was

fond of

paint word pictures and impart spiritual

prmciples to those he taught. Throughout the gospel accounts, the reader finds very little
that is abstract. With the

6),

the

exception of certain passages

majority of what Jesus had to

in the

gospel of John (John 5 and

say is concrete and rooted in the

experience of the

average person of that culture.
A

sample Ustmg of the illustrations employed by Jesus

third characteristic of Jesus'

teaching

content. Most illustrative

Jesus is drawn from the ebb and flow of daily

that time. Jesus

pointed his listeners

understand the tmth of what he
the

sky and the

sea as

well

as

was

in

a

wide

teaching.

their fields,

is

ample evidence of this

material

living for those who

employed by

lived in Palestine at

variety of directions to help them
At various

vineyards,

points he

called them to look at

and houses. To those who lived

agrarian culture, Jesus' stories were filled with the elements

m an

of ferm life. Sowers, seeds,

thorns, crops, bams, fields, vineyards, fig trees, harvest, sheep, and goats were all put to
use

in his

teaching.

The serious reader will also discover that nets and

treasures, feasts and

banquets, widows and judges, and

mgredients of everyday life
The content of Jesus'

ia Palestiae

were

put to

a

host of other

use m

boats, pearls and
common

the content of Jesus'

teaching was truly rooted in everyday life.

teaching.
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Personalized to Particular Needs
As

a

fourth cliaracteristic of his

teaching content,

Jesus addressed and met

particular needs. He personalized what he said to specific lives, needs, settings, and
issues

as

they became obvious in the

Jesus had
he

an

lives of those who listened to him teach. As such,

amazing ability to tailor the content of his message to a variety of hearers as

taught.
In his

teachmg Jesus often addressed particular needs

Those needs surfaced in
and needed

one

of two ways in the

addressmg because

hi the lives of his listeners.

gospels. Obviously certaua needs

of the culture to which Jesus' listeners

belonged.

century Jewish Palestine was filled with shortcomings. On several occasions

Jesus,

as

Fkst

discover

God, addressing the fellings of a reUgious system imder which many of His

hearers lived. The
the

we

arose

questioning of the vaUdity of his testimony by the Pharisees gave Jesus

opportunity to caU to

divine witness

account

a

reUgious system that elevated human judgment over

(John 8:12-20). The whole of Matthew 23 pictures Jesus pronouncmg

judgment on the Pharisees and teachers

spiritual destruction of those who

chose to submit to their

religious system riddled with hypocrisy
concermng the

of the Law for their obvious

m

leadership.

Jesus addressed

a

his words to the Pharisees in Mark 7

relationship of God's commands to human tradition (7:1-23).

Jesus also
lives of those he

personalized his teaching to the particular needs which arose

m

the

taught. The need for water with the woman at the weU tumed into

discussion of the real
mteraction with the

a

need-something to quench her spuitual hunger (John 4:1-26).

woman

caught

in the act of adultery was

taught her that condemnation was not the
life of sin

hypocrisy and

answer; what she

The

personaUzed when Jesus

really needed was to leave her

(John 8:1-1 1). The Pharisees needed to understand the value of those who

are
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spiritually lost.
to their lives
to grasp

So he told three stories to address this need and

(Luke 15:1-32). The seventy-tv^ro disciples Jesus

what

lay before them.

Jesus

personalized his teaching

sent out

personalized his teaching to

through the givmg of specific mstructions as to what they would
Simple

m

Luke 10 needed

address that need

face

(Luke 10:1-16).

and Lucid

One final characteristic of the content of Jesus'

of what he

taught. Simplicity and lucidity mark his

simple and clear. People did not struggle to
hint of an

inability to

teaching relates to the simplicity

content; his

teaching always rang

understand what Jesus

was

trying to

say. No

follow Jesus' line of reasoning is found in his listeners. Some of

this, of course, flows from the exceptional quality of Jesus' illustrations. The fact that he

taught from the known to the unknown, moving
experience of living
The

woman

in relationship with God,
at the well

came

from everyday life to the

guaranteed Jesus'

to embrace eternal life

uncommon

success.

largely because of the

metaphors of spiritual thirst and spiritual water used by Jesus (John 4: 1 -26).
sunple approach in explaining spiritual realities to
tremendous

Samaritan is

examples of simplicity and clarity in action.
a

neighbor?" His answer was given in the

simply gave the

lucidity

answer

is evident all

that

parables themselves are

The

parable of the

Good

move

was

a

lawyer's specific question:

form of a story whose content

requested. This

"Who is my

perfectly, clearly,

characteristic of simplicity and

throughout Jesus' teaching.
The

We

a

simple and clear explanation of who one shouW view as his/her neighbor

(Lvke 10:30-37). Jesus was asked to respond to

and

her. The

Jesus used

from the

Delivery of Jesus' Teaching

teaching content of Jesus to

an

delivery which focuses on how Jesus communicated the

investigation of his teaching

content of what he had to say. In
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surveying

his teaching

as a

whole, five characteristics stand out in reference

to

the

delivery style of Jesus.
The Use of Story

Perhaps Jesus is best known for his powerfiil storytellmg.
accounts

underscores the fact that Jesus understood the power of a story. In fact,

his best-known teachuig
as

A survey of the

parables,

were a

came

gospel

some

in the form of stories. Those stories, labeled in the

of

gospels

major component of how he delivered spiritual truth to those who

listened (Matt. 13:34). Over thirty parables

are

found hi the

gospels with several of them

being repeated. The synoptic gospels focus on these parables, particularly Matthew and
Luke, while the gospel of John contains no parables at all.
In the Greek

that

a

parable,

at

its root, is

stories to illustrate

around turn to

designed to

serve as a

to

grumble"

his purposes.

serves as an

smners were

about Jesus

people listenmg,

example of the storytelling ability of Jesus.

son-to

coming near Jesus,

one on

top of another,

illustrate Jesus' love for lost

references to the sinners
made His

point

what is lost,

We leam that because "certain tax-

sirmers

as

the stories

sirmer, is

once

began

(vss. 1-2). With this group of

three lost items-a

sheep,

In this context, the stories

are

a coui

progressively unfolded:

again found.

It is

a

and

a

obvious

against whom the Pharisees and scribes were grumbUng,

very clear

even one

chapter

bring a particular spiritual principle to Ught.

concem

people.

The

both the Pharisees and the scribes

spending tune with these

he unfolds three stories to

Those stories, told

placing beside." This reminds us

conq)arison or illustration. Jesus used

begms by identifymg those whom Jesus is teachmg.
collectors and

"a

spiritual truths drawing from the elements of nature and human life all

serve

Luke 15

language, parable literally means

Jesus

God gets excited when

sunple story underlming a
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spiritual principle and a good example

of a parable

making Jesus' point clear in story

form. He understood the power of a story.

Many of the parables were used to illuminate the meaning of the kingdom of
heaven. Matthew 13:24-52 contains

disciples asked why he used
those who have been

so

no

many

less than

parables,

seven

of these stories. When his

Jesus had

a

sunple answer: they allow

granted the mysteries of the kingdom to understand

keep those to whom the kingdom has

not been

even as

given from understanding (Matt.

they

13:10-

17).
The Use of Props
A second characteristic of Jesus'

style of delivery relates to his use of props.

often used props to enhance his communication
visible and mental

images at his disposal.

Jesus who will be the greatest in the
prop that
a

child

to

was

are

by drawing upon the power of both

In Matthew 18,

kingdom of heaven.

placed alongside the content

himself and stood him

imless you

heaven"

mtended to be

m

thefr midst

we

find the

disciples asking

Jesus' response

began with a

of what he has to say. He called

(18:2), and he said, "Truly I

converted and become like children, you shall not enter the

(18:3). The use of the child as

a

Jesus

say to you,

kuigdom of

prop served to enhance the content of what Jesus

had to say.
In other
use

of a

used the

settings we find Jesus making use of a variety of props as he taught.

fig tree and a mountain became a lesson on ftiith and prayer (Matt.

21:1 8-22). He

temple buildings to point his disciples toward a deeper understanding of the

coming destruction of both the temple and his physical body (Mark 13:1-37).
use

of a denariiis

as one

His

as a

prop to make

gave to Caesar what Caesar

a

Jesus made

point about giving to God what God was due even

was

due

(Mark 12:13-17). On another occasion m the
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Jesus used

temple,
a

a

living person,

truth about sacrifice and

ministry,

a

widov^^, and her gift to the temple treasury to pass on

generosity to

God

(Mark 12:41-44). Near the

in the most intimate of settings around the table for

together with his disciples, Jesus used bread and wine
truths about the

history (1 Cor. 1 1:23-26). Props
Each tune Jesus toM.

was

than

a

mental

a

are

use

continues

kr^rtant to

story. He made

The

on an on

use

of those props is

gomg basis

so

throughout

Jesus.

use

of props. For him,

a

story

was

nothuig

knage or prop which rekiforced the particular spkitual truth that he

drivmg home. Thus lost coins and sheep (Luke 15:1-10), rented vmeyards (Mark

12:1-12)

and the

planting of seeds

m a

variety of soils (Matt. 13:1-23) became mental

images which added credence and vitality to
called his listeners to

a

spiritual principle.

word

picture of evil and corruption for those who listened.

make

use

of both

At tknes, Jesus also

imagine a prop which became central to the word picture he

created. In this way, the leaven of the Pharisees and Herod

to

last Passover meal

props to commimicate crucial

significance of his death (Matt. 26:26-29).

central to the Christian faith that their

more

as

one

end of his

(Mark 8: 14-21) became
Jesus had

an

a

amazkig ability

physical and mental props ki his teaching style.

The Use of Structure
Even though Jesus
structure. Most

was

known

as a

storyteller par excellence, he also

made

use

of

certainly he understood the knportance of structure as a tool ki keepkig

the attention of those who listened to him teach. At

times, Jesus'

structure was

a

simple

story with characters, conflict, climaxes, and conclusions.
A look at the Sermon

commitment to structure.

on

the Mount

Throughout the

different structural forms to

use.

serves as an

107

verses

adequate example of Jesus'

of Matthew 5-7, Jesus put several

Chapter 5 begins with what has become known as the
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beatitudes,
comes

a

listing of particular

when each particular

inner

quality is

qualities that God honors and the reward that
in

place (5:3-1 1).

around nine separate states of blessedness and the

These

verses are

structured

resulting reward for those who achieve

such blessing. The remainder of the

chapter focuses on six themes comparuig and

contrastuig obedience under the old

covenant with obedience under the new covenant

(5:21-48).

A distuictive echo

have heard that it

can

be heard

said," appear

was

m

ui

each

succeeding

each of six separate sections. Matthew 6 is

structured around three acts of righteousness related to
section includes statements such
Father who

sees

woes

use

of structure

m

giving,

in heaven"

praymg, and

27, 29). These

woes

John 17,

(6:1, 8, 14, 15) and "your

Throughout the

Sermon

on

the

developing his line of thought.

form the structure of Jesus' argument agamst their destructive

an

disciples (17:6-19),

extended prayer

spoken by Jesus, is structured around praying

begins by praying

and ends

by praying

for himself (17:1-5), follows

in the presence of his

highly creative

disciples,

in structuruig how he

styles as he had hearers.
The Demand for

Jesus

taught.

Yet his structure is

was

one

(17:20-26). One

might also

teaching them to pray.

We find

ui

his

in

by prayuig for the

for all believers who will follow

might argue that a prayer of Jesus was not strictly for teachmg;

praying

Each

against the teachers of the Law and the Pharisees (23:13, 15, 16, 23, 25,

three directions. Jesus

m

fasting.

examples can be found ia Jesus' teaching. Matthew 23 makes use of seven

declared

legalism.

"your Father

what is done in secret" (6:4, 6, 18).

Mount, Jesus makes obvious
Other

as

section as the words, "You

teaching as

argue that

Jesus

was

many different

always tailored to those who are listening.

Response

Readmg through the accounts of Jesus' teaching reveals a fourth characteristic
related to his

delivery style:

He demanded

a

response

as

he

taught.

His words caused
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people to respond and interact with him because
question.

His

of questions often resulted in interaction. To his

"Who do

questions,
16:13-19).
what he

use

The

was

Jesus understood the power of a

people

disciples'

disciples he posed the

say the Son of Man is?" and "Who do you say I am?"

responses led

capable of doing.

One

directly to

Jesus'

day in Capemamn,

(Matt.

teaching about who he was and

Jesus used

a

series of questions to

begin teachmg his disciples about greatness in the kmgdom of God (Mark 9:33-50).
times his

questions either mtroduced or concluded a parable thus cementmg a spiritual

truth in the mmds of his listeners

ready use

(Luke 12:14; 15:4; 15:8; 16:11-12; 17:9). Jesus made

of questions to draw necessary responses fi-om people.

Jesus' demand for response is also
tension

m

his listeners. Jesus often

hand

as

he

at

seen m

his

willingness and ability to create

helped his listeners feel the seriousness of the moment

taught and called them to grapple with a topic.

In

some cases we

accomplished this by labelmg the current spiritual standmg of one of his
can

At

almost feel the tension when Jesus called the Pharisees

3:7). TWs was neither the first

nor

a

find he

listeners. One

"brood of vipers" (Matt.

the last time that Jesus attached

a

label to the Pharisees

(Matt. 5:1-14; 22:15-18). With each label he attached, Jesus demanded a response from
them

by creating tension in them. The method was no less effective when Jesus called

Peter "Satan"

(Matt. 16:23) or told the disciples that one

of them would

betray him (John

13:21). Accurately describing someone's spiritual condition is a tool employed by Jesus
which

screams

for

a

response of one kind

Jesus also demanded

demand

was a

a

specific

call for obedience

m a

or

another.

life response from people.

particular area.

From the rich young ruler, Jesus not

only demanded the fitlfilhnent of the ten commandments but
he

possessed and to give

it to the poor

Many tknes this

(Luke 19:18-23).

a

willmgness to

The three

sell all that

chapters contakiing the
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Sermon on the Moxmt contain many do's and do not's which
was

making

7:1-7).

on

those who

are

specific demands Jesus

listening to Him teach (Matt. 5:5:23-25, 34-39; 6:1-7;

were

He instructed the Pharisees to

"bring

forth finiit in keeping with

repentance"

(Matt. 3:8). He instructed the woman caught in adultery to go and sin no
8: 1 1 ). He told the

man

bom blind in John 9 to go and wash in the

constantly foimd ways to hold before people his demand

for

a

more

(John

pool of SUoam.

Jesus

specific response of

obedience and interaction.
Honest Communication
One final characteristic found in the
in communication. A

deep

Jesus talked about what
Sermon

on

the Mount

one-on-one, Jesus

was

well

a

as

the

settings where teaching was accomplished

communicating the tmth about

an

mcident which reveals Jesus'

honesty v\dth those who

disciples to be able to minister on his behalf (Matt.

chapter, they discovered that Jesus is capable of domg what they were

In this

incapable

of doing; in this

case

casting out a demon. Privately, the disciples came to

questioning why they were

not able to cast the demon out

by his characteristic honesty:

be cast out.

such

perspective.

10:5-42).

Blunt and to the

he teaches;

settings with larger groups

teacher committed to

learned from him. Jesus trained his

marked

as

up front and to the pomt. A look at several teachmg settuigs of

Matthew 17 records

Jesus

In formal

hi informal

as

various sizes reveals Jesus to be
life from God's

of forthrightness is apparent in his words

sense

really mattered.

as

delivery style of Jesus relates to his honesty

(10:19). Jesus'

"Because of the littleness of your faith"

answer

is

(vs. 20).

point; Jesus answered their question and taught them how a demon could
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Other scenarios abound with the
is obvious in

honesty of Jesus in teaching. This characteristic

large group settings such as the

Sermon

on

the Mount and his

teaching

concermng the Pharisees. Those who heard Jesus deliver the Sermon on the Mount heard
him emphatically declare that

forgive

God's part

on

refiisal to

a

(Matt. 6:14-15).

forgive on our part results

in

a

refiisal to

To the Pharisees, Jesus' words of instruction

were

extremely straightforward and blunt (Matt. 3:7-12) and marked by a call to repentance
and

a

recognition of the wrath to

His

come.

identity as the truth (John 14:6)

led to the

honest and bold style with which Jesus dealt with the misguided religious leaders of
Israel. The

woes

of Matthew 23

are no

of the Pharisees' lives and the grave
The

less blunt; Jesus

danger

honesty of Jesus in smaller

failed in his attempt to walk to Jesus

m

which

v^rillingly exposed the hypocrisy

they lived.

group settuigs is also apparent. To Peter, who

on

the water, Jesus

was

blunt

even as

He asked

Peter, "Oh you of little feith, why did you doubt?" (Matt. 14:31) With His disciples who
had been arguing about who

was

teaching them that greatness

finds its truest

childhood

(Mark 9:33-37).

matter. To

Peter,

as

he

His

the greatest among them, Jesus redefined greatness

answer was

death and resurrection, Jesus

You

stumbling block to me

on

man's"

expression in terms of servanthood and
direct and went

straight to the heart of the

attempted to oppose Jesus' teaching about his impending

suffering,
are a

by

responded by saymg,

for you

are not

"Get behind me, Satan!

setting your mind on God's mterests,

but

(Matt. 16:23).

To his

disciples who

need to understand the cost of discipleship, Jesus

honest assessment of what it takes to be his follower. His words

are

candid

gives an

ones.

According to Jesus, following him involves denying yourself, taking up your cross,
losing your life

m

order to

save

it

and

(Matt. 16:24-25). In all group settings, whether large or
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small, Jesus was honest and to the point. This characteristic of honesty mdelibly marks
the

teaching of Jesus with authentic truth telling

he took the time to talk to

as

people

really mattered.

about what

Summary of Findmgs
The

particular teaching method of Jesus is made up of both the content He

communicated and the
content, Jesus'
be rooted in
that

were

teaching was

intended to reveal God, be

said. In terms of

in the Old Testament,

grounded

everyday life, and be personalized to particular needs-all wrapped in words

decidedly simple and lucid.

stories, props, and
an

particular means by which He delivered what He

In terms of style of communication, Jesus put

structures to use to demand a

honest and up front

spiritual response

from his hearers with

style.

The literature review of Chapter 2 identified Jesus is the best model of ministry
and

preaching to

of teaching is

Generation X. The value of an inductive

seen

in the

study of his method and model

discovery of significant overlap between the qualities of Jesus'

teaching and the distinguishing characteristics of Generation X people as revealed

Chapter 2.

When combined with

a

thorough study of the characteristics

of

postmodemism and Generation X, Jesus' teaching method should be highly
today.

The ten characteristics of Jesus'

teachmg,

communicator of twenty centuries ago, would go
communication to

postmodem hearers

hi this

in

successfiil

while the marks of a successfiil
a

new

long way toward effective

millennium. Because this is tme, the

design of the study in Chapter 4 flows directly from the combined discoveries about
effective communication to Generation X

as

found in

Chapters 2

and 3.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Building

on

the consideration of the literature's contributions to the

topic of

preaching to Generation X and the particular teaching style of Jesus, Chapter 4 focuses
on

the

design of the study used in applying this research to the field of Generation X.
Problem and

Chapter

1

Purpose

designates scriptural communication as the problem central to this

study. Generation X people, like other postmodems,

differ from earlier

their relationship to the commimication of Scripture. How they hear,

embodhnent of postmodernism. Generation X is

a

natural

laboratory

m

respond to, and

preaching contrasts with the methods employed by earlier generations.

process

the

generations

m

As the

which to pursue

problem of postmodem preaching.
In order to communicate with postmodem Generation X

preaching must change.

This

of Generation X. The

avenue

connect with Generation X

those
well

people,

our

method of

study seeks to discover new ways of preaching through the

problem then is this:

"What

qualities of communication

people?" The purpose of this study is the identification of

specific preaching qualities which effectively connect with Generation X people as

as

the

discovery of a general preaching model which connects with postmodem

people.
Hypothesis
Biblical

preaching which connects with Generation X can be

of two elements. This is the
ways

m

hypothesis central to this study. First,

which it addresses the

identified

by means

it is identified

by the

distmguishing characteristics of Generation X people.
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Second, it

can

Generation X

be identified

by specific qualities inherent ia the

act of preaching to

people.
Assumptions about Preaching

Within the

design of this study, preaching method is assumed to be

of sermon content and

sermon

crucial to discover the

qualities of the

delivery.

In

as

well

the

as

is Christ centered,

sermon.

qualities of biblical preaching stated

in

Chapter

leading people to the person and work of Jesus.

finding its source of truth within the Scriptures themselves.

It is

a

response

m

the lives of those who Hstea These four

all relate to the content of the
biblical preaching

sermon.

As

bovmd, limited to

an

audience in

a

sermon

It is

content,

preaching

scripturally based,

it is life related,

calling

qualities of biblical preachmg
are

necessary to

generation.

The second component of preaching method is
transcendence of sermon content,

1. Biblical

such, they transcend tune; they

every age and for every

ui

sermon

culturally relevant,

connecting within the context of modem life and culture. Finally,
for

it is

qualities of the

Throughout this study, the first component of preaching method,
flows from the four

combmation

evaluating preaching methodology,

sermon's content

particular style used in the delivery of the

a

sermon

delivery.

In contrast to the

delivery relates to style; as such,

it is often time

particular cvilture at a specific pomt in history.

Sermon

delivery relates to how people are most effectively drawn in and captured by the
preacher.

The review of the literature

most valued

cmcial to

a

by Generation X.

delivery style that

In this

people.

Chapter 3

study,

revealed those

foiu- of those

qualities of delivery

qualities are considered to be

connects with Generation X. These four

have been added to the four content

Generation X

ui

qualities for use

in

delivery qualities

evaluating preaching to
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delivery, preaching which connects with Generation X is

In tenns of sermon

relationally based;

it views

preachmg

as

part of a process of a group of people growing

together toward the common goal of ChristUkeness.

It is

authentic, marked by honesty

and transparency in the preacher. It is multidimensional in

variety of mediums to

connect with a

approach seeking to employ a

multiplicity of senses, emotions,

types. Finally, it is solution oriented providmg achievable, biblical

putting

mto action what is

One final

means

preaching modeled after Jesus' method was considered to
Generation X.

Preaching along the

style, and method connects with postmodem people. Thus,

a

qualities of preaching are assmned to connect with Generation X people.

qualities, focusing on content, delivery,
capable

of connectuig with Generation X

a

Imes of

The nine
a

preaching

people.

Questions

study uses three research questions to pursue the qualities of preachmg

which connect with Generation X

form the foimdation for the
Research

be

In

total of nine

and method in preaching characterize

Research

This

of applymg and

being taught.

leading component of effective preaching to

method which is

personality

quality of biblical preaching to Generation X has been added as well.

the literature review,

his content,

and

Question

By what

people.

These

questions

are

central to the study

design of the uidividual research tools used

m

as

they

research.

1

means

do

sermons

preached to Generation X audiences address the

unique characteristics of this generation?
Research

Question 2

What methods, content, and

Generation X audiences?

delivery styles are being used by those who preach to
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Research

Question

What

preaching to

3

imexpected methods of communication are being used by practitioners of
Generation X?
Research

A

Methodology

specific research methodology is carried

out as

part of the study at hand.

Population and Sample
The

population and sample

for this

who communicate with Generation X
to

delineate the individuals chosen to

who

preaches to the same

nourishment to

research

are

preach to

an

people

on an

preached by practitioners

participate. First, the preacher must be
on a

consistent basis. This

fiill range of skills necessary to

ongoing basis.

applicable to preaching

sermons

people (see Appendix A). Three criteria were used

group of people

participation of individuals with the

study are

hi

audience whose prunary

a

It also

ensures

local chiurch

makeup

that

someone

ensures

the

provide spkitual

insights gleaned

fi-om

setting. Second, the preacher must

is Generation X thus ensurmg that the

preaching models under consideration relate cbsely to the topic

at hand.

Fmally,

the

preacher must be noted by others as having succeeded in communicating with Generation
X

people.

Selection of Participants

The selection of individual practitioners to
means

of the

preaching to

Delphi method

in order to

participate

ui

this

study took place by

certify their con:q)etence and capacity m

Generation X. Five mdividuals whose

expertise

m

church

ministry

is

recognized by the larger American church community were asked to suggest the names
of Generation X practitioners whom they sensed would fulfill the criteria for involvement
m

the

study.

The five asked to submit

names were:
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Leadership Consultant located in Sufferin, New

Warren Bird: Church and

�

York.
Carol Childress: Director of Research and Information at The

�

Network in
�

Dale

Leadership

Dallas, Texas.

Galloway:

Dean of the Beeson Institute at

Asbury Seminary m Wihnore,

Kentucky.
�

Martin Sanders: Professor of Leadership

Development

at Alliance

Theological

Seminary ia Nyack, New York.
Dan Webster: Founder of Authentic

�

Leadership, Incorporated in Holland,

MichigaiL
Their responses
selected for

were

reviewed, and those names common to their submissions
The response of this group is the

participation in the study.

selection of the list of those

means

were

of

preachers who participated m this study.

Data Sources and Collection

The data

sources

for this

study were audiotaped

practitioners chosen to participate m this study.
2000

were

Three

sermons

sermons

uses

in

communicatmg. These tapes

of collecting
success

in

delivered

solicited from each of the ten practitioners chosen for

sought which are mdicative of the particular method, content,

a

total of thirty

form the basis of this

sermons

delivered

delivered

study.

and

by the

during the

Sermons

year

were

delivery each preacher

study and evaluatiort

by ten preachers who

communicating with a postmodem Generation X audience

have

The

goal

experienced

has been realized.

Instrumentation
The

evaluation

study therefore involves

a

qualitative methodology and criterion-based

employing descriptive and evaluative techniques to identify specific preaching
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qualities and methods which communicate well with Generation X people.

The

goal hi

providing instrumentation for this study therefore involves the development of structured
observation tools to

use

in

These tools have been

analysis.

laid hi Wiersma and Creswell's works

Toward that end, two
were

sermon

central to the evaluation of the

on

research

ui

keeping with the parameters

design and methodology.

evaluation tools have been

developed.

These tools

thirty sermons submitted by the practitioners.

Sermon evaluation tool 1. Sermon Evaluation Tool 1 relates to Research

Question
the

1

(see Appendix B).

It focuses

on

the

means

employed

hi

sermons to

address

unique characteristics of this generation in sermon content and sermon delivery.

Evaluation takes the form of a

grid developed to

discover the

means

by which the

distinguishing characteristics of Generation X are addressed in the course
As noted in

of the

sermon.

Chapter 2, the distuiguishuig characteristics of Generation X are:

�

A

unique family experience,

�

A

unique relational experience,

�

A

unique financial experience,

�

A

unique technological experience,

�

A

unique method of processing mformation,

�

A

unique spiritual experience,

�

A

unique view of truth,

�

A

unique world experience.

Two separate

and

categories concerning each sermon were noted and became the

categories within which the evaluator sought to discover the means of addressmg
Generation X's

distinguishing characteristics.

The

preacher's ability to address the eight

distinguishmg characteristics of Generation X was evaluated

in relation to:
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�

Sermon content: What is

�

Sermon

This

are

they communicating what they preach?

grid allowed for the breakdown of a more specific evaluation of the

in relation to this

study.

that

a more

used for

was

How

delivery:

being communicated as they preach?

In

addition, it provided for the collection of anecdotal evidence

specific evaluation at the conclusion of the study.

conclusion of this evaluation tool involved the rating of the

category according

to

a

sermon

five pomt Likert scale with five

The

preacher's success

in each

being the maximum and one the

minimum rating.
Sermon evaluation tool 2. Sermon Evaluation Tool 2 relates to Research

Question 2 focusmg

on

to communicate with

evaluation:

specific methods,

Generation X (see

Likert scale for

a

dedicated to

the

an

content, and

Appendix C).

This tool

employs two methods of

overall evaluation of the sermon's

quahties and

space

confirming this evaluation through the demonstration of positive and

negative evidence. The qualities agamst which each
from my

styles of preachmg bemg used

assumptions about biblical preaching.

Nine

sermon was

measured

were

qualities of preaching,

four

taken

relatmg

to content, foiu"

relating to delivery, and one relatmg to method in general, became the

nine evaluation

categories with which evaluation was accomplished.

summarizes those nine

qualities.
Table 4.1 Evaluation

Categories
Definition

Quality
Christ

Table 4,1

The

sermon

v

leads hearers to the person and work of Jesus Christ.

Centered
The

Scripturally

sermon

is rooted

m

the revelation of Scripture.

Based

Cultiu-ally

The

sermon

Relevant
Life
Related

The

is relevant and has meaning iti the world of the
hearer.

offers achievable, biblical means of applying and
putting into practice the teachii^ of Scripture.

sermon
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The

Relationally-

sermon

demonstrates
is

Based

Multidimensional

Approach
Solution-

Oriented
Modeled after

The

question

methods of commimication

coUected

understandmg that spiritual growth

is characterized

sermon

sermon

Christ's method

X7' This

an

process to be shared with others.

by a truthful, honest, and a nonmanipulative presentationThe sermon maintams integrity while using a variety of
mediums to connect with different senses, emotions, and
personalities.
This sermon brings truth to bear on everyday Ufe in ways which
brhig resolution to the Ufe of the hearer.
The

Authentic

Research

a

exhibits an adherence to the method, content, and
style of preaching modeled by Jesus.

3. Research
are

Question 3 asks the question: "What ime?q)ected

bemg used by practitioners of preaching to Generation

question was answered by means of the ongoing anecdotal evidence which was
m

the

study.

The anecdotal evidence which

this research

answers

question is

provided at the conclusion of Appendixes D-M.
Validity Measure

FoUowing the completion of the
mto

place to

ensure

iater-rater

sermon

evaluations,

a

validity measure was put

reliabiUty. I chose five people to evaluate three

sermons

randomly selected from those used hi the study. These evaluators were chosen from
among those who
to

evaluate with

are

conversant with

preaching method,

style and are able

mtegrity. Each of the five used Sermon Evaluation Forms

basis of their evaluation. The results of their evaluations

judgments were checked agamst
an

content, and

evaluator with

a

.8

my evaluation. The

reUability agreement bemg the

reUabiUty was accomplished.

m

terms of their

1 and 2

as

the

Likert scale

goal of validating my reliability as
ideal

m

identifying

inter-rater
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Data
Tliree separate stages of data

Stage

individual basis
mvolved

This data

analysis were undertaken in the course of this study.

analysis involved listening to

one

an

Analysis

using the grid described

and
in

assessment of each uidividual

assessing

each of the

thirty sermons on an

Appendixes B and C. Stage two analysis

preacher in relationship to preaching method.

analysis culminated m the preparation of a summary assessment for each

preacher. Each assessment contains a summary of the
terms of his

abiUty to

and weaknesses

m

address Generation X's

terms of content,

of communication used

m

thek

success

of each communicator in

distinguishing characteristics,

of the numerical

course

of the

preaching.
summary

course

finduigs

study of the thirty sermons as a whole. After a summary

findings of the study, this analysis focuses on the three research

questions in relationship to the overall picture of what the preaching
the

strengths

delivery, and method, and any unexpected methods

Stage three analysis mvolved an analysis of the specific and
discovered in the

his

of thirty Generation X

sermons

method

employed

in

revealed. The results of these three stages of

analysis provided the content for Chapter 5 under the headmg "Summary of Findings."
A fourth and final stage of analysis took

place by means of a comparison of the

results of the first three stages of analysis to the content of what

of this

project as

a

whole. The resuhs of this

was

learned in the

course

analysis provide the materials presented in

Chapter 6 under the heading "Conclusions and Recommendations."

This foiu stage data

analysis process took place between November 2000 and February 2001

.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

study was the

The purpose of this
which

identification of those elements of preaching

effectively communicate with postmodem Generation X Usteners.

result of such

a

purpose is the formulation of a model for

communication with

preaching

m

Stage

described in
necessary

people

and the

m

be identified

by means of

specific qualities of communication

the act of preachmg to Generation X

Three

can

degree to which the communicator addresses the distinguishing

characteristics of Generation X
mherent

which enhances

postmodem people. The operating hypothesis central to this study is

that biblical preaching which cormects with Generation X
two elements: the

The desked

One

Analysis:

for each of the

sermons

Chapter 4.

people.

Individual Assessments

practitioners were

evaluated in the

An individual assessment for each

Appendixes D-M. References

foUows:
�

Appendixes D:

Ken

�

Appendixes E:

Joe

�

Appendixes F:

Trevor Bron

�

Appendixes G:

John Burke

�

Appendixes H:

Tim Celek

�

Appendbces I:

Mark DriscoU

�

Appendixes J:

Steve Norman

�

Appendbies K:

Baugh

Boyd

Tun

Parsley

for

marmer

practitioner may be

viewed

appendixes for each practitioner are

as

as
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�

Appendixes L: Chris Seay

�

Appendixes M:

Jarrett Stevens

Stage Two Analysis: Summary Assessments
At the conclusion of stage one,

individual assessment

was

a

second stage of analysis

was

undertaken. Each

reviewed, and the data for each individual preacher was

compared to the data of the study group as a whole related to the expectations for
postmodem preaching. As a result,

devebped.
his

a

summary assessment for each

Each assessment summarized the

success

preacher was

of each communicator in terms of

ability to address the distmguishmg characteristics of Generation X, the particular

strengths and weaknesses

m

terms of content,

methods of communication used

contained in

m

thek

delivery and method,

and any

imexpected

preaching. The ten summary assessments are

Appendix N.
Stage Three Analysis: Specific

With the

and

Summary Findings

completion of the first two stages of analysis,

undertaken to summarize the

questions became the
collected from the

a

third stage

findmgs of the data. In this summary,

framework for mterpretuig what the overall

was

the three research

picture of the data

thirty sermons reveals about preaching to postmodem people.

Specific Numerical Findings
The Likert scale numeric evaluations
and

placed on the following two tables to

were

taken from each mdividual assessment

summarize the numerical

Table 5.1 summarizes the overall numerical

findmgs of the study related to the eleven

separate evaluation categories. Table 5.2 summarizes the
relation to

an

findings of the study.

same

overall evaluatbn of the ten practitioners who

numerical

were

findmgs

used in this

in

study.
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Table 5.1 Numerical

Evaluation

Findings

Overall Scores

Study Group Participants

Category
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Total

Average

3

4

4

2

4

4

2

4

4

4

35

3.5/5

3

4

3

1

4

4

2

3

3

3

30

3.0/5

6

8

7

3

8

8

4

7

7

7

65

6.5/10

Content

addresses

distinguishing
characteristics

Delivery
addresses

distmguishing
characteristics
Total
it'

11

mmmmSI^

�

Content fik

4

3

2

2

3

4

3

1

4

4

30

3.0/5

3

5

3

3

4

5

2

3

5

4

37

3.7/5

3

5

4

2

4

4

4

1

4

2

33

3.3/5

Life
Related

3

3

3

4

4

2

2

2

4

2

29

2.9/5

Content

13

16

12

11

15

15

11

7

17

12

129

12.9/20

3

3

4

3

4

4

3

3

4

4

35

3.5/5

Authentic

3

3

5

2

5

4

2

4

5

3

36

3.6/5

Multi-

3

5

4

3

4

2

2

2

3

4

33

3.3/5

SolutionOriented

3

3

3

4

2

2

2

2

3

2

26

2.6/5

Delivery

12

14

16

12

15

12

9

11

15

13

129

12.9/20

Christ

Centered

Scripturally
Based

Culturally
Relevant

Total

Delivery Categories
Relationally-

|

Based

Dimensional

Total
�

�

Method

Modeled after

Category

,

_

3

4

3

3

3

4

3

2

4

4

33

3.3/5

34

42

38

29

41

39

27

27

43

36

356

35.6/55

Christ
Evaluation
Totals

It t
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*

Study Group Participants:
Ken Baugh
2.
Joe Boyd

6.

Mark Driscoll

7.

Steve Norman

3.

Trevor Bron

8.

4.

John Burke

9.

Tim Parsley
Chris Seay

5.

Tim Celek

10.

1,

Table 5.2 Overall

Distinguishing

Content

Characteristic

Categories

Jarrett Stevens

Ranking of Practitioners

*

Overall Rank

Model

Delivery
Categories

Categories

and

Evaluation

s

Boyd (8)
Celek (8)
Driscoll (8)
Bron (7)
Parsley (7)
Seay (7)
Stevens (7)
Baugh (6)
Norman (4)
Burke (3)
Average Score

Seay (17)
Boyd (16)
Celek (15)
Driscoll (15)
Baugh (13)
Bron (12)
Stevens (12)
Burke (11)
Norman (11)
Parsley (7)
Average Score

6.5 out of 10

12.9 out of 20

Bron (16)
Celek (15)

Seay (15)
Boyd (14)
Stevens (13)
Baugh (12)
Burke (12)
DriscoU (12)
Parsley (11)
Norman (9)
Average Score

Boyd (4)
(4)
Seay (4)
Stevens (4)
Baugh (3)
Bron (3)
Burke (3)
Celek (3)
Norman (3)
Parsley (2)
Average Score

Seay (43)
Boyd (42)
Celek (41)
DriscoU (39)
Bron (38)
Stevens (36)
Baugh (34)
Burke (29)
Norman (27)
Parsley (27)

12.9 out of 20

3.3 out of 5

Score 35.6

DriscoU

Average
out of 55

*

Score in parentheses mdicates total

score

Distinguishing characteristics.

attauaed in evaluation category

An

analysis of the previous tables reveals that the

practitioners studied achieved slightly higher than average
address the

distinguishing characteristics of Generation X people.

they received a combmed average of 6.5
content and

scores

delivery to

received the lowest

address the

score m

out

of a

possible

10 in

related to their
In their

ability to

evaluations,

relationship to the use of

uniqueness of this generation. Only one preacher

his evaluation which indicates that most

practitioners who
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were

evalmted made at least

some

attenpt to address this generation in their preaching

method. Nonetheless, this attests to the fact that, for the most part, the Generation X

commimicators studied

are

taking seriously the value of addressing the distinguishing

not

characteristics of Generation X
Of note
area

well

was

related to content than

to content

was

as

was

people

in their

the fact that the

they did

in

practitioners achieved higher scores

3.5 out of a possible 5 while the average

evaluated in Ught of four quaUties. First,

finally,

was

it

score

in relationship to

related

deUvery

distmguishing characteristics of

specific sermon content,

was

scripturally based? Third,

the content of the

was

the

sermon

sermon

sermon was

Christ centered?

culturaUy relevant? And

achievable

it related to Ufe

The

practitioners valued those four sermon elements at widely varied

m

average

score

terms of specific and

each

was

ScripturaUy based preaching,
an

score

in this

people are more easUy addressed through content than through delivery.

Sermon content. In relationship to

Second,

The average

relationship to deUvery.

3.0 out of a possible 5. This may indicate that the

Generation X

with

preaching content and style.

for

example,

ranked first

of 3.7 out of a possible 5. This

cultural relevance which received

an

as a

was

average evaluation

application?

value with the

levels.

practitioners

foUowed by the element of

score

of 3.3 out of 5. The third

ranking value was Christocentric preaching which scored 3.0 out of 5. Fmally,

Ufe related

preaching rated a 2.9 out of 5.
A number of observations
sermon

content.

hearers with
lowest

be made fi-om the numerical evidence related to

First, the practitioners clearly placed

sermons

scores

can

which

are

based

m

Scripture.

a

No

high priority on presentmg their
skigle preacher received the

possible, and eight out of ten received average

evaluation category.

scores or

higher in this

Several, mainly Boyd, DriscoU, and Seay, received the highest
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scores

that could be received

preaching

content. As

a

(5

out

of 5) in evaluation of the

Scripture element of their

whole, this study group highly values scripturally based

preaching.
A second conclusion to be drawn is the fact that
an

important ingredient to

communicators

success.

culturally relevant preachmg is

The overall evaluation

indicate that these

scores

placed high value on beuig culturally relevant. Throughout thek

constant movement takes

between

and culture

preaching,

a

is made to

hnige the perceived distance between the Bible and the everyday world of the

audience. Six

out

evaluation category

as

scores.

and

The two

received high

(4

scores

(below 3).

highest ranked

scores m

5 out of 5) in this

communicators hi terms of overall

this category of evaluation.

preaching (all received 4 out of 5),

scores m

relation to the element

and three received below average

A third conclusion can be drawn from these numbers: These Generation

X communicators do not

that they value

attempt

Stevens), each also ranked in the bottom half of

Only fom- communicators received above average
of Christocentric

or

as an

well is the fact that of those who ranked lowest in this

(Parsley, Burke,

the overall evaluation
scores

Scripture

of ten preachers scored above average

evaluation category. Of uiterest

evaluation

place

place high value on Christocentric preaching. While it is true

preaching from the Scriptures, they do not make

it

a

priority to preach

about Jesus Christ.
One final conclusion
life related

can

that

score

seven

m

relation to

sermon

preaching or preaching that offers achievable,

teaching of Scripture ranked last
average

be drawn

among those

content. The element of

biblical

means

of applymg the

practices valued by these practitioners.

related to this evaluation category was 2.9 out of 5. Of note

out often of them received average

or

below average

scores

was

and

no

The

the fact

single
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commiinicator received top

scores

in this category. These ten communicators gave Httle

to the audience in terms of specific life

Sermon

were

used

preachers.
sermon

as

delivery. Timiing

the criteria

The

others? Second, it

delivery,

four elements

judged as to whether it was relationally based:

evaluated for its

Was the

authenticity:

the sermon's multidimensional

non-manipulative? Third,
use a

evaluation of sermon

Did the
shared with

miderstandmg that spiritual growth is a process to be

an

was

to the

forjudging the specific delivery style used by each of the ten

sermon was

demonstrate

applications.

sermon

truthfiil, honest and

approach was measured: Did it

variety of mediums to connect with people in a multiplicity of ways? Finally,

evaluation

was

made

as

an

to whether the sermon was solution oriented: Did the

communicator brmg resolution to the life of the hearer?
These four elements of sermon

the

practitioners.

In

highest and lowest on the content

out of 5)

and

and solution-oriented

preaching (2.6 out of 5)

out

multidunensional
and

as

different
on

such were

degrees by

this list is greater

list. Two of the four

relationally-based preaching (3.5

significantly higher than the other two elements,
5)

m

feet, the gap between highest and lowest values

than the gap between

authenticity (3.6

delivery were also valued

elements,

of 5), ranked

preaching (3.3
more

out of

highly valued by

this group of practitioners.
A number of conclusions
sermon

are

obvious from the numerical evidence related to

delivery. Furst, these communicators placed

relationship
relational

m

preaching.

preaching,

with

Both authenticity, with
an

average

score

an

a

high priority on the role

average

of 3.5 out of 5,

score

were

of

of 3.6 out of 5, and

highly valued and

practiced among these ten communicators. Recognizing the relational bent of Generation
X

people, fiiUy one-half of the preachers studied rated above

average

(4

or

5 out of a
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possible 5)
scores

with

in

relationship to authenticity. The two communicators receiving the lowest

a score

of 2,

were

two of the

communication. Of special note
no

Burke, with 2

in this evaluation category,

of a possible 5, and Norman, also

three lowest rated preaches in terms of overall

was

the fact that in the category of relational

single preacher received a below average

cannot

out

score

(below 3).

This is

preaching,

something which

be said of any other category in this study. The role of relationship in preaclung

cannot be underestimated.

In terms of multidimensional preaching, the
connect with different

averi^e. Thek average

score was

or

scored at average

or

below average

below). Interestingly,

5 and Driscoll with 2 out of 5).

variety of mediums to

was

barely above

3.3 out of 5 with six out of ten communicators

(3

or

use a

kinds of people, this group of ten preachers

below

average

ability to

scores m

two of the

scoring

top four ranked commimicators

this evaluation category (Seay with 3 out of

Clearly, these preachers do

not value

a

multidimensional

approach to preaching.
The lowest valued element of sermon

oriented

preaching.

The

delivery was the element of solution-

ability to deUver resolution to the

simply not valued by these communicators.
and

The average

category was

a

below-average 2.6,

average with

a

4.0 out of a possible 5. In much the

category, these communicators do

score

only one preacher,

not seek to be

Use of Jesus' method. The individual

same

Ufe and world of the hearer is

John Burke, scored above

way

were

highest or the

assigned as

scores.

lowest mark

m

as

the Ufe related content

solution oriented hi their

preaching.

findings related to the communicator's use

of Jesus' method of preachmg have much in agreement. No
received the

related to this evaluation

single communicator

this evaluation category

as no ones or

Nine out of ten communicators scored average

or

above

fives

(3

or
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in tliis category, and the average

above)
a

score was

reminder that most of the communicators who

elements of Jesus' method into the way
Overall

3.3 out of a

were

possible

evaluated had

5. This average is

incorporated

they communicate in their sermons.

Findings

Chapter 5 concludes by taking the specific numerical discoveries and anecdotal
information
research

from the first two stages of analysis and

gained

applying them to the three

questions upon which this study is based to gain an overall picture of the

findings of this study.
Addressing
asks:

the characteristics of Generation X. The first research

By what means

characteristics of this

question,
the

there

are

do

sermons

question

preached to Generation X audiences address the imique

generation? Usmg the specific

three conclusions. First, most

numerical

findings related to this

practitioners made

an

attempt to address

distinguishiug characteristics of this generation ui their preaching method. Second,

they did not value this element

as

highly as other elements of preachuig content and

dehvery under consideration. Third, when a practitioner did attempt to build this element
into his

preaching method, there was greater likelihood that his attempt would be related

to content than to

deUvery.

My evaluation revealed that
more

attention

Generation X
others

on

m

certam of the

preaching than others.

people

as

the Ust. Their

weU

as

their

The

distmguishing

characteristics received

unique relational and spuitual experience

unique view of truth received

more

of

attention than

unique family and technological experience as well

as

their

unique method of hearing and processmg information were acknowledged at points but
were

in no way addressed to the

degree of the

first three mentioned. The

unique financial

e?q)erience of this genemtion was given scant attention by only two of the practitioners.
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While

addressing these characteristics was

communicators I studied, the
evidence to

answer

communicators

not the

highest of values to the

experience of analyzing thirty sermons provided ample

this first research

question anecdotally. Surprisingly, the means the

employed to address these unique characteristics had much in common.

Many of the same methods, principles and ideas were bemg used by more than one

practitioner to address these

characteristics. Table 5.3 summarizes the anecdotal evidence

noted.

Table 5.3 Means of Addressing

#

Distinguishing

Means of Addressing

Distinguishing
Characteristic

1

Unique family
experience

Characteristics

In
�

�
�

Preaching

Illustrate

using marriage and family as positive models
Acknowledge the pamfiil experiences of those present
Share personally of your need to work at your marriage

to

succeed
�

2

relational

Unique
experience

gloss over the errors that others have made iti

family

life

need to be

�

Confiront

�

Confront relational

our

proactive

errors

that

ui

this

we are

arena

of life

prone to make such

unbridled individuality, unrealistic expectation, fleeuig
relationships
Call people into honest community to leam and journey
together
Grow in your authenticity and share from your spiritual
journey
Use an interactive style and ask questions
Call people to contentment m Christ
Wam about greed and the meamnglessness of pursuing
as

�

�

�

3

Do not

Unique financial
experience

�

Unique
technological
experience

�

�

riches
4

Make

use

of video

clips and illustrations from familiar

movies
�

Recognize the need to package the

�

Move back and forth between narrative and linear

sermon

hi shorter

segments

�

preaching
Challenge the generation's addiction to technology
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�

Create

sermons

in which

a

story litie

moves

from start to

finish
5

Unique method of
hearing and
processing

�

mformation

�

�

minutes
�

6

Unique spiritual
experience

Vary your approach and structure
Develop the ability to preach in soiuid bytes of 2-3

�

�

�

Build

"planned randomness" mto your sermons
sermon as simple as possible
Keep
Don't assume scriptural proficiency; assxune bibUcal
illiteracy
Use Scripture m a variety of ways: Read, quote,
paraphrase m own words, refer to often
Present biblical examples which are applicable to modem
the

Ufe
�

�

�

7

Unique

view of

�

truth
�
�
�

�

8

Unique world
experience

�

�

�

�

people to question all worldviews for tmth and
integrity
Present pictiwes of the person and work of Christ
Present the uniqueness of God's desire for relationship
Be cautious of your language, presuppositions, and
CaU

startmg pohit
Explam theological concepts and practices sufficiently
Win hearers with a narrative approach
Acknowledge other positions on tmth
Address skeptics and then- rationale
Acknowledge and maximize on theu- relational bent m
preaching
Acknowledge and maximize on their process bent in
preaching
Acknowledge their relational paui and brokenness m
preaching
Acknowledge and address their spiritual joiuney and
views

�

Acknowledge and tailor preaching to
style

fit their

learning

Methods, content, and deUvery styles. The second research question asks: What

methods, content, and deUvery styles
X audiences? This

are

bemg used by those who preach to Generation

question seeks to identify those elements of preachmg which were

incorporated mto the preaching method of the practitioners who were
combined with the anecdotal

answers

to Research

Question 3,

preachmg method is being used by those who preach to

a

we

studied. When

discover

exactly what

Generation X audience.
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Sermon Evaluation Tools 1 and 2
the

the

Each of those eleven evaluation

grid for the evaluation of sermons.

on one

provide eleven distinct categories to be used as
categories

particular practice the preacher employs in the course of preaching.

scores

each practitioner received in the

course

of evaluation

An

focuses

analysis of

provides an

understanding of which of those practices were priorities to the communicators studied
and which were not. Table 5.4 summarizes the

Table 5.4

Rank

Average

Evaluation

findings related to this analysis.

Scores in Evaluation

Category

Categories

Average Score

Rating

jst

Scripturally based

3.7

High

2nd
3rd
3rd

Authentic

3.6

Relational

3.5

3.5

High
High
High

Addresses

distinguishing characteristics

in

content

5d.

Culturally relevant

3.3

Mediiun

5*

Multidimensional

3.3

Medium

Modeled after Jesus' method

3.3

Medium

3.0

Low

Christ centered

3.0

Low

Life related

2.9

Low

Solution-oriented

2.6

Low

5th
gth

Addresses

gth
lO""
ir

distinguishing
delivery

Table 5.4 divides the

First,

certam

characteristics in

practices used by the conununicators into three categories.

practices were rated as having a high value of priority to them.

practice which was put to use more often than many of the others.
not so

a

highly used but

still found their way into the

somewhat consistent basis. These

Some

Each is

a

practices were

preaching method of those studied on

practices were rated as having

a

medium value of
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priority. Finally,
as

having

a

The

some

of the

ejqjected practices received

little attention; these

were

rated

low value of priority.

practices which were assigned a high value of priority are,

in

descending

order, scripturally based preaching (3.7 average out of a possible 5), authentic preaching

(3.6), relational preaching (3.5) and the practice of addressing the distinguishing
characteristics of Generation X
that those who

four

practices reveal

preach to Generation X audiences desire those who listen to experience a

scriptural, authentic, relational,
a

people through content (3.5). These

and relevant

sermon.

preaching experience that opens up the Scriptures

relational, and relevant way each week. These

are

As such

they have attempted to craft

for their audience

m an

authentic,

the practices that those who

communicate with Generation X audiences most value and pursue in theu*

preaching

fi-om

week to week.
Three preaching

practices were ascertained in the evaluation to have a medium

value of priority. Each received the

identical with

a score

same

of 3.3 out of a possible 5. These three

preaching, multidunensional sermons,
method of preaching. While
of these

rating as the average

not as

and

sermons

score

were

for each

was

culturally relevant

which were modeled after Jesus'

highly valued as the four highest rated practices, each

practices certamly was valued in the course of preaching and was put to use fi-om

time to tune. These three

practices are reminders that those y/ho preach to Generation X

people have several other tools at theu- disposal when the need arises.
when the need to be
are more

than

culturally relevant

or

From tune to tune,

multidimensional arises, these commumcators

willhig to pull these tools out and use them as part of the sermon.

Finally, four practices are labeled as having a low value of priority attached to
them by the communicators under consideration. These four reveal four methods that
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those who communicate to Generation X audiences

communication. As

a

group,

they received the

are

not

prioritizing

lowest average

scores

evaluations of the ten communicators. The low value of priority
which addresses the
of the

sermon

(3.0

for

use

in

in the individual

practices are preaching

distinguishing characteristics of Generation X people in the delivery

average out of 5), Christ-centered

preaching (3.0),

life-related

preaching (2.9), and solution-oriented preaching (2.6). This means that of the eleven

practices the average practitioner had at his disposal, these four received the
of attention and

were

used with the least

regularity.

Of significance to this

least amount

study

is the

relationship of the bottom two on this list: life-related preaching and solution-oriented
preaching. This

means

that the least valued

bringmg resolution to the

Ufe of his hearers

practice among the practitioners studied was
by giving them achievable, biblical

appUcations of the truth of Scripture.
Unexpected methods

of communication. The third research

question asks:

What

unexpected methods of communication are being used by practitioners of preaching to
Generation X

people? Answering this question took place by means of an individual

analysis of each practitioner's preaching method.
throughout the

course

individual assessment
most valuable

others

of the evaluations and

(Appendixes D-M).

was

Anecdotal evidence

was

coUected

recorded at the conclusion of each

The answermg of this

question was one of the

experiences of this study; great lessons can be learned from listening to

engaged

in the act of preaching.

Parsley's preaching, for example, contained an unexpected method of
communicating with Generation X as revealed in his use of quotations. Again and again,
he

sprinkles his

as

divergent as C.S. Lewis, Martin Luther Kmg, Phil Yancey, FriedrichNietzche, and St.

sermons

with the words,

thoughts,

and

opkuons of others.

PersonaUties
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each

John of the Cross make appearances in his

sermons

the presentation of truth. By keeping these

quotations short, the use of others'

great power in communicating

making his own contributwn to
words has

particularly to a generation as diverse and eclectic

as

Generation X.
An

unexpected

also learned.

lesson about the

Baugh' s highly linear, structured approach to preaching was

that it is not necessary that those who
narrative

preach to

a

postmodern.

a

revelation

Generation X

use a

approach. Driscoll' s expository preaching, focused as it is on the historical and

cuhural background to the

Scripture, challenges the assumption that a Generation X

conununicator must structure

Driscoll,

relationship of structure to preaching method was

at

a sermon

for

brevity in light of his audience.

The feet that

times, preaches for over an hour revealed deeper biblical exposition to be

effective tool in the hands of those who communicate
also showed

me

that it is

to

an

postmodem ears. His preaching

possible to spend the entirety of the

sermon m

the heart of

Scriptme.
An

unexpected discovery about preaching method came from Stevens'

combination of narrative and linear

styles mto an inviting package of truthfiil revelation

of God. This combination of styles is multidimensional in its
attracts

a

wider spectrum of people to listen.

Along the

same

own

right and,

as

such,

Ime, Seay presented

a

imique method of stmcturing a sermon. His sermon content, although not specifically
narrative,

was a

sermon-story with one idea carried through from beginning to end

in the midst of its various

communicators

Scriptures, illustrations, applications,

provided much msight mto

preachmg methods being used.

sermon

even

and transitions. These

stmcture and the

wide

variety of
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Two

preachers with distinctly different approaches to preaching presented

something imexpected about application in preaching.
out cards at the conclusion of each service. Each card

the

sermon

In the

case

which can be taken with the hearer
of Burke,

as

Burke makes it

contains

a

specific

practice to hand

means

he/she leaves the church

of ^plying

meeting place.

apphcation is explicit and pointed; he tells you what you need to

do.

Seay's preaching is just the opposite. His applications come fi-om the scriptural story he
has just told;

they flow implicitly from the story rather than being made explicit. Those

who listen pick up the

hearing

it

come

line with the

surprising.

suggestion he is making about applying truth to

bluntly from his Ups. Although this method of apphcation seems to

unique spiritual experience of Generation X people,

In the

case

of both Burke and

leaves the audience with the
Several of the

communication to
audience

Ufe rather than

a

means

be in

its effectiveness is

Seay, however, their method of appUcation

of Uving out the truth of Scripture-

preachers studied used an unejq)ected level of interaction

in their

Generation X audience. Celek, in particular, is fond of engaging his

by means of well thought out questions which demand an answer.

asks his hearers to interact with each other; other times, he invites them to

At times he

respond

directly to him. This practice creates a highly relational environment and a sense of
randomness which

serves to

communication; his

sermon

constantly keeps moving
draws in Usteners raised

engage the listener.

is marked

in his

on

Boyd has a similar style of

by a "prepared randomness"

sermon.

The random nature of his

television and marked

m

which he

preaching,

no

doubt,

by a shorter attention span than older

generations.
One final

unexpected method of communication relates to how the sermon and

worship service concludes. Eight out of ten of the preachers studied concluded their
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meaningfiil time

of worship. This method of coiKluding gave

services

by leading

them the

opportunity to introduce the time of worship as a time of reflection on what had

into

a

just been taught. Communion was introduced and served during this time in many of
these services which provided the

Several of the practitioners
concluded their
and

depth.

prayer
to

sermon

(Boyd, Celek, Driscoll, Parsley,

with

a

Often these prayers

was a

opportunity to talk about Christ's sacrificial death.
Seay) specifically

pastoral prayer which was marked by significant length
were

between two and four minutes

part of the communication of the truth of the message

talk to God about the content of the

communicate the truth of God's word
word. This

and

sermon.

even as

As

such, it became

God

was

long.
as

In essence, this

the prayer served

one

last

opportunity to

addressed about the content of his

practice of prayer was an imexpected means of communicatuig with a

Generation X audience.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
With words that
author Tom Wolfe

We

once

strikingly relevant to the world of sermons

and

preachmg,

wrote:

all of us doomed to

are

we are

are

always

least 1/30 of a

spend our lives watching a movie of our liveswhat
has just finished happening. It happened at
actmg
second ago. We thiiok we're m the present, but we aren't.
on

The present we know is only a movie of the past, and we will really never
be able to control the present through ordmary means. That lag has to be
overcome some

What

into the past,

past. As

a

an

we

result

through some kind of total breakthrough. (129)

apt description of the world that
attempt to preach
a sense

say it. The issue of how

total

other way,

the present usmg tools and methods of a tune

we overcome

into the present. This fuial

it

say and those to whom

we

project. Only a
and

chapter beguis with a discussion of what that breakthrough

change our current models of preaching.

findings of the entire project.

of the

Findings

study was a comparative interpretation of the

In mterpretuig, I reflected

on

the mountmg evidence of the

different model of preaching. Numerous strands of evidence led

this conclusion. The model of the master teacher Jesus
of the ten practitioners evaluated

m

characteristics of Generation X and

this

came to

mmd

as

me to

did the

draw

example

study, I thought through the various

postmodem people which appeared the course of

Chapter 2, Fmally, I thought about my callmg to preach to those who attend
Alliance Church each

long

possible for us to move our preaching out of the past

The final stage of analysis in this

a

we

this distance is the focus of this

Interpretation

need for

preachers often inhabit. Locked

of distance appears between what

breakthrough will make

needs to be in order to

m

we as

Salem

Simday and my desire to communicate with them m ways that

draw them to God. At the conclusion of this project, I

am

convinced,

more

than ever, that
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preach to postmodem people must change the way they preach.

those who
we

have been usmg

are no

The purpose of this

longer effective in connecting with postmodem people.

study was the identification of those qualities of preaching

effectively communicate with a postmodem, Generation X audience. This

which most
purpose

The methods

was

undertaken in order to formulate

a

preaching model which most effectively

communicates with postmodem people in general. We must leam different methods and

languages of preachuig that will not be

lost

on

postmodem ears.

In

light of this cmcial

need, I recommend the adoption of a different model of preaching which is capable of

commimicating with postmodem ears.
Recommendation

-

A Postmodem

The wealth of evidence discovered in the
the foundation of this
learned

Preaching Model

course

postmodem preaching model.

of the

preceding research forms

The various

principles and practices

throughout this course of study contributed to the creation of this different model.

One disclaimer must be added before

proceeding any further. Throughout this research,

I

sought to identify those qualities of communication and specific models of preaching
which most

effectively communicated with postmodem people.

every attempt to

research in

remam

At the

same

time, I made

faithful to the definitions of biblical preaching uncovered in the

Chapter 2, This meant that, at times, the methods employed by the

practitioners failed to live up to the expectations laid out in the content of Chapters 2 and
3. This

was to

laid out in the
At

be

expected as no preacher perfectly

course

lives up to the standards of preaching

of authorship.

times, I found the majority of the practitioners under study to be lacking in the

foundational practices of Christocentric, life-related, and solution-oriented

preaching;

however, in terms of overall evaluation, the ten preachers chosen for study made serious
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attempts to creatively deliver the word of God to those who Usten to them preach each
week. The mystery of preaching is just another

foolish things of the world

to

example of God's ability to

a

direct reflection of their

in ways far

a

preaching method

unique personality and giftedness. Each

beyond human understanding even when failing to

encouraged by those reviewed
The

the

confound the wise (1 Cor. 1 :21-27). Each of the chosen

preachers demonstrates excellence in their own way. Each employs
that is

use

in the literature

object of this study was

not to

practitioners' preaching method; instead,

or

use

is used

by God

the methods

evidenced in the method of Jesus.

adopt every method evidenced

my desire

was to

preaching with the honest attempts of the practitioners

ui

the

blend the standards of biblical

into the formulation of a model of

communication capable of reaching postmodem ears. This, I must say, has been

accomplished.

Having completed my study,
mgredients

ui a

postmodem preaching

communication. Each of the four
The four

I have concluded that four

can

�

Scripture-steeped,

�

Relationally engaging,

�

Highly relevant,

�

Multidunensional.

result

m

effective

specific to the act of

preaching to postmodem people.

and

qualities

is cmcial to effective and successful commimication

v\rith a postmodem audience. As such,
a

model. Each of the four is

critical

qualities relate to preaching that is:

Each of these four

for

quaUties are

they are the ingredients which form the foundation

different, postmodem model of preaching. The foUowiag is a description of those

critical

qualities and suggestions

for the

implementation of each one.
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A

Scripture-steeped
The first

Model

quality critical to postmodem preaclung

is the need for

preaching that is

steeped in or fiill of Scripture. Postmodem people need a model of preaching

in which

they experience the Scriptures. The selected Uterature review in Chapter 2 revealed
Generation X

people and postmodem people

in

general to be biblically illiterate.

they have Uttle imderstanding of the content of the Scriptures. Clear,
review was the

unique view of truth held by postmodem people.

who hold to any

source

of authority

or

such,

well, fi"om the

The percentage of those

ultimate tmth outside of personal and

opinion continues to become smaller and smaUer. Those who
communicate God's tmth to

as

As

want to

public

effectively

postmodem Generation X people must lead them to

experience the ultunate source of tmth found in the Bible.
The Bible itself places the

responsibility for Scripturally based

hands of those who communicate the Word of God. We
God to those

we

lead (2 Tim. 4:4; 1 Tim. 4:13), In

are

caUed to

sermons

in the

preach the Word of

light of our culture's need and the

Scriptures' caUing, the first quaUty that is cmcial to postmodem preaching is to steep our

preaching
into the

ui

Scripture.

We must base wiiat

preach on the Scriptures and

lead

people

discovery of tmth in the Bible.
We must find ways to

our

we

implement this quaUty of ScripturaUy based preaching into

different model of preaching. This

study revealed several ways

in which this is

possible. First, postmodem preachers must leam to begm with the Scripture text.
most effective communicators from among the

succeeded in

making

it central to the

sermon.

The

practitioners began with the text and

Such a

practice allowed the audience to

experience the Bible. The Scriptures were never an add-on but were central to what was
communicated. In this vem, the

most

effective communicators avoided

moving around
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Scripture, but instead rooted themselves in one text and, by and large, stayed there.
Topical preaching, especially if it involves moving around to various places in Scripture,
is

not

effective with

Second,

Scriptures.

The

we

biblically illiterate, postmodem people.

must

develop a wide variety of ways and

means

to open up the

thirty practitioners provided a veritable plethora of ways to root people in

Scripture. They read, paraphrased, quoted,
Preaching today,

more

and retold the story

than ever, calls for great

creativity

ui

m

modem

day settings.

opening up the Bible.

Third, the postmodem preacher should begin with the assumption that those
audience know nothing about the Bible. Technical and

evaluated

grave
use

In deference to their

biblically illiterate audience,

clearly have backed off using the Bible

danger m this. Now,

more

than

of Scripture in preaching; this is
A fourth and final

that is

Scripture steeped.

area

It

ever

no

in any

of the

and

carefully

practitioners I

meaningfiil way.

I

sense

there is

tune to back off.

the need for Christocentric

quality of preaching

sermons

among those

Scripturally based preaching

ranked first among the eleven categories used to evaluate the

as a

care

before, is the time to enhance and develop the

who communicate with Generation X audiences. While

consideration in this study, the

some

of implementation flows fi-om this

concems

his

theological terms that would be

known to those familiar with the Bible and church need to be used with

explamed.

m

practitioners vmder

quality of Christocentric preaching ranked eighth.

whole, this group of ten preachers did

not

take

Viewed

seriously the need to lead hearers to

the person and work of Christ. How alarming this is particularly in

light of the Bible's

teaching that Jesus Christ is the central character to whom the Scriptures themselves
pomt (Luke 24:25-27, 44; John 5:39). Thus the call for Scripture-steeped preaching is a
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call for Christocentric
coiinsel of God.
A

preaching as it

Answering this call

is incumbent upon the

is crucial to

preacher to reveal the whole

postmodem preaching.

Relationally-engaging Model
A second cmcial

preaching quality that communicates effectively with

postmodem Generation X people is preaching that is relationally engaging. If postmodem

people are going to be drawn into the preaching experience,
along relational lines.

This theme

theme became clear in the

uniquely pain filled and
desire for
the

relationship

arose

time and

most

likely this will happen

again in the cowse of this study. This

high value that Generation X people place on authenticity.

broken

even

The

experience of this generation has only heightened their

with those who

preach to them. This theme arose,

as

well, in

emphasis that the practitioners chosen for this study placed on providing relationally-

based, authentic
among those
more

doing

Those two

qualities of preachmg ranked

greater opportunity for
Another
m

of the

practitioners initiated an mteractive conversation with his audience. By

he drew them into the conversation

discovered

second and third

practiced by the practitioners. On several occasions, I listened as one

effective
so,

sermons.

surrounding the Scriptures and gave them a

success.

piece of evidence regarding the necessity of this preaching quality was

the

preaching style of the

master

communicator Jesxis, He

personalized his

teaching to particular needs, pushed for a spiritual response from his hearers, and

presented tmth ui an honest and upfront style.

He

was

the ultimate authentic

communicator, and he modeled relationally-engagmg preaching. In light of such
evidence,

any

This

postmodem preaching

must also be

quality of preaching must also

model. I suggest the

relationally engaging.

find its way into

followmg methods of unplementation.

our

postmodem preaching

Certain churches and
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traditions

are

known for their

liturgy, certain practices which involve interaction between

clergy and laity in the course of the worship service. The first method of implementing
this

quality of relationally-engaging preaching is the development of a new liturgy.

this

new

listened

liturgy in action as I

as

saw

Jesus in the act of teaching

I

saw

throughout the gospels and

the most effective Generation X communicators interacted with their

audiences. I have discovered that this old/new

good questions.
sermon as a

Be

language works. Develop the ability to ask

willmg to wait for the answers. Gently force people to view the

time of engagement and interaction

Second,

we must

over

leam to build mtentional

the

Scriptxires.

casuality into

our sermons.

Postmodem

people place such high value on authenticity that a slick, pre-packaged sermon with no
rough edges is less than an effective means

of communication.

communicators must become comfortable with the

preaching style. By random,

I do not

mean

Instead, postmodem

ragged edges of a more random

imprepared. I simply

mean

that

we are so

deeply rooted in the text and the life experience of our hearers that we become
comfortable preaching without the
soimd like
that is

as a

finished product. At times,

coimecting with his/her hearers

approach can be highly effective.
Be

assurance

willmg to shift
Third,

a

a

more

of exactly what

are

postmodem preaching

deeply.

model must

must take them mto consideration each tune

they are

on a

This

as a

an area

casual and random

Respond to their answers.

constantly take

we

we

mto account the world

want engage our

stand up to

spiritual journey and be joumey-oriented

Do not represent what you teach

more

need to pursue

speaking should the need arise.

of his/her audience. If relationship is cmcial and
we

presentation will look or

preacher will feel the

Interact with the audience.

from where you

oiu"

hearers

preach.

relationally,

Remember that

in the way you present the Bible.

destmation to be arrived at

today but as part of the
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journey of feith in which we train over time to become
not understand

would

a

everything

like Christ. Remember

they may

about; consider their need for explanation even as you

you talk

friend.

Finally, communicate that spiritual growth is a process to be shared with others.
Invite them to join the group of people who

are

related in Christ and

on

the joiuney

together.
A

Highly Relevant Model
The third critical

quaUty for our postmodem preaching nwdel is the need for

highly relevant preaching.
hearers

see

relevance in

This

quaUty calls for a model of preaching in which our

our sermons.

of my study in two ways. First, this
As

a

quaUty of relevance

communicator, Jesus' words were rooted in the

particularly
to

This theme became apparent throughout the

in the Ulustrations and

Ught in the

arose

from the

appUcations of his teaching.

personalize what he said to the particular needs of the people to

He

brought everyday life

sought to

whom he

spoke. The

people were highly relevant and fiill of meaning to the

person and persons to whom he

The

of Jesus.

context of daUy life all around him

stories he told and the observations He made. Jesus also

words he chose to present to

teachir^

course

spoke.

study of Generation X people also revealed this quality of relevancy

m

the

discovery of the value this generation places on preaching that is relevant. Among the

quaUties used

in

evaluating the practitioners, I discovered the value they place

on

relevance in their

preaching. Among those eleven evaluation categories,

that addresses the

distinguishing characteristics of Generation X people and preaching

that is

sermon

content

culturaUy relevant ranked fourth and fifth respectively. Clearly the practitioners in

this study valued relevant preachmg.
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This

quality

of relevance in

preaching has two sides to it:

a

personal and a

corporate side. Personally, relevant preaching refers to the ability to speak
of mdividuals in the audience

mto the Hves

by addressing their personal needs and world. The

preachers studied made attempts to address the distinguishing characteristics of
Generation X

people. Corporately, relevant preaching addresses the broader picture of the

individual's culture and world in the

course

of the

Several methods of implementmg this
flows from what has been learned. For many

preachmg

act.

quality into postmodem preaching model

preachers,

of a personally tailored method of applymg the

this

begins with the development

Scriptures to the personal Hves and

corporate worlds of the hearer. AppUcations of the Scriptures

variety of levels.

implicit line,

or

Whether such

somethuig

apply the Scriptures to

m

can

be made at

a

wide

application is made explicit, formulated along a more

between, postmodem preaching

life. This

must recover the

quaUty was significant for its absence

abiUty to

from the

preaching of the practitioners studied. While each made a habit of using the Scriptures,
they fell short of applying the truth of the Bible to the ebb and flow of the everyday Uves
and world of their audience.

Second, the postmodem preacher must recognize his/her responsibUity to be

culturally attuned.

If communicators

are

the lives and world of their audience,

evaluate, and
succeed

to

the

a

m

applymg the Scriptures to

they must develop some means by which they test,

mteract with the Uves and world of their hearers. Postmodern

degree

preachers' Uves
Therefore,

going to succeed

preachers will

in which they mteract with peoples' lives and world. Far too often

fill with the

priorities

from inside the church rather than outside.

critical need for postmodern communicators

life outside the church. Make it

a

pomt

to

is to

find ways to mteract with

join an association that moves you mto settmgs
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that
or

are not

typical of your life experience

hobby club.

talk

to or

Leam to interact with

such

as a

people you do

fitness center, volunteer opportumty,
not know. Ask

questions of those you

spend a day at work with someone from your audience to gain a better

understanding of the realities of their life. Read magazines and newspapers to gain a
greater understanding of cuhmal trends
you have

no

at

large. Piu-sue

with culture at

world around

us

As

we

speak,

in

our

field.

preaching for interacting

large. Teaching Scr^)ture provides the preacher the opportunity to

surrounding culture as

as

of commimity life that

understanding of related to the political or religious

Closely related to this, we must develop a place

we

an area

a

test

case

is available for

our

use

in

we

teach, the

illustrating the principles and stories of Scripture.

postmodem culture's proof of the truth of the Bible as well

may reveal

ejqpose the felsehood

for the truths of what he/she teaches. As

use

culture promotes and

emphasizes each day.

A Multidimensional Model
The final cmcial

quality to postmodem preaching

is the

ability to preach

postmodem preaching model must include muhiple

multidimensional

sermons.

styles of delivery

in order to be most efective. I discovered the value of this

two

distinct ways in this

Our

study. First, this ingredient became obvious

listening to the variety of stmctures and mediums used by the
evaluated

m

in the

various

quality m

experience of

practitioners

this study. I discovered firsthand how many different ways there

are to

coimect with the

multiplicity of senses, emotions, and personalities represented in any

teaching setting.

I have also

to win and

to realize how many different tools

mfluence those who listen to

Another

in

come

means

are

at our

disposal

our sermons.

by which I discovered the value of this multidunensional quality

preaching was by personally discovermg Jesus the teacher in action m the gospels.

He
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was a master at

audience.
one.

tailoring his teaching to the need of the

Many who would profit

Those who needed

who needed

a

most from the

to use

story received

in his multidunensional method of preaching.

Incorporating this quality into

accomplished in a variety of ways.
preaching

method works. Different

Preparing

a sermon

with this

to think and prepare

Both Jesus and the
than

one

into

ingredient as critical to their preaching
a

success.

postmodem preaching model may be

No doubt it

begms with the recognition that no

one

styles have their own value and different styles work.

assumption in mmd allows the communicator the freedom

creatively.

style usually settles

more

a

sharp rebuke received it. Comparison, analogy, metaphor, narrative,

Postmodem preachers must view this

that

instruction contained in

explanation of the story were given what they needed. People

an

correction-Jesus put them all

our

moment and to the need of the

When

one

or, at

we

write

a sermon

out

of the

same

box each

week,

best, two styles which become the way we preach.

practitioners studied would counter this approach with the suggestion
style can and ought to be used.

Second, I reconmiend that we leam to allow the Scriptures themselves to dictate
the

style that forms the framework for a particular sermon. When preaclung narrative,

allow the

sermon to nurror

the narrative format of the

the story for the audience. If preaching from the
a more

more

prophets, allow the Scriptures to dictate

confrontational, prophetic style. When the

Imear

approach may

which he/she

can use

be

fitting.

The

Scriptures by simply opening up

sermon comes

epistles, a

preacher would be wise to consider means by

multiple approaches

m

the

same sermon.

study of the practitioners how well narrative flows into
sermon.

from the

a

linear

I discovered

through the

style conclusion to a
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Third, listening

to

struck with the

Time and

again I

Scripture.

Few of us have

sermons.

was

thirty sermons taught

me

the value of creativity in preaching.

variety of ways to preach a particular passage of

grasped what the mind is capable of preparing

in the way of

However, the high paced lifestyle typical to those who lead churches leaves

little tune for the meditation necessary for
to suffer is

writing effective sermons.

Often the first

thing

creativity and the death of creativity usually signifies the death of a

muhidunensional

approach to preaching as weU. The postmodem preacher must

ponder the Scriptures breeds creativity and the

value of think tune. Time to think and

ability to preach ui a multidunensional
prepare earlier and

deeper

grasp the

fashion. We must

in order to build both tune and

develop the discipline to
creativity

into

our

Uves.

Fmally, postmodem preachers must develop ways to leam firom others who
preach. The communication style of other preachers can teach us much about developmg
a

multidimensional

opportunity to
can

The

approach of our own.

discover those communicators in action. Audio and

easily be ordered,
sharing of ideas

related to the

and many

sermons are

from preacher to

available

m

us

the

videotapes of sermons

both formats

on

the Intemet.

preacher provides a natural school of learning

discovery of other preaching methods. The postmodem preacher would do

weU to watch Jesus
method and

Our technological world affords

style

m

uxto

action

their

m

the

own.

gospels and incorporate elements of his preaching

Leam from others how to

preach using a multiplicity of

styles.
Ministry Impact
Without

a

doubt, this project has had

a

significant impact on my muiistry. I

decidedly pragmatic person especially when it comes to preaching.
project came to mind,

I have

pursued

it with

a

From the first

desire to discover what works hi

am a

day this
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preaching.
been

As

a

result, this project has found its way into the way I preach;

extremely valuable to

me.

of three commitments that have

Its

as

such, it has

impact on my ministry is best demonstrated by means

developed in me over the course of this study.

First, I have committed myself to this postmodem model of preaching. In

watching Jesus,

the teacher of two thousand years ago,

m

action

alongside ten

contemporary preachers, I have sensed what effective communication is and what it is
not. The many hours

spent listening to and evaluating those

desire to

bring a tme

connection to the act of preaching. I want to connect with

I

I want to connect them with the

preach.

God

as

is the

I

sermons

Scriptures as I preach.

has bred in

me

the

people

as

I want to connect them to

preach. As the impetus and result of this study, the model recommended above

means

by which preaching of that nature can occur.

As

such, the above model has
for

become my model for

preaching.

evaluation each tune I

preach because I am committed to a postmodem model of

I

use

those

same

qualities as the core quaUties

preaching.
Second, I have committed myself to the study of people. My education and

reading related to preachmg taught me that studymg the Bible is central to

preaching.

Of course, I take

no

issue with that

declared my intention to become

an

teaching.

successfiil

I remember the moment I first

effective communicator of the Bible, and I have

spent the past thirteen years pursuing that goal by learmng the Bible and studymg others
in the act of preaching.

However, preaching involves
discovered that those who

more

than

studymg how to preach.

I have

preach must also study people. This project has taught me a

great deal about people. I have learned about their ways of Uving and thinking, ways of

hearuig and processuig information, ways of relating

to each

other, family, and God. This
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deeper discovery of postmodern people has not been lost on me; I have often carried the
firuit of my

study of people with me kito

strengthened my preaching.
result of this

my

sermons.

I have committed

As this has

myself to

an

occurred, I sensed it has

ongoing study of people as a

project.

Third, I have committed myself to discovering new forms of preachii^ that will
reach and mature
are

people

in fiiture years.

People will not always be "postmodem" as they

today. The cultural influences and realities of oiu- lives continue to shift, and people

will

change with them. Even as the Church today must become postmodem in its

preaching, the fiiture Church must continually be renewed to keep pace with what it takes
to

cormnunicate. I

and in

helpiag the

am

committed to

local church I
Did the

I

Not

taking part in this ongoing renewal in my preachmg

serve to

embrace it

Project Achieve

as

well.

Its Intended Goal?

complete this project with a sense I have achieved the goal with which I began.

only have several commitments become part

in hand two

of my

preaching method,

but also I hold

particular outcomes related to knowledge that are critical for my preaching

today. First, I possess a far greater understanding of postmodem people which I did
have when this

method that I

project was uiitiated. Second,

set out to discover at the

I

feed

project have found their way

place the particular preaching

project

I

am

better prepared to

postmodem people.

into my

Strengths and Weaknesses
This is not to suggest that the

m

conception of this project.

preach sermons which can effectively reach and
that the results of this

have

now

of the

not

I have

no

doubt

personal ministry world.

Project

is not without its weaknesses. While

significant growth and learning resulted from this study,

in the end it is still marked

several weaknesses. As with any research design, certain flaws

are

inherent which

by

by
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nature

limited the

con:q)leteness of the evaluation. Extending the number of sermons

evaluated from each practitioner and/or

broadening the number of participants

study would have realized ftirther value for the study.
to five with an increase of participants from ten to

impact.

The wider my exposure to

understanding that would have

to a

An increase of sermons from three

twenty would have increased its
the greater the

possible preaching methods,

been mine, and the lower the level of subjectivity.

A second weakness relates to the

Moving from audio

in the

means

by which the research took place.

videotaped sermon format would have given me a more

con:q>lete picture of the practitioner in action. The limited number of churches who
a

video format of their services and

sermons

make it difficult to

offer

accomplish this.

However, the physical picture of body language and motion would have provided fiulher

insights impossible to glean in an audio setting.
A third weakness is in the wide assortment of topics and themes which

in the

sermons

preached by the practitioners.

within which evaluation took place

of directions each of the
been
the

overcome

same

if it

in

a constant

as

though the framework

state of motion due the wide

practitioners headed as they preached.

were

possible to

hear several

or even

variety

This weakness could have

all of the

practitioners deal with

topic or passage of Scripture.

While certain weaknesses

strengths.
was

was

At times I felt

appeared

The wide

drawn lends

were

inherent in this

project, it was not without its

variety of traditions and denominational ties from which this study

credibility to the research. Independent Bible, commimity. Baptist,

Christian, and Calvary Chapel churches were all represented; each had
another. The

practitioners come

from

a

broad

no

ties to

one

geographical spectrum. This allowed for a
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more

complete

receiving

it

sense

of what is gomg

exclusively

A second

from one side of the spectrum.

strength relates to

audio allowed for

in Generation X communication without

on

a more

a

side to

flip

objective evaluation.

preaching (i.e., body and facial language)
content and how that content was

one

suggested weakness; the use of

The removal of the

allowed

me to

focus

physical aspect of
analysis of sermon

on an

specifically deUvered. While an expanded study would

certainly be possible, audio helped me avoid the peripheral and allowed for a more
focused

study.

Fuially, the feet that during the coiu-se of this study I was preaching on a
consistent basis

was a

great dividends

as

I

This maximized the

strength as well.

was

The combination of research and

preaching paid

given the immediate opportunity to practice what I was learning.

personal benefits of the project.
Future Research

The

question should also be asked

light of the results of this study.
benefits of adopting and

as

to what fiiture research

might

Of value to fiiture research would be

a

on

the

possible in

study of the

incorporathig the recommended postmodem preaching model

particularly as viewed through tte experience of those in the audience.
focus

be

Future

study could

strengths, weaknesses, benefits, and potential problems which are

experienced with the implementation of the postmodem preaching
churches. Research could make

use

of teams to

application foci, evaluate preaching,

and

model in

specific

plan sermons, develop specific

participate in the adnunistration of a spkitual

well-being test to analyze both short and long-term benefits ki a personal and corporate
sense.

Value would also be found in

designing a method by which on-site study could
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take

place studying the impact of church's particular culture on preaching to postmodem

people.

Concluding Thoughts
Leonard Sweet's Postmodem Pilgrims addresses and

exists between tradition and innovatioa

answers

the tension that

Perhaps the wisest contribution he makes in

regards to this controversy comes near the end of the book when he

comments on what

happens when we adopt a methodology that is postmodem in natwe.

He writes that

though our methodology "will likely be classified as postmodern,

its whole life and

inheres in the biblical tradition. In fact, this is

'postmodern'

one area

where the

even

being

takes

us

'back to the future'" (157).
EarUer this

evening as I wrote these concluding paragraphs

beach house, I sat and

housemates for two

famiUar

days of study and writing. They

course

So I took

a

asked for

few minutes to

an

as

Pacific coast

of our conversation, I touched

well

as

the

names

{H-eaching and churches have become

on

my

explanation of the

words that have become

Generation X, Jesus'

of practitioners around the coimtry whose

femiliar to

me.

Finally, I walked them through the

postmodem preaching model I presented earlier m this chapter.
my model with the words: "But isn't that how Jesus did it?"

whole idea of a postmodem preaching model mheres

teaching. By renewing this ancient model of Jesus,
tme method of success.

are

explain to them what this project is

companions to me as a resuft of this study: postmodern.

method of teaching

a

explained this project to three Generation Xers who

project I was working on.
all about. In the

in

m

One of them responded to

"Exactly!" I explamed.

the method Jesus put to

we are

use

The
in his

simply adapting a tried and
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Three years ago, I

preach.

I made the

With the

began this study by writing of our need to change the way we

specific

statement that "our

conpletion of this study,

preaching must become postmodem."

I know how to

biblical way of preachmg and connect to

acconplish that goal: Fully embrace the

postmodem people.

APPENDIX A
PROJECT PARTICIPANTS

#

Name

Ministry
Frontline

1

Ken

Baugh

I.

It Can Be A Wo

McLean Bible Church

2.

850 Balls Hill Road

3.

Facing Disappo
Knowmg God's

Canyonridge Community Chiuch

1

The Eternal Sea

6200 West Loan Mountain Road

2.

Counterfeit Mea

Las

3.

Facmg Meanmg

The Next Level Church

1.

4980

2.
3.

Wholly God's (1
Holey Excuses (
Holy Choices (1

1

Do You Have W

McLean,

Ministry

VA 22101

703-790-5590
2

Joe

Boyd

Vegas,

NV 89130

.

702-658-2722
3

Trevor Bron

Kiplmg Street, Suite 14
Ridge, Colorado 80033

Wheat

303-422-3777

Gateway Commumty Church
4

5

John Burke

Tim Celek

.

1609 AOhlenRoad

Calvary Chapel Newport/Mesa

1.

(9.17.2000)
Happmess and B
Fmdmg Peace T
The Heart of Wo

190 E. 23rd Street

2.

Just Do It! Do W

Costa Mesa, California
92627

3.

A Life of Love

Austm, TX 78758

2.

512-837-2162

3

949- 645-5050

.

(

#

Name

Ministry
.

Mars Hill

6

7

Mark Driscoll

Steve Norman

Fellowship

1

.

The Woman at t

7758 Earl Avenue NW

2.

A Woman and H

Seattle, WA 981 17
206- 706-6641

3.

A Devoted Dad

Genesis

1.

The

Ministry
Kensington Community Church

2.

Early Years
Kmg of the Wor

P.O. Box 99335

3

When the Rebel

Troy, Michigan

.

48099

248-689-3200
8

Tim

Parsley

ECHO

1

New

2.

Ministry
Hope Christian Church

2800 W. Wahiut Avenue

.

3.

What Paul Tells

Praymg m Pain
Thmkmg Big ab

Visalia, CA 93277
(559)636-8733
9

Chris

Seay

Ecclesia Chiffch
2302 Mid Lane #F-4
Houston, Texas 77027

1.
3.

Community (4.1
Materialism (4.2
Balance (4.30.20

1

Paradise Lost ( 1

2.

713-622-1846
Axis
10

Jared Stevens

Ministry

Willow Creek Community Church
67 East Algonquin Road S
South Barrington, Illinois 60010
847-765-5000

.

2.

The New

3.

The Wander Yea

Hope
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APPENDIX B
SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Church/Ministry:
Dates:

Sermon Titles:

Content

Distinguishing

Delivery

Characteristic

1

Unique
Family
Experience

2

Relational

Unique

Experience
Unique
3

Financial

Experience
4

5

Unique
Technological
Experience
Unique Method of
Hearing/Processing
Information

6

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

7

View of

Unique
Truth

Unique
8

World

Experience
Overall Evaluation

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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APPENDIX C
SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Chorch/Ministry:
Dates:

Sennon Titles:
Content

Quality

1: The

1

is Christ centered

sermon

2

4

3

Positive Evidence

Content

Negative Evidence

Quality

2: The

1

is

serm on

2

scripturally
4

:J

Positive Evidence

Content

The

sermon

2

1

is

3

4

5

Negative Evidence

Quality

4: The

1

2

sermon

3

is life related

4

Positive Evidence

Delivery Quality

(C4)

5

Negative Evidence
1: The

2

1

is

sermon

3

relationally based (Dl)
4

Positive Evidence

5

Negative Evidence

2: The
1

sennon

2

is marked

4

3

Positive Evidence

Delivery Quality

(C2)

culturally relevant (C3)

Positive Evidence

Delivery Quality

based

5

Negative Evidence

Quality 3:

Content

(CI)

5

by authenticity (D2)
5

Negative Evidence

3: The

sermon uses a

multidimensional approach

Positive Evidence

(D3)

Negative Evidence

Delivery Quality 4:

The

sermon

is solution oriented

Positive Evidence

Negative

(D4)

Evidence

Method Evaluation
The communication methods used
1
Positive Evidence

2

sermon are

3

modeled after Jesus' method

4

5

Negative Evidence

(M)

APPENDIX D
SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Ken

Church/Ministry:

McLean Bible

Dates:

3, 1 0, 1 7 December 2000

Sermon Titles:

It Can Be

Baugh

a

Church-McLean, Virginia-Frontline Ministry

Wonderfiil Life/

''-''�

Distinguishing

Facing Disappomtment/Knowing

God's Will

Content

D

Characteristic
1

Unique
Family
Experience

�

�

�

2

Unique

�

Relational

Experience
�

Illustrates

using his wife and children in positive
ways of being in relationship with them.
Touches on the pain of loneliness in people
thinking about what they don't have in a family
during the Christmas season.
Addresses our false expectations of family life.
Talks about the lonelmess of life, our
dissatisfaction at our lack of relationships and our
need to be m relationship with other people.
Talks about our uidividuality and how it messes
up

3

Unique
Financial

Experience

�

our

�

Not addressed

m

de

�

Not addressed

m

de

�

Not addressed

m

de

lives.

Addresses the issue of contentment as bemg a
problem for many of his hearers particularly at
the Christmas

season.

hearers mto the

This

sermon ui

otherwise not be

brmgs

many of his

ways which could

accomplished.

Content

Distinguishing

Delive

Characteristic
4

5

Unique
Technological
Experience
Unique Method

�

which has such
our lives.
�

technological world

mfluence

on

the way

we

�

live

He does not take into accoimt that his Usteners

His

sermon

�

Uses

hi

Scripture

listeners to his

a

a

Does not take mto accoun

from other generations. H
not differ hi any significa
preach to a broader or int

content

listeners.

group of Usteners.

Information

video clip in each
explauimg the Ulusfration

Uses

himself
�

generations.
is not different ui any significant way from those
who preach to a broader or uitergenerational

Hearing/
Processing

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

an

a

differ from other

of

6

No mention of living in

great variety of ways pointmg

source

�

Uses too much

Scripture
givmg little t
been presented before go
aroimd

of authority.

a

lot

passage.

7

Unique

View of

�

Unique
World

Experience

Not addressed

ui

delivery

�

Not addressed

m

delivery

different view of truth.

a

�

it at any pouit.
Addresses how the world of Generation Xer
differs hi terms of femily and friend relationships
and financial issues does not accomplish this
-

related to other

Bvaluation

�

Simply presents
comment
as to the validity of
with
little
Scriptiue

Truth

8

Does not take into account that his listeners have

distmguishmg characteristics.
1

2

3

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Ken

Church/Ministry:

McLean Bible

Dates:

3 , 1 0, 1 7 December 2000

Sermon Titles:

It Can Be

Baugh

a

Church-McLean, Virginia-Frontluie Mmistry

Wonderfiil Life/

Content

Quality

1: The

1

sermon

2

is Christ centered

4

3

(CI)

5

Positive Evidence
�

God's Will

Facing Disappouitment/Knowmg

Negative Evi

Significant Christocentric content at the end of each sermon
calling us to find our contentment and significance m Jesus

At times

�

Christ alone.

The thu-d

�

morali

comes across as

tells his Usteners to do in
them, particularly in first
sermon

applica

tends to

sermon

point

of their Uves with little mention
Content
.

Quality 2:
1

J

The

sermon

2

3

is

scripturally
4

based

5

Negative Evi

Positive Evidence
�

�

Scripture hi a great variety of ways (read, referred to,
quoted, paraphrased from other paraphrases and translations).
Reads Scripture passage through m its entirety instead of
makmg passmg reference to it or recounting the verse in his
Uses

own

words.

(C2)

�

No doubt

Scripture is at the cent
might ask whether too muc
effective as Baugh quotes many
which does not give time to proc
You

before movmg

on

to another.

Content

Quality

3: The

sermon

culturally

3

2

1

is

4

relevant

5

Positive Evidence
�

Strong

counter cultural content in

of contentment
�

The

is
�

a

of It 's a Wonderful Life
huge part of culture

Taps

into the

relational

negative

season

means

is

to

Negative Ev

calling people to the pursuit

during the Christmas

sermon

about God's will i

Speaker does not account for wa
uifluences us to avoid pursuhig

season

and schools

effect of Christmas

painfiil experience
enjoy it
a

on

many

for

people

without financial

or

Addresses the fact that every person faces storms in life
Content

Quality 4:

The

sermon

3

2

1

Fust

sermon was

stronger than the other
of applyuig

two in

offermg some
(i.e.,

�

achievable means
teachmg
have realistic expectations, cultivate gratitude, build your life
around what is truly satisfyuig).
on

contentment

Delivery Quality
1

1: The

(C4)

5

Negative Evi
Lacks a specific application for
easily come away askmg what h

about the issue that has been rais

sermon

2

is life related

4

Positive Evidence
�

Third

�

to American culture

use

whom that
�

opposed

as

3

is

relationally
4

based

Uses humor to his benefit to build rapport with his listeners.

�

(Dl)

5

Positive Evidence
�

(C3)

Not interactive at

Negative Evi
all; little use o

DeUvery Quality 2:
1

The

sermon

2

is marked

3

by authenticity {D2)

4

5

Positive Evidence
�

�

Negative Ev

Takes into account from the very beginning of each sermon
the pain, mistakes, and needs of his listeners (i.e., the pain of
the Christmas season, universal need for contentment).

personal illustrations to
family, wife and children.

Uses

some

degree

�

his
so

related to his

Delivery Quality 3:

The
1

in

a

3

multidimensional

The

use

of a video

muhidunensional.

clip

in each

sermon

own

lif

4

approach (D3

5

Positive Evidence
�

of his

When his own exp
which
does not open
way

sermons.

way.

sermon uses a

2

Very little sharmg

Negative Ev
would be considered

�

Sermons

�

Basic

very

one

dimension

lecture-style with
make, 3 things we
contentment, 3 building materia
questions a Christ-follower shou
life, etc.).
style

mistakes

�

are

There
come

is

we

are

little

or no

extra ways

to understand what is

bein

Delivery Quality
1

4: The

sennon

2

3

is solution oriented
4

5

Positive Evidence
�

(D4)

Negative Evi

structured and easy to grasp what he is

Simply
commimicating.

�

While

sunple and easy to

sermons

grasp,
do not take the hearer n

dealuig with disappointment or d
bruigs the truth of Scripture to b
contentment.

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used
1

2

3

are

4

modeled after Jesus' m
5

Positive Evidence
�

�

�

Honest and

Calls

to be

Negative Evi
honest about unmet

upfront:
people
expectations, marriages, greed, lack of contentment.
Grounded in Scripture: Throughout each sermon significant
portions of Scripture are used.
Simple and lucid: These are not sermons which are hard to
understand-you understand where he is takmg you.

Research
1

.

2.

�

�

�

Stories:

use of stories
Very
or the Scriptures themselves.
Props: None used.
Sfructures: Great degree of struc

these
�

little

sermons.

Demand for response: Does not
or application from his listeners.

unexpected methods of communication are being used by practitioners of pre
surprised to discover that throughout Baugh' s sermons, he basically uses one
and distmctly non-narrative approach that comes across as quite structured.
Prayer: At the end of each of his sermons, Baugh closes with a prayer which is significant bot
prayed and in the depth of his prayer m terms of significance of the issues he covered hi uiterce

Question

3: What

A Linear: I

was

APPENDIX E

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Joe

Church/Ministry:

Canyonridge Community Chiuch--Las Vegas, Nevada-Apex Ministry

Dates:

8, 1 5, 22 October 2001

Sermon Titles:

The Eternal Search/Counterfeit

Distinguishing

^^^^^

Characteristic
1

2

Unique
Family
Experience
Unique

Boyd

Meanmg/Fmdmg Meaning

D

�

Not addressed hi content

�

Not addressed

�

Not addressed in content

�

Leads audience to co

�

Financial
�

Unique
Technological
Experience

References the desue for more money and
possessions and addresses the meamnglessness
of more

Experience

4

m

de

discover

Experience
Unique

Justice

Content

Relational

3

m

�

as

discovered

by Solomon.

Talks about an endless Platmum Card that would
allow you to buy whatever you want to have.
Makes references to characters and events that
those raised ui a TV and music culture would be
aware

of (i.e.,

�

together wh
his state of spiritual
group experience.
Not addressed hi de

Droopy Dog,

Dave

Matthews)

�

His

style of delivery

random/abstract whi

who have been raise

Distinguishing

Content

e

D

Characteristic
5

Unique Method

�

of

Content is very random in nature and you have to
think about how one segment connects to another

(although

Hearing/
Processing

it

always

does in the

�

Delivers his
which

run

sermon

longer tha

which gives hearers
back on board with s

end).

Information
6

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

�

Raises the issue of whether

satisfaction in any

Invites
to

Unique

View of

�

Truth
8

Unique
World

Experience

find

spiritual

�

place through any other
the
who revealed himself in the
God
thing except
Bible.
�

7

one can

�

people

or

mto the

get them on board
such

story of Scripture

m

more

many ways

m

inten

which

find satisfaction in o

order

to hear him.

phrases
My understanding of God
which gives room for others to think.
Clearly understands that the world of those he
addresses has much to do with the experience of
Solomon. Has obviously chosen this Bible
Uses

Could be

as

�

Not addressed

m

del

�

Not addressed

m

del

character with the world of his hearers in mmd to
be able to address issues of heart satisfaction and

God with them.
Evaluation

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Joe

Charch/Ministry:

Canyonridge Community Church-Las Vegas, Nevada- Apex Ministry

Dates:

8, 15, 22 October 2001

Sermon Titles:

The Eternal Search/Counterfeit

Boyd

Content

Quality

Meaning/Finding Meanmg

1: The

1

sermon

is Christ centered

3

2

in Justice

4

5

Positive Evidence
�

Uses stories related to Jesus' life and

Negative

teaching throughout his

Often issues

�

Content

Quality 2:
1

The

sermon

2

3

is

certamly based

in

Each

effectively
with cross references (i.e.,

Scripture:

sermon

blends Old and New Testament
Luke 24 and Emmaus Road over to Ecclesiastes 2 and all is
�

meanmgless).
Opens up Scripture

call to discover hf

m

a

step fiuther

historical, grammatical, and cultural
mformuig the story

ways which do not appear academic, but
of Scripture.

to

by embracing

Jesus Christ h

is

apparent call

to

no

scripturally
4
5

based

Christ thro

(C2)

Negative
�

Evi

God

Positive Evidence
Most

a

those who listen

preaching.

�

(CI)

If he

uses

used

m

Evi

the same formula m a
these three, it may becom
formula of using Scripture.

Content

Quality

3: The

1

sermon

2

is

cultural^ relevant (C3)
4
5

3

Positive Evidence
�

a

he is
�

trying to

say

(i.e., Elvis, Droopy Dog, Letterman,

Dave

Matthews, Wal-Mart, Platmum Card, Wackamole, the Byrds).
Addresses specific cultural issues in Las Vegas which have
much

�

Negative Ev

way of creatmg many cultural connectors for people
vsfhich are effective as verbal word pictures to illustrate what

Has

Has

with the

spiritual journey of Solomon.
a strong teachuig gift which allows him to fiilly explam
m common

what the text

means

and how it relates to Ufe.
Content

Quality 4:
1

The

sermon

3

2

4

Positive Evidence
�

Delivery QuaUty
1

1: The

2

sermon

3

Positive Evidence
�

Gives

unpression to

hearers that

they are all m this together as
spuitual satisfaction.

they leam fi-om Solomon's quest for

is life related

(C4)

5

Negative Ev
in giv
puttmg mto practice what has be
across as the raismg of an issue
means of changmg it.
Falls short

is

ui

relationaify
4

each

sermon

based

(Dl)

5

Negative

Ev

Delivery Quality 2:

The

1

sermon

is marked

3

2

by authenticity (D2)

4

5

Positive Evidence
�

Sermons

honest and

about the

in life which

upfront
things
designed to brmg meaning to our lives (i.e., fiUuig the
hole hi our lives with money, sex, things).
Is authentic about his own Ufe and experience (i.e., story of
getting ticket for somethmg he had clearly done wrong).
are

Need for

�

Delivery Quality

3: The
1

sermon uses a

2

multidimensional
4

3

Negative Ev

approaches gettmg his point across
bakes a cake, personal story, someone's

Uses several different

(i.e.. Scripture,

approach (D3

5

Positive Evidence
�

Negative Ev
examples from h

these issues has been relevant to

are not

�

more

to

testunony, ancient prayer of St. Patrick) which would appeal
to a wide range of personalities and

emotions.

Delivery Quality
1

4: The
2

sermon

3

is solution oriented
4

(D4)

5

Positive Evidence

Negative
�

Ev

give solutions to the p
hope givmg by taking the listene
life beyond the problems that ha

Does not

sermon.

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used
1

2

4

3

Positive Evidence
�

Grounded in Bible: Uses a blend of Scripture which is highly
effective hi using Old and New Testaments together in the

�

Simple:
his

Makes

sermon

one mam

idea clear

(i.e.. Only pursuing

modeled after Jesus' m
5

Negative Ev
Demands a spiritual response: D

his hearers. Jesus called for resp
this.

same sermon.
�

are

throughout the course of
bruig satisfaction,

God will

definition of justice).
�

�

Highly narrative style whether talking about his
own life, the life of Solomon, Jesus, or the life of someone in
his church family.
Honest and upfront: Speaks with authority and a prophetic
edge to the meamnglessness of meetuig your needs as our
culture says they should be met (sex, money, things).

Uses stories:

Research Question 3: What unexpected methods of communication
1
Worship: Boyd finishes out each of his three sermons with a
.

what has been
2.

Random
effective

taught.

bemg used by practitioners of pr
significant tune of worship and the o
are

taught.
Style: Boyd uses a random abstract method of communicatmg truth m skippmg around
in keepuig the listener m a constant state of listening m order to be able to take ui and un

APPENDIX F
SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Trevor Bron

Church/Ministry:

The Next Level Church-Wheat

Dates:

14, 21, 28 November 2000

Sennon Titles:

Wholly God's/Holey Excuses/Holy Choices

Ridge, Colorado

Content

Distinguishing

D

Characteristic
1

Unique
Family
Experience

�

�

Addresses the dream that many people have for
deeper relationships only to wake up knowing it
may never come true-4his may be a reference to

�

Not addressed in

de

a

cry for family relationships out of brokenness.
Talks about how the words / love you are three

dangerous words which may be a reference
femily or the fear of relationships.
Speaks about the dream for deeper relationships
and wakhig up knowing it may never come true
which may signify how unportant relationships
are to this generation.
Addresses our illogical relational expectations.
very

to

2

Unique

�

Relational

Experience
�

3

Unique
Financial

Experience

�

Not addressed in content

�

Calls people to stop

honest with each oth

what

�

they are like.

Not addressed hi

del

Distinguishing

Content

D

Characteristic
4

5

Unique
Technological
Experience
Unique Method

�

Not addressed in content

�

�

Hearing/
Processing

In terms of content, Bron doesn't shy away from
the amount of material he presents m each of his
sermons even

though at tunes it

is

�

Uses

a

different form

each of these three s

narrative, the second

quite lengthy.

and the thkd

Information

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

de

used.

of

6

Not addressed hi

�

Talks about the need to stop talkmg about God
and begm to really know God which sets apart

Christianity

as

narra

different-stakes thek attendance

at the Next Level Church

on

it and says Don 't
about knowing about

if we 're only
knowing him.
Perhaps his telling the stories from the Bible on
his own without specifically usmg the Bible is an
come

�

a

very versatile preach
Not addressed ui de

anymore

God and not

7

Unique View

of

�

Truth

attempt to

wui

8

Unique
World

Experience
Evaluation

�

Asks

Not addressed

ui

del

those who do not embrace the

truth of Scripture
�

�

to be

m

and of kself

willing to trust God's facts
instead of oXhsts" facts.
Bron's authentic and relational approach to teaching clearly displays that he
speaking to a group of people whose world is very different from a typical c
thmgs and does things which would not fit a traditional church congregation
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
people

SERMON EVALUTION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Trevor Bron

Church/Ministry:

The Next Level Church-- Wheat

Dates:

14, 21, 28 November 2000

Sermon Titles:

Wholly God's/Holey Excuses/Holy Choices

Content

Quality

Ridge, Colorado

1: The

1

sermon

2

is Christ centered
4

3

5

Positive Evidence
�

Negative Evi

Very little mention of Jesus Christ is made although God is
often the topic of conversation-this may be because all three
sermons are tied to the Old Testament (Caleb, Moses, and
Samuel).
Content

Quality 2:
1

The

sermon

2

Lots of talk about God, but Uttle
revealed to us m the person of h

�

3

is

scripturally based (C2)
4

5

Positive Evidence
�

Exodus 3 and 4 uivites his listeners into the
text to walk with him through it.
His

sermon on

(CI)

Negative
�

Evi

For the most part, Bron's sermon
what the Bible talks about instea

themselves.
�

�

Too much time

m

these

sermons

topic-it takes a long time to get
Several long Ulustrations take th
Scriptures.

Content

Quality 3:

The

sermon

2

1

is

culturally

4

3

relevant

5

Positive Evidence
�

There

many cultural connectors

are

which not

(C3)

Negative Ev

sprinkled throughout

connect with those who listen but also show

only
relevancy of what is bemg taught to American culture
(i.e., Dahli Lama, City of Oz, Nelson Mandela among others).

the

Content

Quality

4: The

1

sermon

3

2

is life related

4

(C4)

5

Positive Evidence
�

The

topics

that he

excuses we

certainly

Negative
God, the

speaks
(i.e., connectmg
give God, and our need for personal holiness)
to

on

�

1: The

sermon

2

Positive Evidence
Works hard to be interactive at different points m each
sermon particularly each introduction which has a very

relational feel to it.
�

Refers to people in the service by name (i.e., Sarah and Kim).
Preaches on Caleb from the perspective of having relational
connectors hi our lives to cormect us together to God.

3

area

sermons

Evi

does n

of what to do w

Specific application is needed th

�

1

�

much in the

are

life related.

Delivery Quality

�

Each of the three

is

relationally
4
5

based

(Dl)

Negative

Evi

Delivery QuaUty

2: The
1

sermon

2

is marked
4

3

by authenticity (D2)
5

Positive Evidence

Negative Ev

�

Calls

�

He is very open about his life, his fears (i.e., plane travel and
speakmg on holuiess), and his hesitation to speak at retreats.

�

Honestly poses question asking: To whom are you wholly
devoted? And calls people to admit that it is not to God.
Speaks about the dream for deeper relationships and wakuig
up knowing it may never come true.
Every time I think I'm a great communicator, I'm not!

�

�

people to be real and honest with their answers.

DeUvery QuaUty

3: The

sermon uses a

1

4

3

2

Positive Evidence

of the audience to draw them mto the

�

Asks

�

Shows two different

�

questions

styles

of sermons

as

sermon.

two sermons are

essentially narrative sermons which use a biblical story
without havmg people use Scripture themselves, and the
sermon mvites people mto the text of Exodus 3 and 4.
Story of elderly woman to end a sermon leads right mto
prayer and is very effective narrative

style.

other

multidimensional

�

approach (D3

5

Negative Ev
The linear approach used in the

is very one-dimensional and nee
hearer to understand the truth of
way

(i.e., five

excuses

of Moses

Delivery Quality
1

4: The

sermon

2

3

is solution oriented
4

Positive Evidence
�

5

Negative Ev
Little resolution is brought to th
which each

sense m
more

hope

and

raised which
we

2

3

Positive Evidence
�

�

�

Simple: Uses a simple format which usually follows a
specific question that he poses (i.e., Can we really be holy?).
Questions: Bron knows the value of a question and at several
points along the way, he uses them quite effectively (i.e.,
What are the connectors in your relationship with God? Is it
possible to be holy?).
Word Pictures: Jesus was a master at creating word pictures
for His listeners and so is Bron (i.e.. We do Chinese fire drills
with God;

some

holes in

Research Question 3: What
None.

our

lives

are

meant to be

are

4

�

�

sermon

some

end

solutions t

very valid (mtu
Hun and the issue of pe

give

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used
1

(D4)

are

modeled after Jesus'

5

Negative Ev
Scripture: This is
in
grounded Scripture. Most of t
peoples' needs to experience the
Demanded a spiritual respons
on his hearers to respond in the
always called for response.
Grounded in

there).

imexpected methods of communication are being

used

by practitioners of pr

APPENDIX G
SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

John Burke

Church/Ministry:

Gateway Commimity Church-Austm,

Dates:

24, 31 September; 7 October 2000

Sermon Titles:

Do You Have What It Takes to Grow?
�

�. V,;^-

�..ira:

Distinguishing

isr

�

�

�

--^

Texas

/Happmess and Beyond/Fuidmg Pea

<^"'^'^^^'"^^"

�

'

�

Content

1

2

Unique
Family
Experience
Unique

D

^

^

Characteristic
�

Not addressed in content

�

Not addressed in

deU

�

Preaching specifically addresses our need for
relationships with people who have similar
spiritual goals.
Cormotes idea of discovermg what God wants to
do hi our lives together idea of journeying
together through the commg series
Uses small groups to push relational Uvmg and
addresses how small groups don't allow perfect
people to attend, no question is stupid, and we're

�

Not addressed in

deU

�

Not addressed

de

Relational

Experience
�

=

�

small groups to learn and grow
Not addressed m content
all

3

Unique
Financial

Experience

�

m

together.
m

Content

Distmguishing

D

Characteristic
4

Unique
Technological
Experience

�

Not addressed in content

�

Uses

make
we
�

a

a

fro

video

clip

point

about a

think God wants

Later

m sermon uses

Mission to show how

what God has done f
5

Unique Method

�

of

�

Does not do much in the way of a narrative
Is linear throughout sermons with outlmes

style.

�

Keeps the

sermon

m

the tone and pace of

along the lines of 1,2,3 (i.e., three
higredients to help us grow, three questions about
how to live beyond happiness, two groups of
people who need to deal with the peace with God
issue).
formulated

Hearing/
Processing
Information

�

Sermon is broken up mto short segments of about
keeps those with a short

two minutes which

6

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

�

attention span mvolved particularly m light of a
more linear content to all three sermons.
Addresses our need to move beyond feelmg like
we

have to be

perfect

to

havuig

a

relationship

with God.
�

Addresses the thoughts we often have about God
of thinking of him as bemg like a cosmic cop
whose first priority is to have everybody obeyhig
the rules.

�

Uses nature

as an

example to help people

God in the world all aroimd

us.

see

�

Not addressed in

de

Content

Distinguishing
.-.'if'

7

D

Characteristic

�
.

Unique

View of

�

Not addressed in content

�

Not addressed

m

de

Truth
8

Unique
World

Experience
Evaluation

delivery of these sermons show very little applicatio
characteristics of the world of this generation to the act of preaching. Any of the
preached in any evangelical church in America with few complamts except hi h
r.....2
4
1
2
3
5
Overall the content and the

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker

John Burke

Church/Ministry:

Gateway Community Church-Austui,

Dates:

24, 3 1 September;

Sermon Titles:

Do You Have What It Takes to Grow?

Content

Texas

7 October 2000

Quality
1

1: The

/Happiness and Beyond/Fmding Pe

sermon

2

is Christ centered
4

3

5

Positive Evidence
�

During

the

teachuig

on

Negative Ev

fmdmg peace that lasts,

a

presentation

Two out of three of these

�

of the person and work of Christ is given with two video clips
and two relevant illustrations beuig used to explam the nature

of salvation

by

grace and fahh rather than

Content

Quality

the

experience. It is surprisuig that
to the experience of Christ at th
real joy.

2: The

sermon

2

3

is

scripturally
4

Scripture

is used in these

sermons

based

(C2)

5

Positive Evidence

Some

sermo

things you need to do to
questions you need to ask to fin

on

by works.

1

�

(CI)

Negative

although

all of the

references to Scripture are given according to the followmg
formula: Mention where verse comes from then quote the
verse as a duect quote from the NIV or in your own words.
Keep on movmg without fiuther mention of the verse.

Ev

�

Does not take his Usteners to the

�

Explains nothing of the

�

Each

�

Little

sermon

has three

context

or

of the

four re

explanation
Scriptu
presenting the Scripture.

Content

Quality 3: The
1
2

sermon

3

is

culturally
4

relevant

5

Positive Evidence
�

Negative

The example given of the presence of v^^ar in our world and
the number of years of war and peace which have taken place
in the past 5,000 years of human history.

�

is

brought to the

who is

Quality

4: The

1

sermon

2

Positive Evidence
�

As he wraps up each sermon. Burke offers some very explicit
means of puttuig uito practice what he is preachmg about (i.e.,

talkmg about how to experience joy, he suggests
learning to celebrate, take a Sabbath break, cultivate gratitude,
building prayer times into your life).
Other more unplicit means of applying each sermon are
when

�

offered as well m the form of stories of those who have
succeeded (i.e., of taking our need for relationships and
lookmg around for people who can help us succeed

spiritually.

3

Ev

While many illustrations are use
sermons, very little relevance to

a

are

is life related

4

siuface to be d

raised by Burk
follower of Christ.

issues which

Content

(C3)

(C4)

5

Negative

Ev

Delivery Quality

1: The

1

sermon

2

3

is

relationally
4

�

In the

Negative Ev

of these sermons are several calls to enter into
with other followers of Christ in order to be m the

course

relationship
spuitual process of growth together with other Christians (i.e.,
mvitation to participate in a small group experience).
Fkst sermon m particular takes significant time to issue a call
to relational livuig and to cultivate relationships with people
with whom

�

(Dl)

5

Positive Evidence
�

based

we can

be real in

Ecclesiastes 4:9 teaches

our

lives.

about the

importance of havmg
help us to stick to the
grow spiritually.
us

workout partners who will

spkitual
discipline of traming

to

Delivery Quality

2: The
1

sermon

2

is marked

3

4

Positive Evidence
�

When Burke shares his story of faith m the fuial sermon, we
catch our first ghmpses of personal reahiess and authenticity
in him as throughout his preaching, little is said about his

personal life

m

Christ and

�

struggles with spiritual growth, joy,

and peace with God.

�

by authenticity (D2)
5

Negative Ev
Struggled with authenticity in th
that large portions of the materia
origuiate with him and little cre
was not his own (i.e., wholesale
from John Ortberg's book The L
were used throughout the series,
on John Ortberg rather than on t
There is little passion for the top
has to wonder if Burke really ca

Delivery Quality

3: The

sermon uses a

1

multidimensional

3

2

4

5

Positive Evidence
Makes

�

Video

�

Use of cards for

use

Negative Ev

of humorous stories.

�

clips

�

from the movie The Mission.

application purposes.

�

Delivery Quality

4: The

1

sermon

2

3

The

important
topics which are covered
How
to
today:
grow spiritually, how to

ones

are

of Christ

for followers
find joy, how

to find peace with God.
�

The reader is

always left

of what he/she has heard
card after each

applymg

sermon

specific things to do as a result
(i.e., the givmg of an appUcation

with

which

can

what has been learned

be taken home and used

throughout

Although a couple of different c
in these sermons (i.e., humor, vi
by and large Burke uses one for
a linear, lecture-style format wh
ingredients or questions or types
One approach which is glarmgly
any use of narrative in preaching
is solution oriented

4

(D4)

5

Negative Ev

Positive Evidence
�

approach (D3

the

week).

m

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used
1

3

2

are

4

modeled after Jesus' m
5

Positive Evidence
�

and lucid: Burke

Used

Negative Ev

structures/Simple
depends upon
simple structure in his sermon method which is basically built
around touching a felt need, asking a pertinent question, and
finding a few points to make concerning the question which
a

�

God except in passing (with the
of the person and work of Chris
�

has been asked.
�

Demanded

responduig
audience

ui

a

spiritual

Grounded in
m

Specific means of
taught are always given to the

the

sermon.

the

�

Scripture:

Little

of these sermons-m
reference to Scripture is

course

passing

response:

to what has been

concluduig

Intended to reveal God: Most

Used stories:

Only one story is

makes to the overall effect of th
hicluded is questionable-a decid

preaching.

Question 3: Wlmt unexpected methods of communication are being used by practitioners of pr
Cards: Cards containing specific means and reminders of application of the teaching are handed out as th

Research

APPENDIX H

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Tim Celek

Church/Ministry:

Calvary Chapel Newport-Mesa-Newport, CaUfomia

Dates:

16

Sermon Titles:

The Heart of Worship/Our Posture: It's

January; 1 3,

20

February 2000
an

Inside Out

Thing Parts

I and II

^^^^ Content

Distinguishing

De

Characteristic
1
2

Unique Family
Experience
Unique

�

Not addressed in content

�

Introduction is
another.

Relational

Experience

�

�

�

a

caU to

relationships with one

�

Not addressed

�

Has

a

warm,

give

fliU

Calls everyone to be sensitive to others in
worship which is a highly relational move.

�

mvituig

Interactive and relati

each
�

sermon

by askin

questions he would p
Smgs a solo at sever

messages which mak
his hearers; he's com
�

�

Often has
Used

people uite
a specific

some man

audience to do

Unique
Financial

Experience

�

Not addressed

del

participation.

explanation when he
taUcs about relational issues with God (i.e., his
jealousy). He seems sensitive to this area.
Applies worship to the critical relational areas of
life such as friendship, marriage, and children.
Is very careful to

them with

3

ui

m

content

�

he d

some
del

Not addressed hi

Content

Distinguishing

D

Characteristic
4

Unique
Technological
Experience

�

Cut off his message in the middle because he
knew he was going too long and carried it over
to the next week because he knew he was

�

Uses PowerPouit to

�

Provides

givuig

Unique Method

�

of

Processing

�

Information
6

Unique Spiritual
Experience

Unique

View of

�

Unique
Experience

muTor.

Keeps

is
�

8

Makes it

�

Beguis by defining terms which are
foundational to a series on worship-makes no
assumptions.
Condemns a worship experience which feels all
about us and nothmg about God.
Makes it clear that worship is all about the heart.
Speaks boldly about Exodus' teaching that there

Truth
World

�

�

�

7

�

Favored shorter illustrations

�

no

over

longer

Lmear

he

ones.

At

�

a

it

sunple thro
(i.e., proph
most times he sp

reference which

spiritual exp
a kn
Thoroughly explains
may not uiclude

�

when he

uses

2

3

4

5

"^^'^

one-m

Asking for a definiti
stating there are no w

�

Speaks of Jesus as unique throughout.
Carefiilly weaves the truth of Scripture mto
everyday life m order to bring the Bible to bear
on our lives as worshippers today-illustrates out
of the world of a younger group of people.
1

mea

that the

God but the God of Israel.

'�ii^m^'

habit to r

means

screen.

In overall

delivery, h
listeners through the
spiritual truth than w

�

audience of listeners
about what

Evaluation

headmg

Scripture.
approach wh
he is doing and wher

Visual (PowerPomt and photocopy print) and
audio was used.
Carefiilly defined worship usmg analogy of a

�

�

two-sided

where he is

too much content.

5

a

message to enhance

�

-

--

they kno

"'W^i

2

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Tim Celek

Church/Ministry:

Calvary Chapel Newport-Mesa--Newport, CaUfomia

Dates:

16

Sermon Titles:

The Heart of Worship/Our Posture: It's

January;

1 3 20

February 2000

,

Content

Quality

1: The

1

an

sermon

4

Positive Evidence
�

Begins

series

Jesus and
�

CaUs

us

by defuiuig worship
being he-centered.

as

being

to consider what it means to live

face-to-face with

�

the

light

of our

and II

(Ci)

5

Negative Evidence
speaks often of Christ, h

While he

three
m

Thmg Parts I

is Christ centered

3

2

Inside Out

sermons

relationship

to

speak specifica

of worship of Christ.

Savior Jesus Christ.
�

Throughout speaks of the worship of Christ as bemg the
goal of Ufe.
Content

Quality 2:
1

The

sermon

2

is

scripturally
4

3

based

(C2)

5
-

Positive Evidence
�

�

Works hard to get people mto the text in a whole variety of
ways such as readhig text, referrhig to it, and explaining it.
Sermons are topical and never rooted hi one text.

�

Negative Evid
Scripture as a wh

While rooted m
practice to stick with one text whi
audience.

Content

3: The

Quality
1

sermon

2

is

3

culturally
4
5

relevant

Positive Evidence
�

�

Negative Evid

Speaks about other gods we place in God's place in our lives
(i.e., money, power, relationships, etc.).
Illustrates throughout these sermons from relationships,
sports, materialism, late night on Saturday night, false gods
we

set up m our

�

Quality 4:
1

other

a

week

The

2

sermon

long experiment

m

worshippmg

m

the real

�

Calls for

�

Confronts false and

1

Negative Evid
beyond a generic cal
oriented below).
Does not go

1: The

sermon

2

3

is

relationally
5
4

style of communication is very warm and uiviting-he
makes you want to listen and take part hi the sermon.
Smgs or leads ui singuig at several pomts which shows how
comfortable he is with people even though he can't sing.

based

(Dl)

Negative Evid

Positive Evidence

�

5

worship.
apathetic worshippers.
Delivery Quality

His

(C4)

in the way his listeners

�

changes

is life related

4

3

world.

�

religions worship the gods t
they worship?).

to them when

Positive Evidence
Asks for

Does not take mto account crossdiscussion that arise out of a serie

lives.
Content

�

(C3)

�

Usuig guy he didn't know to com
dangerous and very non-relationa
him.

Delivery Quality 2:

The

1

sermon

2

is marked

3

4

by authenticity (D2)
5

Positive Evidence
�

Negative Evid

Wants to be

brutally honest with audience and confesses
place of worship in his life.
Admits he wasn't into worship at a retreat at which he
spoke.
Admits there are times when he participates more ftilly hi
worship than others by raisuig his hands.

None noted

�

about the

�

�

Delivery Quality 3:

The

2

multidimensional

4

3

�

�

His

use

of PowerPoint and

multidunensional.
Speaking and smguig
His interactive

I

^v

sermon notes

is

�

Is not

would
was a

helpful

to

a

v

approach (D3)

Negative Evid
particularly strong illustra

help to brmg the topic to li
angles.

Delivery Quality 4:

The

2

sermon

is solution oriented
4

3

Calls people to be sensitive to others in theu: worship-put
the burden of proof on them as mdividual followers of

(D4)

5

Negative Evid

Positive Evidence

Christ.

a

respond to question.

1

�

be

different

movement.

style of callmg people

seems to

5

Positive Evidence
�

he

journey.

sermon uses a

1

as

person about who he is and where

�

Overall he is not

particularly pom
taught. While he
hearers, he does not give specific
truths that

applied.

were

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used
1

2

4

3

are

modeled after Jesus' m

5

Positive Evidence
�

Rooted in

everyday
�

everyday
hfe

Honest and
as

upfront:
a

comes across as
�

were

Negative Evid

largely

from

Jesus would do.

as

Jesus did-is

life: Illustrations

Confronts false

blunt and honest

and

worship
hypocrisy
speaker which at times

confrontative.

Grounded in the Old Testament:

�

Demands

a

spiritual response:

Is

in as Christ was-does not create a
introductions or the applications h
for

specific

responses

particularly

of worship.

Quotes quite freely from

other parts of the Bible.
Research

unexpected methods of communication are bemg used by practitioners of pr
given a handout with a brief summary and outline of sermon content.
Style: Callmg his listeners to interact and talk with each other at different pomts durin

Question

3: What

1.

Handouts: Each attendee is

2.

Interactive

APPENDIX I
SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Mark Driscoll

Church/Ministry:

Mars Hill

Dates:

4, 10, 17 December 2000

Sermon Titles:

The Woman at the Well/A Woman and Her Sm/A Devoted Dad

Fellowship-Seattle, Washmgton

Content

Distinguishing
Characteristic
,

D
�

1

.

preaching about fathers, he sets the record
straight on what fathers are supposed to be:
Church is a family and God is the dad and we
are God's kids. God said: 1 will be a father to the
fatherless. God is a goodfather. He does His
duty. He doesn 't pull out His rights.

1

Unique
Family
Experience

�

2

Unique

�

Not addressed

In

�

Not addressed in

de

content

�

Not addressed

m

de

�

Not addressed in content

�

Not addressed in

de

�

Not addressed

�

Not addressed

de

m

Relational
3

Experience
Unique
Financial

4

Experience
Unique
Technological
Experience

technology.

m

content-no mention of

hi the

course

m

of the

s

Distinguishing

Content

;

D

Characteristic
5

Unique

Method

�

of

Hearing/
Processing

Not mentioned in content-in fact, the content of
this message does nothmg to accommodate or
prove that this is true of Generation X audiences
since Driscoll had very

�

Not addressed

�

Willing to take wha
explain the uniquene

ui-depth teaching.

de
teaching, beyond be
significant period o
four to sixty-two mi
m

Information
6

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

�

Driscoll looks at the woman at the well as a
picture of oiu culture m that she is much like
many hi our world she is spuitual, conftised,
-

and
�

sexually involved.
explanation of communion, Driscoll goes
to significant lengths to fiilly explam what the
cross is all about as well as what the practice of
In his

communion
�

Clearly pomts out the shortcomings of this
generation via the spuitual experience of the
Samaritan

7

Unique

View of

�

means.

woman.

Calls those who would not call themselves

Christians to take the tune to consider
Christianity and the alternatives and how

Truth

�

they

fit

committed to.

with each other.
8

Unique
World

Experience

�

Clearly understands
the

source

sins)

the world of Generation X/postmodem

in the

of tmth that God has

of this

Willmg to take the t
sunple terms as p
Christ is and what th
as

generation,

but is

people and seek
Scriptures.
glosses ov

provided
willing to confront

Never

it with tmth

as

discovered

written Word.
Evaluation

1

2

3

4

5

^'

1

2

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Mark Driscoll

Church/Ministry:

Mars Hill

Dates:

4, 1 0, 1 7 December 2000

Sermon Titles:

The Woman at the Well/A Woman and Her Sin/A Devoted Dad

Fellowship-Seattle, Washmgton

Content

Quality

1: The

1

sermon

2

is Christ centered

4

3

5

Positive Evidence
�

Points
are

�

Christ. Closes

sermon

Negative Ev

by askhig those

who

not believers to consider the alternatives.

Preaches
her

�

people to
on

telling

Samaritan

woman

and her

discovery of Jesus and

everyone else about Him.

by explaining communion, presenting the
and revealuig Jesus as more than a good teacher.

Ends

cross

sermon

Content

Quality

2: The

1

2

Positive Evidence
�

�

All three

sermons are

loaded with

Scripture.

Few

cross

(ie.

references

of Samaritan
are

Deals with

woman).
teaching.

found hi his

sermon

3

is

scripturally
4
5

based

(C2)

Negative

historical and cultural background to passages.
Driscoll gets mside the Scriptvue story and compares to
American culttue

�

(CI)

Evi

Content

Quality

3: The

1

sermon

2

3

is

cutturally
4
5

relevant

Positive Evidence
�

Sigmficant
DriscoU's

(C3)

Negative Ev

interaction with and analysis of culture fills
Examples aboimd such as: the

sermons:

Jewish/Samaritan conflict being all about racism and its
relevance to American racism; the Samaritan woman and her

quest for

sex

in

having all these husbands and the quest of oiu*

cultiue for sex; how Samaritan woman has hallmarks of our
world m that she is spuitually confiised and sexually active;

ridmg off with the woman and
ui
our
world and how it came to be;
feminism
marrymg her;
selfishness and cowardice of men as husbands and fathers;
movies which end with hero

talkmg

about how
'^-^

our

world does not

-^^.''-'y'

care

about you.

Content

Quality 4: The sermon is
2
4
1
3

life related

5

Positive Evidence
�

to life is not hard to find hi the

that

Relationship
relationships are talked about (datuig, marriage, parentmg
church) as are the topics of sexuality, worship, followmg
Christ, and commitment

to

our

sense

responsibilities).

�

and

It would be
to

(C4)

Negative Ev
helpfiil if more spec

help put tracks to

the

areas

run ui

for th

that Driscoll addresses

DeKveiy Quality

1: The

1

sennon

2

3

is

relational^
4
5

Positive Evidence
�

based

(Dl)

Negative Ev

Driscoll

enjoys inviting the audience to respond and mteract
specific questions that he poses to them: Ifyou 're not fine,
why do we tell people that we are? Why do we not tend to tell
people the truth in our interactions with them? Why do we not
want to share our stuff with people? What are the benefits of
speaking the truth to others? Would it be a miracle for a man
to

to marry
�

woman?

a

specific pouits in his sermons, Driscoll specifically
by name which makes Mars Hill come
across as a highly relational place.
At

addresses people
�

At

times, Driscoll uses
and

illustration about someone in the
something they have been learning (i.e., of
an

congregation
douig a class and fmdmg
their wives

some

godly

men

who want to love

God told them to; domg a weddmg for a new
Christian woman who asked God to walk her down the aisle
as

she got

as

married).
Delivery Quality

2: The
1

sermon

2

Positive Evidence
�

�

When he indicts those to whom he

speaks,

3

is marked

4

by authenticity (D2)
5

Negative
he puts hunself m

the same camp: You and I are duplicitous people.
Talks about havmg people come and share theu stories with

Ev

him and how he cannot be shocked because he has heard it
all. Makes him all the
m
�

more

approachable, real,

and authentic

everyday life.

Talks about how in

high school / was a very proud and

arrogant person.
�

Talks about how much he
I want to

�

�

projected image
Here 's why 1 need Jesus. Here 's what 's wrong with me.
Walks through the story of his wife's miscarriage from that
week and talks about how very pamfiil it has been to lose
someone you were expecting to come mto your home and
family.
Talks about how much easier it is to be accepted as a speaker
on

�

personally needs Jesus-/ am not the
give to you. Here 's the plain truth.

the road than it is

as a

counselor at home in Seattle.

Talks about his absolute love of bemg

a

fether to his

Delivery QuaUty 3:

The
1

son.

sermon uses a

2

multidimensional
4

3

approach (D3

5

Negative

Positive Evidence
�

Ev

DriscoU's method, which seems
actually very one-dimensional-h

beginnmg of his serm
hour,
by talking fro
does bruigs up, explauis, and rei
simply bruigs the text to life via
modern life interpretations no
at the very
an

and ends

-

Delivery Quality

4: The

1

sermon

2

3

is solution oriented

5

4

Positive Evidence
�

DriscoU's second

sermon on

tune of response that has

the

Negative

vs^oman

significant
ejqjlanation of the cross and its impact
the takmg of communion.
a

(D4)

at the weU ends with

solutions offered via
and

implications

�

DriscoU delivers truth

more

Ev

tha

the solution

preaching; although
presents, they are not made exp
group of postmodern, biblically
each sermon by askmg them to
any specific application respons

an

for

�

Ends

sermon on

either

worship

the

or

woman

at t

embrace Chris

needs to lead them fiuther towa
at this

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used
1

2

4

3

point.

are

modeled after Jesus' m
5

Negative Ev

Positive Evidence
�

�

�

�

Reveals God: Driscoll succeeds at this m his sermons-they
are filled with the revelation of who God the father and Jesus
the son are and how they interact with our lives.

Grounded

m

the Bible:

Absolutely-succeeds

ui

every

sermon.

Related to everyday life: In his preaching as he finds
coimections out of common culture to everyday life at many
pouits in his sermons (i.e., worship, fathers, marriage, etc.).
Honest and upfront: Men being cowards, dads not being
devoted to theu children, talks about God not bemg lost.

�

�

Used props: No use of props at
Use of structure: Very little stru
sermons; he

simply opens the B
Scripture ver

works through the

occasionally get off on a tangen
hi callmg this particular method

�

He tells stories; Driscoll succeeds in using short,
and illustrations to bring his thoughts to life.

pithy stories

Question 3: What unexpected methods of communication are being used by practitioners of pr
1. Length and depth of teaching: I was surprised how long Driscoll was able to keep the attention
sermons of ahnost an hour particularly ui light of the fact that he makes no attempt to Ughten thmg
is m the Scriptures.
2. Closing prayer: In each case, the sermon ends with a significant prayer led by Driscoll which tou
the sermon. These prayers are anywhere from two to four minutes long and are significant ui their
3. Closing time of communion and worship: Each week they end the sermon with the celebration
together.

Research

APPENDIX J

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Steve Norman

Church/Ministry:

Kensington Community Church-Genesis the Church-Troy, Michigan

Dates:

1 9, 26 October; 2 November 2000

Sermon Titles:

Jesus-The
,

^

i.u,

u,

Distinguishing

Early Years/Jesus-Kmg
J,,

i

-^Unr^

of the World/Jesus-When the Rebel Yel
^"^ '>^*"

Content

D

�

Characteristic
1

Unique
Family
Experience

�

Speaks of how Jesus experienced difficult tunes
with his family hi the flight to Egypt-talks about
how Jesus had to deal with disappointment and
the feeling of beuig abandoned-i.e.. Some of us
have asked family members or friends to do
somethingfor us and they've promised and then

�

Not addressed

�

Sermons

m

de

broken it.
�

2

Unique
Relational

Experience

�

Says Jesus knows what it 's like to be abandoned
after which he gives specific examples of how
Jesus was abandoned by His disciples and on the
cross. Norman is clearly cormectuig with
Generation X's ties to broken marriages.
See above as this touches on the unique relational
experience of Generation X people as well.

are not

rela

mention of mdividua
mention of a joint jo
which little

relations

Content

Distmguishing
Characteristic
3

Unique

�

Experience
Unique
Technological
Experience

Not addressed in content

finances

Financial
4

D

i

�

was

-

no

addressing of

�

Not addressed

�

Not used

�

along
actually q
thirty minutes).

m

de

given.

Not addressed in content. There

was no

of how this

is

m

delivery

addressmg
generation
technologically astute than others, and Norman
did not use technology in any way, shape or form
more

at all.

5

Unique Method

�

of

Sermon content is formulated

kept quite

short

sermons are

-

m

sections that

structured aroimd

four mmute movements and illustrations

Hearing/
Processing

quite

short in every

single

are

are

Sermon

sermon

kept

moves

is

case.

Information
6

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

�

Norman takes

an

uiterestmg tack

to attract you to Jesus

the Bible

(i.e..

He

he attempts
who he is in

as

by revealing
particularly does this

on

the

theme of power and Christ's power over nature,
disease, and evil). He knows that this will be
attractive to Generation X

people.

�

Not addressed

m

de

Content

Distinguishing

D

Characteristic
7

Unique View of

�

Truth

Knows he has listeners who either do not toe the

party Ime on Scripture or are biblically illiterate
and thus introduces a sermon on Mark by saying,
"There is
tells
�

writer

m

Does not deal
source

speci

of truth for th

the New Testament who

amazmg stories about Jesus."
His Charlie Sheen illustration has an apologetic
us some

feel to it

�

a

�

he uses a Hollywood character and
what he said about how he would interact with
God to make a point about how God wants to
heal our hearts.
Speaks specifically to his skeptics who, even if
as

they needed a hero, would not want God to be
their hero. Even by addressing thek presence and
participation m the audience, he is invitmg
dialogue from those with a unique view of truth.
�

Addresses those who are disillusioned in this
generation and says. Many of us have become
disillusioned with organized church. He puts
himself in the same group as those who have
been disillusioned and hopefiilly by doing so,
earns the right to speak to them about Christ.

8

Unique
World

Experience
Evaluation

�

By and large, these sermons do not take mto accoimt the unique world exper
people m how they are shaped in content and delivered. While he makes occ
certam distinguishing characteristics, Norman ignores several of their specif
4
5
1
2
3
Js-"*' 1 2
,

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Steve Norman

Church/Ministry:

Kensington Community Church-Genesis the Church-Troy, Michigan

Dates:

1 9, 26

Sermon Titles:

Jesus-The

October; 2 November 2000

of the World/Jesus- When the Rebel Yell

Early Years/Jesus-Kmg

Content

Quality 1:
1

The

sermon

2

3

is Christ centered
4

5

Positive Evidence
�

If these three

Christocentric

preacher.

Negative
Norman is

any indication,
In each of the sermons he takes the

sermons are

a

present the person and work of Christ.
Specifically says, ''Everything in life that matters is rooted in

tune to
�

Jesus Christ.
�

�

"

Perhaps the best thmg that Norman does m this area is his
ability to bring Jesus to life by humanizuig him and helpmg
his listeners to hear and see that Jesus was tempted and
experienced many of the thuigs we experience.
Says, "Jesus was a lot like a lot of us; He has the power to
identify with us.
Says, "Maybe Jesus understands me better than anyone.
Calls his hearers to have a life changing encounter with Jesus.
Says that "Jesus respected the law, but He loved the spirit of
"

"

�

�

�

the law.

"

(CI)

�

A certam

has
tell
the

degree

Ev

of weakness

w

Christocentric feeluig whi
people how to enter into this
a

sense

that you

are

in

a

lectur

about Jesus, but you don't sense
Norman's personal lack of auth

spiritual experience results
you to know

in

a

Jesus. If one

Jesus, and he neve
of his hearers, I wo

go? What do

Ida?

Content

Quality

2: The

1

2

sermon

is

3

4

Positive Evidence
�

At times he reads

did

(i.e.,

Scripture to mtroduce something that Jesus

of sermon

on

Mark 4 and 5 where he reads

passage, tells the story from

scripturally

based

(C2)

5

Negative Ev
These are not particularly biblic
takes the time to quickly tell the
or what Jesus did, there is no Im

�

one

another, and reads the thkd).

to focus in

on

Jesus and what he

and out of Scripture, and for the
Content

Quality 3:

The

1

sermon

2

Positive Evidence
�

Addresses the

Hollywood

Hollywood version of Jesus and

how

what he says about Jesus will be decidedly coimter-cultural
and he concludes: We 're going to look at Jesus and not the

Hollywood has portrayed him
clothing.
�

�

�

with His perfect hair and

Uses such cultural connectors as MTV, movies White
and Perfect Storm, arcade illustrations.

Squall

Uses ciurent events such as the death of men on U.S. warship,
Russian submarme illustrations.
Uses illustration about Charlie Sheen and how he was

physically healed when

some

guy

culturally
4
5

relevant

(C3)

Negative

defines who Christ is. He makes it known that

way

3

is

prayed for him.

Ev

Content

Quality
1

4: The

2

sermon

3

is life related

4

(C4)

5

Positive Evidence

Negative Ev
�

Sermon lacks the offer of achiev

applying and puttmg uito practic
presents in the body of his serm
�

Preaches about how

a

real se^c

who the real Jesus is. T

knowmg
specific means of bringuig the
�

Preaches about

our

need for

a

s

he

hero because of his uicredible p
disease, over evil.
�

Sermon about how Jesus

spoke

establishment of his day. The se
the statement that Jesus broke th
reasons

-

so we

could have

a

lif

Christ Jesus. And at that pouit t
giving any help hi how to enter

Delivery Quality
1

1: The
2

sermon

3

is

relationally
4

based

5

Negative Ev

Positive Evidence
�

His

teaching

in the

by authenticity particularly
chooses to use, ie. playing high school

is marked

illustrations that he
football on the C team and his low talent level.

(Dl)

�

On the other hand, there is

spuitual experience.

At

no

a

lac

pom

share how God has been at work
more

like Christ.

Delivery Quality

2: The

sermon

2

1

is marked

3

by authenticity (D2)

4

5

Positive Evidence

Negative Ev

This may sound very strange, bu
inflection sounds very much like

�

pauses between sentences and g
knowing his affiliation with the

Hybels,
Delivery Quality 3:

The

sermon uses a

1

2

one

wonders how

multidimensional

3

4

deepl

approach (D3

5

Negative Evi

Positive Evidence
�

Norman's
we

sermons are

must ask about

things that

Jesus

very stru

Jesus; three p

rejected

ui

his l

not a hint of any multi- dimensio

preaching
Delivery Quality 4:
1

The

sermon

2

3

narrative style is

(D4)

5

Negative Evi
such

sermons do address issues of relevance to people
desire to really know the real Jesus, but few solutions
offered in the course of Norman's preaching.

These

as a

a

is solution oriented
4

Positive Evidence
�

and

are

�

No strong solutions are given thr
While he often makes the claun

Jesus, he never leads his hearers
experience hope.

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used
1

2

3

4

Positive Evidence
�

Question Asking: Norman succeeds at asking great questions
get his audience mterested in hearing what he has to say.

�

to
�

Structure: He takes
no sense

a

very structured

approach to preachmg-

of randomness is to be found.

are

�

�

modeled after Jesus' m
5

Negative Ev
Grounded in Scripture: In no
preaching be classified as groun
a leaping off point for other thin
Demanded a spiritual respons
perhaps a generic one, is asked
Use of stories: Touches

lacks

an

Research
None.

Question

3: What

imexpected methods

of communication

are

the

of un

mtegrity
ministry that

Jesus' life and
�

on

or sense

is

Stories: Norman makes little

bemg

used

g

us

by practitioners of pr

APPENDIX K
SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Tim

Church/Ministry:

New

Dates:

26

Sermon Titles:

What Pain Tells

Parsley
Hope Christian Church-Echo Ministry- Visalia, California

November; 3,

1 0 December 2000

Us/Praying

Distinguishing

in

Pain/Thinking Big about God

Content

D

Characteristic
1

Unique
Family
Experience

�

Not addressed in content which is

surprising considering
would have been

a

his

topic

highly

�

Not addressed

�

Addresses the

m

de

of pam. This

tremendous

opportunity to
of the unique

talk about

pain in the context
family relationship many in his audience have

had.
2

Unique

�

Relational

Experience
�

illustration of havmg some folks (who
are ui the room) over for dmner the evenmg
before and as he shares the story with the
audience, he specifically names them by name.
Gives

an

Shares stories about his family which are told m
such a way that it seems to mvite his audience
into his world and into

relationship with him-i.e.,

throwmg temper tantrum; of
daughter m crib wanting to get out of somethmg
of daughter

she doesn't want to be in.

uniqu

needs of Generation
he seeks to uicorpora
mvites his audience
course

of his

sermon

Content

Distinguishing

^:

Characteristic
3

Unique

�

Financial

Not addressed in content which is also

D

�

Not addressed in

specifically addressed, but the video clip
from The Apostle was certamly one example.

�

Uses

The structure of his

�

highly

de

surprising smce this would have been a
tremendous opportunity to talk about what the
pam of being financially challenged does to your

Experience

life and how to deal with it.
4

5

Unique
Technological
Experience
Unique

Method

�

�

do tend to lend

Information

�

Attracts

an

audience with

experience to
we
�

�

the

unique spiritual
God who can only be God when
a

clip to

experiencuig.
Movmg back and fo
narrative clearly kee
Parsley's sermons a
unique method of he

mformation to stay w

�

For his hearers who

Parsley does httle to
with Scripture. You
audience out by not
passage of Scriptiu*e

're not God.

significant tune to the role of pam m the
spiritual experience of those who are listening.
Speaks of the different phases of pam which
enter our lives as we move from intensity and
desperation to numbness and nothing to
purification to thirst. Pain, for Parsley, is a
spiritual experience.

video

about how
talk to God about it

unique method of hearing and
His structure is a
information.
processing
combination of lmear preaching and narrative as
he attempts to tell a particular story of the
Scriptures and then move to a luiear fashion of
detailmg what it means in life.

Hearing/
Processing

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

sermons

a

to make

themselves to this

of

6

Not

Gives

�

He reads the passag
his audience turn the

passage he quotes th
the chapter but rare

itself

Content

Distinguishing

D

Characteristic
7

Unique

View of

�

Not addressed in content

�

Not addressed in

de

Truth
8

Unique
World

Experience

Evaluation

topic of pain from the school years and the whole issue of how to
of our lives which, for this generation, is an apt description of the way they have
Throughout these sermons, Parsley focuses on the way m which this generation
through the lens of pam and how this has to be redefined through how God view
sufferuig.
*
^
2
1
4
5
2
3
1
Introduces the

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Tim

Church/Ministry:

New

Dates:

26

Sermon Titles:

What Pam Tells

Parsley
Hope Christian Church-Echo Mmistry-Visalia, California

November; 3, 10 December 2000

Us/Praymg

Content

Quality
1

Pain/Thmkmg Big

m

1: The

sermon

2

about God

is Christ centered

3

4

5

Positive Evidence
�

Parsley
tells

ui

Negative Ev

talks about Jesus hi the context of two stories that he
the first

With the

exception of those two
about literally never talked ab
This is quite strikmg especially

�

sermon.

-

�

Luke 1 3 and the Galileans who

�

John 9 and the blind

man

who

were

was

put

to

healed

death.

and come b
devoid of the men
Every reference to the Godhead

by Jesus.

ui

the

other
�

Content

Quality
1

2: The

sermon

3

2

�

Parsley sprmkles his sermons with the Scriptures. He is a
topically oriented preacher who chooses a theme and takes
walk through Scriptiue to prove his pomt.

�

a

I.e., How to deal with painful times in our lives or How to pray
in pain or Getting through the pain in our lives by thinking

is

same sermon

sermon

scripturally based (C2)
4

Positive Evidence
�

(CI)

5

Negative Ev
Never specifically takes people
would mention the book and ch
verse so people could at least w
later.

�

In

one

of the sermons, he leaves

about God's

bigness.

tune

�

Is not uncomfortable with

�

Each of these sermons has seven to eight Scripture references
hi it- i.e., one sermon uses: Matthew 5, Job, Proverbs 19, 1st

reading
Scripture through m its entirety.

a

lengthier portion of

the

subject of prayuig m pam
of one sermon talking through R

QuaUty
1

3: The

sermon

2

The

overarching emphasis on paui in life is a culturally
subject, i.e., taking on the issue of pain that comes

relevant
our

Uves

as a

result of the poor choices

we

m

pam and usmg it

as

3

is

culturally relevant (C3)
4

�

uito

make hi life.
�

5

Negative Ev
In spite of dealmg with a cultura
Parsley does nothuig else (yes,
cuhure, mterprets culture, or use
Each

sermon

has little of signific

that the listener lives in every
Content

QuaUty
1

4: The

sermon

2

3

The second

sermon

is

quite specific

m

how to pray when

we

are
Parsley suggests that we (1) Get honest with
God, (2) Do what you know is right, (3) Wait. Parsley offers
achievable means of puttmg into practice what he has spent the

hi pam

sermon

�

as

talking about-how to

pray through

pain.

is Ufe related

4

Positive Evidence
�

h

Scripture as well as givmg othe
pamfiil prayer that we go throug
example). All throughout this s
Scripture and has virtually no tie
authority.

Positive Evidence
�

-

prayuig

Corinthians 10:13, Luke 13, James 1:2, Romans 8, 2
Cormthians 12.

Content

he delves uito materials

as

�

da

(C4)

5

Negative Ev
The other two sermons do not g
achievable appUcation m the co
After spenduig a sermon talkmg
our lives and sharing two stories
Parsley simply ends his sermon
down to is patience in waiting

o

Paul followed

quotation o
spenduig
taUcuig
about God and why thmkmg big
Parsley ends by statmg: This wh

After

�

by

a

a sermon

shrouded in mystery, and I am g
after which he tells a personal s
bone

Delivery Quality

1: The

1

sermon

2

3

is

cancer

relationally
4

based

(Dl)

5

Positive Evidence
�

and ends with pray

Negative

Ev

At the

beginning and end of the first sermon, Parsley invites
come along on a journey of discovering some
things about pain.
The illustrations he gives about his wife, daughter, and
grandmother serves to uivite others mside the circle.
his listeners to

�

Delivery Quality

2: The
1

sermon

2

Positive Evidence
�

�

sermons are authentic m that these are not sermons in
which easy answers are given. Parsley is willmg to ask the
hard questions and to let the lack of fiilly adequate answers be
obvious m how he replies to the questions m his preaching.

Explains that there is a kind of pain that has no cause and
eflfect relationship to anything that we have done in our lives.
best, he says,
fits together.

we can come

up with guesses

4

by authenticity (D2)
5

Negative

His

At

3

is marked

as to

how it all

Ev

�

Shares about

a car

accident he

was m

and the

impact

it had

on

his life.
�

These

sermons

show that he is

an

upfront, honest, straight-

shootmg type of preacher-i.e., talking about the type of paui
that comes because we cause it by the way we live our lives;
oiu

our
�

reftisal to obey instructions
lives; and it is our fault.

(Proverbs 19)

Story about his grandmother getting

causes

pam in

cancer.

Delivery Quality

3: The

sermon uses a

2

1

multidimensional

3

4

Positive Evidence
�

Video
pam,
God.

clip

we

from The

need to be

Apostle which teaches us that tunes of
willing to express our thoughts and talk to

�

m

�

Delivery Quality 4:
1

The

sermon

2

3

The

hope that

when you

are

given hi teaching his audience how to pray
hi pain gives resolution to those who are in the
is

experience of pam.

5

Negative Ev
His formula for preachmg conte
a story from Scripture followed
story's meanmg followed by so
I.e., of sermon with big idea bei
of pam followed by Psalm 6 sto
he says to God followed by thre
prayuig ui pain followed by fou
pamfiil prayer followed by the a
and three things to do when we
is solution oriented
4

(D4)

5

Negative Ev

Positive Evidence
�

approach (D3)

�

Little resolution is brought to th
the experience of paui.

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used

2

1

3

4

Positive Evidence
�

-

�

structures he uses.
�

Parsley

presentation.
Honest and upfront style:

uses a

modeled after Jesus' m
5

Negative Ev

Personalized to personal needs/rooted in everyday: Pam is a
very specific need in the lives of his hearers he has chosen
very relevant need.
Used structures: Although there is not much

are

�

a
�

variety

hi the

structured method of

In the vvay that Parsley raises the
issue of paui and its relevance to the human condition and the
lives of those who are listening, he is bold, honest and upfront

�

Intended to reveal God: Misses

addressmg the issue of Jesus Ch
Sunple and lucid: Misses the ma
about the bigness of God where
Demanded a spkitual response:

hi his sermon except the respons
conclusion of each sermon.

about the issue.

unexpected methods of communication are bemg used by practitioners of pr
sermons are filled with many quotes from a great variety of sources i.e., quo
Martm Luther King, Leonard Sweet, Phil Yancey (twice), David Buttrick, Nietzche, St. John of the Cross
Jewish epigram, Donald McCuUough. I would not have expected that a Generation X communicator wou
quotii^ people hi his communication.
Research Question 3: What
The use of quotations. These

APPENDIX L
SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Chris

Church/Ministry:

Ecclesia

Dates:

1 6, 23, 30

Sermon Titles:

Community/Materialism/Balance

Seay
Church-Houston,

Texas

April 2000

Distinguishing

Content

D

Characteristic
1

2

Unique
Family
Experience
Unique

�

Not addressed in content

�

Addresses the

Experience

Unique

uidividualism of American

Not addressed

ui

�

Not addressed

ui

culture and how it messes us up. Sets the study of
Ecclesiastes in a highly relational settu^ by
saying that this is a place where you can belong.

Relational

3

ragged

�

�

Not addressed

�

Issues

m

content

deU

deU
delivery o
people to move toge
bemg communicated
community) m the co
Not addressed m del
views the

�

Financial
4

Experience
Unique
Technological
Experience

�

a

call for balance in reference to

technology.
Says, "Don 't chuck technology and don 't chuck it
totally.

"

�

Not addressed hi

deU

Content

Distinguishing

D

Characteristic
5

Unique Method

�

of

Hearing/
Processing
Information
�

6

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

�

At times you feel that

Seay

is

telling

one

story

�

There is

a

certam ra

from

beginning to end of his sermon as he
weaves the Scripture together with
pruiciples,

throughout Seay's s
which you might wo

needs, and illustrations. When the sermon is
viewed as a whole, you realize how much
uitegrity flows through the sermon as a whole.
Keeps his audience engaged for the duration as
he is constantly keeps them movmg.

in the end, you realiz
package his presenta

Uses the story of Solomon's life

as

the prototype

�

Not addressed

m

�

Moves around

quick
sni

de

of the

�

seekmg spirituality of the postmodem
generation. As Seay walks through Solomon's
life, he raises many of the topics which are
related to the attempts/ experiences his listeners
have tried to fmd satisfaction in various things.
Ultimately Seay turns from Solomon's story to
our story and says that Solomon's story might be
the

same as ours.

He

this to say that you
hfe outside of God and

uses

tmly experience
places that you thought would
spiritually satisfy you never do.
Calls for a balanced lifestyle.
Uses story to win his hearers. As they identify
with the story he tells they see how those issues
appear in their lives. Seay comes aroimd the
cannot

all those

�

7

Unique

View of

Truth

�

backside of truth, and his audience feels
surprised not attacked by it.

gives

his hearers

there in such

a

way

a

Characteristic
8

Unique
World

Experience
�

"IfaMittii""^'

-1
|

Content

Distinguishing
^'^^'^

�

D

^
.

Particularly in his content, Seay addresses the unique world experience of h
unique relational and spiritual experience (perhaps these are the two most un
this list). His method of communicatuig also addresses their unique method
what they hear.
1
2
1
2
3
4
5

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Chris

Church/Ministry:

Ecclesia

Dates:

1 6,

Sermon Titles:

Commimity/Materialism/Balance

Seay
Church-Houston, Texas

23, 30 April 2000

Content

Quality

1: The

1

sermon

2

is Christ centered

4

3

5

Positive Evidence
�

�

Very Christocentric preacher-Seay
people to Jesus.

Explains the
a

moment

Negative Evi

constantly pointing

and says that "God turned his face away
changed. The Son bore the sin of all humanity

cross

and everything
andfor

is

moment, Christ

of history.

was

alone and it

was

the darkest

"

�

Talks about how Christ folfiUed his task

�

in Seay's teaching (talking
need to be piu"e in our pursuit of things and
submit to God m all we do. And let God govern all we do.
Don't eat and drmk and drmk and drmk and drink, but let God
govern how you drmk. Pushes the lordship of Christ).

Significant lordship enphasis

about how

we

(CI)

on

the

cross.

�

Could have found ways m the se
to present Jesus as our model of

good opportunity.

Content

Quality 2:
1

The

sermon

2

is

3

scripturally
4
5

based

Positive Evidence
�

Seay's
of his

sermons are

sermons

(C2)

Negative

Ev

steeped and grounded in Scriptiu*e. Each
solely on one passage of Scripture m

focuses

Ecclesiastes.
�

raggedness of Seay's preaching sets him aside as imique.
having a neatly packaged, flat
lookmg outlme to follow. He employs more of a narrative, go
with the flow of Scripture style of presentation. Basically
these sermons are studies in the passages of Scripture that
each one contains (Ecclesiastes), and the explanation of those
Scriptures is at the heart of every sermon.
Significant theological depth is found m each sermon.
He is unafraid to talk about the Trinity and Passover; but hi
domg so, he takes the tune to explam what he is talking about.
The

He is comfortable with not

�

�

Content

Quality
1

3: The

sermon

2

3

is

culturally
4
5

relevant

Positive Evidence
�

�

Throughout these sermons Seay puts his understanduig of
culture on display as he makes many connections to culture
(Susan Lucci, Abraham Maslow, stock market, Wall Street
Journal, VHl, Creed, ZZ Top, Pop Tarts, Paul Harvey).
His topics are hugely relevant to life: Sex, money, work will
alwavs be

m.

(C3)

Negative
�

Felt that the

sermon on

makmg culturally

Ev

balance

relevant conn

At several pomts m the message
which would root the sermon m
were

attending,

and it

never

hap

Content

Quality

4: Tlie

1

2

sermon

is life related

4

3

Positive Evidence
�

implicit in the way Seay delivers this
Applications
sermon. For example at the end of one sermon, he asks
series of questions such
as a car or

house,

at

as:

With the

a

things that I pursue

what point do I cross the line

so

Seay

�

are

does not

sermons.

such

(C4)

5

Negative Ev
specifically focus

He allows his hearers t

conclusions from the story that h
even when the Scriptures are ex

that

things become my own prison? The inherent apphcation
we need to get rid of those things that become our god
and replace God hi our lives. This is left unplicit rather than
made explicit.
those

is that

Delivery Quality
.�^'��^

1

1: The

sermon

2

3

Positive Evidence
�

�

�

relational bent

a

a

relationally
4
5

based

(Dl)

Negative
he

his

pushes
Scriptiu-e
leammg community committed to obeymg the
Scriptures even as they are committed to each other.
Asks the question: At what point do we isolate ourselves and
when do we say these are a people we belong to?
Uses the Trinity as our model of relationships.
Loves to use illustrations about family and chiu-ch commumty
which shows his deeply relational bent even in preachmg
(talks about his concem for his own marriage obviously
showuig himself to be someone who is concemed about the
relationships around him).
Seay

hearers to be

�

with

teaches

is

as

Evi

Delivery Quality

2: The
1

sermon

2

3

Positive Evidence
�

Overall

Seay is quite

an

authentic

How he has

areas

he wants to do.

of pride

Speaks

m

preacher.

He is very up
are.

his life where he does whatever

of how,

m

recent

months, he has

developed some poor habits of communicating with his wife
addressing.

that need
�

Raises issue of how
as

uidividuals.

of ourselves
�

�

�

as

we

dress and how

4

by authenticity (D2)
5

Negative Ev

front about who he is and what his weaknesses
�

is marked

our

dress "marks"

Speaks of the unpact this has

on oiu

us

isolation

uidividuals.

Raises issue of when tryuig to be the best and the most leaves
us ostracized.
Very authentic about church leadership and the type of church
leaders they want to be in saying, As a church we are not

trying to react to everything traditional, and we pray as a
leadership team that we will not do that.
Seay's preaching has a raggedness or edgmess to it that sets
him aside as unique. He is comfortable with not having a
neatly packaged, flat looking outlme to follow. He employs
more of a narrative, go with the flow of Scripture style of
presentation.

Delivery Quality

3: The

sermon uses a

1

multidimensional

3

2

4

approach (D3

5

Positive Evidence
�

Negative

prior to a sermon, a song is used which ties to the
beguming of the sermon and gets people thmkmg about the
Just

�

No other mediums

are

used

Ev

m

th

voice.

role and effects of materiahsm hi their lives. This extra
medium of music definhely adds to the learning experience of
those who Usten particularly those with abit of an mterest
with music.
�

Use of Scripture, story and
different dunensions to the

application brought

a

number of

sermon.

Delivery Quality
�y

4: The

1

sermon

2

3

is solution oriented
4

5

Positive Evidence
�

Seay's

sermons

touch

on

Generation Xers desue

Negative

the elements of life for which

answers.

As he works his way

through

Seay deals with uidividualism, materialism,
sexuality, meaning and relationships. These topics lie very

these sermons,

close to the heart of those who
connects with them

needs
�

are

by offerhig

are

his listeners, and thus he
areas where feh

solutions in

obvious.

Teaching on community and usmg some very specific and
pointed questions to cause his people to thmk about the
solutions to thek issues with the

areas

Usted above.

(D4)

�

Evi

Further answers/solutions could

surface of two of these
on

sermons.

materialism and balance need

ftirther in order to
sermons.

help people

a

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used
1

2

4

3

are

modeled after Jesus' m
5

Positive Evidence

Upfront

�

and honest:

Begins his

sermon on

materialism with:

�

Do you trust in the stock market and your finances? Do you
trust in yourself? Would you take a minute and ask God to

�

�

�

forgive you for the areas ofyour life where you 've placed
your trust outside of Him?
Knew the value of a question: Uses questions in his
presentation very effectively to make his listeners think.
Used stories: Has a unique method of combuiing the
Scriptures with felt needs with a few short, pithy illustrations
that ahogether feel like a story line is being opened up.
Honest and upfront style: Seay opens up life and our
culture's flawed and entrapping mentality about riches, sex,
and relationships by speakuig very boldly against it.

Demanded
as

�

pushmg

a

Negative Ev
spiritual respons

his listeners for comm

response.
Use of props: Not used.

Question 3: What imexpected methods of communication are being used by practitioners of pr
Prayen Opening and closmg prayers are unique. Closing prayers are between three and four minu
to get ahold of the heart of God but to teach those who are listenuig.
2. Lordship: Throughout this preaching, there is an emphasis on God's lordship hi our lives. His rais
is unique among those who were evaluated. At one pomt m a sermon on materialism, Seay says: R
become our objects of worship. Things such as our kids, family, girlfriend, or wife. Go after Eccle
your pursuit ofthings. Submit to God in all you do. And let God govern what you do. Don 't eat an

Research
1

.

3.

but let God govern how you drink.
Application: Seay has a imique method of applying
case, it is Solomon's

story).

In this case,

Scriptiu-e which makes the application flow fr
application implicit m his presentation, not exphcit.
is

APPENDIX M
SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 1

Speaker:

Jarrett Stevens

Church/Ministry:

Willow Creek

Dates:

3 , 1 0, 25 November 2000

Sermon Titles:

Paradise Lost/A New

Community Church- Axis Ministry-South Barrington, Illino

Hope/Delusions of Grandeur

^.'

Content

Distinguishing

.

'5

.

D

'

Characteristic
1

2

Unique
Family
Experience
Unique

�

Not addressed in content

�

Relates the

Relational

unplications and

for the fall

reasons

relational brokenness and how that has
effected all of life for us.
Brings up fault finding and blame shifting
between a man and a woman which no doubt, for
many m this generation, causes them to
to our

Experience
�

remember the pam of fauU
shiftmg at home.
�

finding

and blame

Talks about how we run from deep conversations
and we avoid places like churches because we
don't want to be seen by others face-to-face the
way we are m all of our authenticity this is
-

important to point

out to his hearers.

�

Not addressed in

de

�

Not addressed

de

m

Content

Distinguishmg

D

Characteristic
3

Unique

�

Not addressed in content

�

Talks about how

�

Not addressed

�

The creative

m

de

Financial
4

Experience
Unique
Technological
Experience

oiu

we run

noise. He says: We

why so

many

from God

run

into

by hiding

our

of us turn the radio

hi

generation to

be

so

of t

begummg
m recognition of this
technological experi

up louder and

louder and louder, and we do the same with the
TV. We drown out our thoughts because without
the sounds, we might have to face the choices
we 've made. By douig this, Stevens is addressuig
the first

use

of sermon

noise. That is

technologically

wired.
5

Unique Method

�

Throughout the

course

of all three of these

�

sermons, Stevens uses a combmation of strictly

of

narrative followed

Hearing/
Processing

The

Information
�

split

by a more

luiear

approach.

(the life

of Abraham);

focusing on our
thirst for what will satisfy us (Israel's call for a
kmg). All contam a section that is strictly
narrative.

course

is about two-thirds narrative followed

by one-thud luiear.
The narrative content is very strictly narrative
with nothing else hi it, i.e., sermon focusing on
the story of the creation & fall (Genesis 1-3);
sermon focusmg on trustmg m God's promise
sermon

The story is what uiv

to the sermon. If you

moves

of the sermon
out of narrati

approach.
�

A story will always
given about buyuig
your

own

and

that doesn't
in

a

huge

having
belong t

way.

Content

Distinguishmg

D

Characteristic
'.v.
around
the backside to overcome
slips
the question of plurality. He presents a god to his
hearers who has a huge relational bent, i.e., This
y

6

Unique
Spiritual
Experience

�

.:

.

,

Stevens

�

If anything is

going

hearts of those who

Christian, pliualistic

great Everything (God) wanted to share life with

something.

be the use of narrativ
as the foimdation of

�

On another

a

�

He says: Now the Lord and the Man spent their
time after creation enjoying creation. They would

occasion, Stevens speaks of the
relationship that God has with the Man (Adam)

narrative story abo
is like and what he h

take walks

�

7

Unique

View of

Truth

�

together commenting on everything
they passed and they would talk. Again God is
portrayed as unique m his commitment to and
desire for relationship.
Takes the idea of sin head-on m one sermon, i.e.,
talkmg about how we make foolish choices. He
says. Basically in a nutshell, it's called sin. Helps
those with a unique spiritual perspective to
understand what makes Christianity unique.
Makes statement at the end of one of narrative
portions of his sermon: This story is unlike most
stories in this: This story is 100% true. It actually
happened the way God designed it to happen.

why this story is so important. By
Stevens is setting apart the presentation

And that's

doing

so,

he makes

or

the book from which it

beuig unique

from all other

comes as

purported

sources

of

�

Not addressed hi

de

truth.
�

forcmg people to find the place in the
simply telling the story he takes
into account their unique view of truth (it could
be debated whether or not this is profitable).
In explammg where the book of Romans is, he
gives a quick explanation of the New

By

not

Bible but instead

�

Testament's tumng and location which takes uito
account those who do not necessarily know or
embrace the Bible.
8

Unique
World

Experience
Evaluation

�

On the

whole,

method of processmg m
he
a lot to help overc
and
does
preaches,
characteristics have on those who are listenmg.

Stevens takes uito account the

and view of truth

experience,
distuiguishing

that these

1

2

3

4

as

unique

he

5

�

,

1

2

SERMON EVALUATION TOOL 2

Speaker:

Jarrett Stevens

Church/Ministry:

Willow Creek

Dates:

3, 10, 25 November 2000

Sermon Titles:

Paradise Lost/A New

Community Church--Axis Ministry-South Barrmgton,

Content

Hope/Delusions of Grandeur

Quality
1

1: The

sermon

2

is Christ centered

4

3

Stevens

Talks about the garden of Eden and saymg that God gave us a
sneak preview of his ultimate plan, a plan that would include
a man who would be born both of God and of woman and
who would defeat the enemy of God once for all.
Talks about the cross and how our separation from God
would be bridged by a cross and a choice so that we could

�

ui

every

one

ultimately enjoy a relationship with
�

�

of his

Negative Ev

�

Jesus

(CI)

5

Positive Evidence
�

points to

lUui

sermons.

God.

Ends a sermon with these words: That's the story
you can be made whole again through Jesus.

of God-that

Talks about God and says, God can be trusted to forgive your
sins because he loves you so much that he sent his Son so we
could have a relationship with him.

�

In the second

sermon on Abraha
have been helpfii
it
would
God,
and his work on the cross as the

Content

Quality

2: The

1

sermon

2

is

3

based

scripturally
4
5

Positive Evidence
�

His

sermons

flow from the

Negative Ev

Scriptures because they are

No

�

basically the stories of Scripture put in modem language and
read by Stevens. Each of his sermons takes one particular
a

king)

Quality

3: The

1

2

references

His hearers

(i.e., creation & fall; Abraham; Israel's
for whole sermon.
Content

cross

sermon

is

In

asking the question:

brokenness in
make his
�

I.e.,

What

are some

of the evidences of

world? Stevens receives

some answers

�

that

culturally

relevant

he

poverty, violence,

tum

on

the

�

news.

Content

Quality
1

4: The

2

The passmg out of a Good Faith Agreement between those
who are listening and God is certainly related to life.

large,

his

�

sermons

do no

spkitual needs

is life related

4

3

Negative Evi
is not particu

of

However, if you believe that the
Stevens' sermons are highly rele

sermon

Positive Evidence
�

and

the mdividual

culturally relevant
gives mclude war, clothes, divorce, addiction,

(C3)

5

However, Stevens

by

sermon

answers

pam,

our

used aft

not asked to ope
asked just to Uste

point, they

4

3

are

are

Positive Evidence
�

are

completed.
�

section of Scripture
desire for

(C2)

(C4)

5

Negative Ev
This area is weak with no specif
implick applications appear, but
of his hearers.

Delivery Quality

1: The

1

sermon

2

3

is

relationally
4
5

based

Positive Evidence
�

are
�

Negative Ev

Asks to tum to the person next to you and answer question
which puts two people on the same page in talking though an
issue which is

highly relational, i.e., question he

evidences that

we

live in

a

(Dl)

�

Nothing

of significance to note.

asks is What

broken world?

Comes to the conclusion of sermon on creation and wants to

talk about sin. Makes the statement: Don 't hide from God like
Adam and Eve did. Talk about this with your small
group.... it's time because we can't make it on our own
anymore. Issues a call to relationship and to recognize that

spkitual growth is

a

process to be shared with others.

Delivery Quality

2: The
1

sermon

2

is marked

3

4

Positive Evidence
�

He talks about how some of his hearers have been runmng for
so long that you can 't even see the house through the door.
Andfor you, it's time to come home and sit down and rest in
the house of God and be loved andforgiven and made whole.
You don 't have to run from God anymore. The combmation of

�

how Stevens says this and its placement m his sermon results
in this being a very honest and authentic call to those who are

�

listening

to

consider God.

by authenticity (D2)
5

Negative Evi
Very
authenticity is appare
the explanation for this is the fac
little

used and the content of the narra
Stevens'

experience

so

he doesn

that authentic.
On the other

hand, throughout th

come across as a

nothing of his

particularly au
spiritual jour

own

Delivery Quality

3: The

sermon uses a

1

2

.

multidimensional

4

3

approach (D3

5

Positive Evidence
�

One

approach is narrative

and the continual focus

of the Bible draws you in-also
taking over a house.
�

A second

approach is the

mtroduce

one sermon-a

sled
�

ui

Negative Ev

use

uses

on

the story

�

story of buying and

of video which he

uses

particularly

to

to

Christmas movie with the Red

approach is the

use

of questions that he

out answers back to hun

calluig
700+ people

sermon o

get you back

the content

Ryder

runs

a

track in your
deep and requu

on

at

Axis) (i.e., Who

(and

specifically
out loud

answer

remember there

are some

are

of the typical

promise breakers of our day? Do you think we live in
trusting world or a doubting world?)

Delivery Quality
1

a

4: The

sermon

2

sermons are

relevant to needs in

forgiveness,

is to take

hearuig

us to

the

the story,

solution to

our

and

our

everyday lives, i.e.,
approach

Stevens' basic

relationships.
Scriptures to hear the story

we

so

that hi

will discover for ourselves what God's

problems is.

is solution oriented
4

3

Positive Evidence

trust,

of the nar

it.

A thkd

His

use

in the first

want him to switch to another

asks the audience to think about and then

�

At tunes Stevens'

�

(D4)

5

Negative Ev
His solutions are more implicit t
they do not stand out as giving t
the issues

m

theu lives.

Method Evaluation: The communication methods used
1

2

4

3

are

modeled after Jesus' m
5

Positive Evidence
�

Knew the value of a

�

�

Uses

questions well throughout
questions about brokenness hi
one sermon and four questions about trust in another.
Stevens loves turning the story he has just told mto a question
about you, i.e., after preachuig on Abraham and his lack of
trust m God at one point m his life while down hi Egypt with
Sarah he asks. So how important is trust to you?
Rooted in everyday life: Stevens' creation of the story about
buying a new house and havuig one door you couldn't look
behmd was much like Jesus would do it. He uses the everyday
experience of buying a house and using it to make a point
his

question:

preachuig, i.e., askuig

alxjut life in which he

can

�

a

demand in Stevens'

two

say, Don 't give in to the

Demands

Negative Ev
spiritual response: T

Stevens has made

sermons.

some

Ea

comme

He needs to take this further.
�

Honest and

upfront style:

Steven

is buih upon so much narrative c
upfront and honest nor is he par

temptation

hold anything back from God.
Structiue: His use of narrative flowmg into a lmear style is
very much like Jesus would preach, i.e., story about Abraham
followed by teachmg on trust and our lack thereof
Story: Stevens succeeds at telling the story of the Bible m
much the same way that Jesus would do it.
Props: At one point in his sermon, he uses props to illustrate
to

�

�

�

each of the

xmexpected methods of communication are bemg used by practitioners of pr
combmation of narrative and linear styles uito an mviting package of truth.

Research
The

questions that he is posmg.

Question 3:

What
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APPENDIX N
STAGE TWO ANALYSIS -SUMMARY ASSESSMENTS

Ken

Baugh:

Frontline

Ministry (Appendix D)

Baugh' s preaching
of Generation X hi

method

preaching

displays

content and

dehvery.

of many in his audience in terms of imique

Baugh misses out on addressing
does Uttle to address theu

experience,
to

or

their

little attempt to

specifically address the needs

While he often

acknowledges the paui

family, relational, and fmancial experiences,

several other

key characteristics

of this

unique method of processing information,

unique view of truth.

distinguish itself from those

who

As

such, he employs

preach to

other

a

generational

generation.

theu

He

unique spuitual

method which does little
or

intergenerational

congregations.
In his three sermons,
sermons

which

directly to
a

are

Baugh' s strengths

Ufe related.

This,

no

Ufe's issues in his messages.

significant prophetic gift as displayed

Generation X

m an

honest and

discipline, individuality, greed,

a

Baugh
in his

is also

Baugh's strengths

weaknesses stand out. While his
which

are

raised hi

a

m

so

In

one

dimensional approach that

raising such topics

typical

m

as

the need for

his hearers, he

Generation X

causes

them

profile.

full of Scripture references and

the effectiveness of his

Scripture, moving

that his hearers have little tune to process the
the

address the darker side of

communicating to this generation are obvious, three

sermons are

much

delivering

authentic communicator. He has

lack of contentment

plethora of ways,

questioned. Baugh quotes

an

willingness to

to consider the darker side of their lives and the

While

obvious. He succeeds in

doubt, gives him the opportunity to speak

upfront style.
and

are

use

readmgs

of Scripture must be

from passage to passage

Scripture.

so

quickly,

A second weakness flows from

Baugh employs in the presentation of his subject. His
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linear,

non-narrative

interaction and
lacks

success

a

multidimensional

sermons

lacks

m

life of those to whom he

Two elements in

find such

a

approach

a

lecture. The need of Generation X for

preaching

m

linear

preaches.

Baugh's preaching

were

used

unexpected. Fust, it

linear

approach to preachhig would

of his

sermons

never

meet with success.

Both the

lengthy pastoral prayer.

terms of the issues he covered in intercession is

by means

a

a

surprising
to

Second, Baugh closes each

length and depth of his prayer

listeners' hves, his

in his

on

God's

uitergenerational, evangelical church with success.

the need

Generation X

people

for

a

awareness

of the

preaching method could be

used hi any

as

hi

reminder that the communicator teaches

Baugh most certainly has strengths

paui-related and prophetic needs of his

their needs

non

teaching people by how we pray.

In summary, while

m

to

a

structured,

of everything he/she does. One aspect of effective communication

behalf certamly relates to

Joe

was

by one specifically speakuig

Generation X audience. A review of the literature indicates that such

a

issues he

questions and

specific application of the truth of Scripture to the

approach to preaching

with

Fmally, Baugh

goes unmet.

hi presentmg his hearers with solutions to the

raises. Each of his

everyday

style fiinctions much like

He

gives

Uttle credence to

preaching method which specificaUy

addresses

hearers.

Boyd: Apex Ministry (Appendix E)
The

preaching

review would lead

people.
of this

method

one

to

Both content and

employed by Boyd

expect to fmd

m one

delivery evidence

a

falls

m

Une with what the Uterature

who communicates to Generation X

commitment to address the

specific needs

generation through preachmg. Boyd understands that the financial experience of

his listeners creates

m

them

a

deske for

more.

He works hard to communicate with this
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technologically-influenced generation using
communication. His
as

sound

sermons are

a

random-abstract method of

comprised of two

to three minute

bytes which constantly call his audience back to

discovered the

continuity between the world

Generation X and

as

active

Ustening. Boyd has

of Solomon and the world

experience of

such, makes Solomon's Ufe the prototype for discovering how to

succeed hi today's world. His method takes uito account the
of this

segments fimctioning

distmguishing characteristics

generation.
Several

strengths are obvious

in

Boyd's preaching.

carefiil blend of Old and New Testament passages uito

by the occasional biblical cross reference.

Scripture

both mvites and

multidunensional

teUmg

appeals to the

share his/her story aU

multidimensional

m an

come across as

Scriptiue.

As

academic but

such, his delivery of

strength is

seen m

In creative ways, he

makuig

of a cake, and

mvites greater

Boyd's

uses

havmg

Scripture,

someone

participation from a wider range

strength relates to the culturally relevant

act

are

characters and

greatly. Different

events which would be weU-known to most in his audience

understanduig of Scripture to those who

content of Boyd's

cultural connectors which help the Ustener

pictures to enhance the preachmg

Two weaknesses

a

effort to better commimicate his message. This

constantly refers to specific

create mental word

of Scripture is

story Ime which is underguded

listener. A second

the actual

approach to preachmg

of people. One fmal
messages. He

from

not

approach to presentmg his material.

personal illustrations, ancient prayers,

use

He tends to open up the story of Scripture in

historical, grammatical, and cultural ways which do
which further enhance the story he is

a

His

are

used to

bring a better

Usten.

apparent. Fkst, Boyd shows little commitment

Christocentric preaching. Throughout the

course

of his sermons, he issues

to

a

caU to
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discover life in God; he fails, however,
God

through the person of God's Son,

There is

no

apparent call

lack of solution oriented

specific applications to
biblical

to

to

help

Jesus

his listeners understand how to

Christ, and his atoning work on the

While his

preachmg.

life which would

preachuig is culturally relevant,

give the hstener

contemplate

There is

what has been

a

He ends each

taught

with

a

significant time

in the context of worship. In

was a

planned and authentic; just as clear

is the

style

sermon

Boyd offers the student of
of

commitment to allow the listener both time and space

of preaching

random-abstract

it lacks the

life.

preaching two particular surprises.

to

Boyd's

concrete means of applyuig

In terms of unexpected methods of communication,

worship.

cross.

Christ in his messages. A second weakness relates to

practices to everyday

reflection and

experience

addition, Boyd's

surprise. Clearly his style
success

with which this

comes across as

style of preaching

both
is

delivered.
To
m

summarize, Boyd is

a

addressing the distmguishmg

method. While

lacking

m

answers

for

characteristics of Generation X

personal application,

everyday American hfe to
with

creative, multidimensional communicator who succeeds

he

uses

people

m

his

preachmg

culturally relevant analysis

lead those who Usten mto the

of

Scriptures which provide them

daUy life.

Trevor Bron: The Next Level Church
An evaluation of Trevor Bron's

(Appendix F)

preaching

makes it obvious that he understands

something about the distinguishing characteristics of those to whom he preaches. His

preaclung is a perfect example of the
age group.

Throughout his

sermons

distrustfiil of institutions such

as

level of authenticity that is desked

he builds trust with

a

by those

m

this

generation of listeners who

the church. Bron works hard to

overcome

this

are

by calling
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people to

be honest about theu

level of honesty about his
also

displays

a

feel in the desu-e for

he,

as

Ufe. This does

at the same

format is

nothing but build trust in his hearers.

a

deeper relationships with other human beings

strengths

strength.

audience has

no

sermons

are

m

Bron's method.

In each sermon, after

follows up with

Bron's

ability to

evaluated for this

sermon, and the third

audience

inherent

mtroducmg

his

Ustening

overtake the

a

use a

project, one

variety of styles

as

blend of narrative and

and attentive. One final

sermon.

More often,

though,

m

his

Bron poses

answer

hi the

the

with God.

Bron

own

are so

leadmg people

effectiveness. While
a

seems

expository

ability to

Ulustration that

Ufe

an

iUustrate.

experience

perfectly fits the

are

especially

preaching.

mto

the

Scriptures,

these two components fail to appear

discovers

A second

lengthy that they

Nonetheless, if two of the components of effective preaching
to Jesus and

The

doubt, keeps his

no

is found in Bron's

uses an

spuitually

of communicatuig. Of the three

topical styles. This,

strength

a

question.

sermon.

narrative sermon, another

was a

need of the moment. Illustrations drawn from his

effective

topic,

format framed to

a

times, particularly in his uitroduction, his illustrations

Bron

well

as

Certainly the simplicity of his

difficulty keepuig track of where they are

strength relates to

as

Bron

preaching to address the relational disappomtment many people

significant question and

up

displays a deep

tune,

evidently understands this generation.
Certam

At

lives

strong imderstanding of the relational needs of Generation X people. He is

carefiil throughout his

Bron

own

spuitual

profound

an

emphasis

on

move

his

on

Jesus

preaching

sermons.

God is found

lack of emphasis

unwilluig to

m

Bron's

This

are

pomtuig people

method faUs to

measure

seriously impacts his

throughout his preaching,

Christ, his person and work

one

also

m our

lives.

to the level of mtroducmg those who listen to how God
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can

be known in the person of God's Son, Jesus Cluist. A second weakness also is

discovered in his luiwillmgness

Scriptures themselves.
other two

are

While

to root his listeners hi the very cause of his sermon, the

one

of his

sunply the Bible story retold

Bibles with them

the words of the

are

encouraged to

generation of people who

and effective

AU in

all,

illustrating

are

John Burke's

Bron's

preaching

preaching

even as

preaching

Generation X audience, but

longing

m

generation to

was a

is marked

mformation hi the

Church

is another

whom

we

whom he

same

example

content and

serves a

use

illiteracy

failure to lead

m

a

mto the pages of Scriptiue

by its simplicity, stylistic variety,
people to

Jesus and

leading

are

of one who communicates to

find little cormection between his

preaches.
m

preachuig

obviously understands the relational

his

sermons

which address theu other

Scripture, truth,

and the processmg of

American

might.

not addressed m any way,

shape,

preacher

a

He

m

The
or

unique

form in his

deUvery.

Throughout the three evaluations related to

Humor

pomt, those who have

(Appendix G)

deals with

way any other

characteristics of Generation X

He makes

attempt to help

Scriptures for themselves.

distuiguishing characteristics. Burke

seen.

at one

siuprise. The

it falls short of pointing

of Generation X, but there is little else

preaching

fact,

no

leave theu Bible closed and just hsten to the story

Gateway Community

method and the

m

known for theu biblical

them to discover the story of the
John Burke:

his words. He makes

Bible, the

preacher.

This lack of Scriptvue-based

unexpected.

m

leads those who listen mto the

discover the Bible for themselves;

people leam to

is

sermons

his sermons, Burke's

of humor to disarm his audience and to

relational purpose for him

by drawing

earn

the

strengths can be

right to be heard.

hi those who listen. A second
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strength is

seen m

the

applications with which Burke ends each message.

applications which are
preaching do

both life related and solution oriented. Serious students of his

not lack in

Fmally,

Burke is

sunple,

easy to

a

specific

exercises to take home and

Several weaknesses hi Burke's

his listeners

m

practice on theu- own.

strong illustrator of the concepts he teaches. His illustrations

vmderstand, and suited to the

practitioners used

in this

study,

he

uses

stand out. Of all of the

the least amount of Scripture. His failure to root

the story of Scripture leaves them without

a

soUd rootmg

entirely dependent

upon the

contmue to feed them. Burke's hmited use of Scripture also calls mto

authority to

offer what he does in the content of his

an

presents in the

inauthentic

was

given.

are

materials that did not

Much of the three

illustrations and concepts is taken from John
Wanted. The

use

based

on

the

preacher to

question the

teaching.

He is

to view Biuke

as

sermons

weakness of Burke's

preaching relates to

Each of his

had the sunilar

week to week. A

or

He

acceptable

speakmg

on

Life You've

if proper credit is

Always

given.

behalf of God when his

his one-dimensional

linear-style

sermon

that

steady diet of this style of preaching would

multidunensional style of preachmg.

for

he presents hi terms of

teaching

writmgs of John Ortberg rather than on the Scriptures themselves.

sermons

source

originate with him and

Ortberg's book The

of someone else's material is

However, it is difficult

God's

preacher due to the fact that large portions of what he

content of his sermons

which Uttle credit

m

preaching.

A second weakness also relates to the content of Bvuke's
appears to be

are

content of his message.

preaching method

revelation. Those who listen are, therefore,

of his

He chooses

One final

approach to preaching.

changed
leave

very little from

one

is

desu-ous of a
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Only one
each

element

was

imexpected in Burke's method of communication. He ends

with the offer of a

sermon

specific application card that

is available in the

folio whig the service. Each card offers specific remmders of how to

taught that

evenmg. Individuals

are

responsible to pick up

lobby

apply what has

been

the card for themselves. This

approach encourages listeners to begm to take the next step of application for themselves
even

before

they leave

the

building.

In summary, Burke has several

related to his
humor he

strengths

ability to coimect with his

uses

and the illustrations and

m

preaching which are specifically

hsteners. These

applications

are

most

he crafts to

clearly

help those who

grasp the issue at hand. However, it must be stated that his Ihnited
use

of others' materials, and his

which

one-

dunensional

Usten to

of Scripture, his

approach to preachmg

are

weaknesses

Calvary Chapel Newport-Mesa (Appendix H)

Celek is

a

highly

effective

method stands out among the

uniqueness

preaching,

practitioners used

may be found hi his

Celek

preacher to Generation X people.
in this

study. The

wrong.

leam

along with him and to give

are

is

fiill of examples of relationally based

hstening to him.

of his

a

In

of many of his

biblically illiterate people.

answers even

Undergudmg Celek's preachmg method

sermons are

source

obviously recognizes the unique spuitual experience

recognizes the unique view of truth held by Generation X people

people to

His communication

understanduig of the generation to which he preaches.

listeners. As such, he knows how to teach the Bible to

who

use

the

outweigh any strengths that he displays.

Tim Celek:

to

seen m

as seen

He also

hi his uivitation

if they suspect

they might be

strong relational commitment. His

teaching

and great

sensitivity to those
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Several

strengths stand out

multidimensional

approach to

handout of sermon notes,

m

Celek's

method. His method is buih

preachmg

communication. His uiteractive

personal stories,

and

Scripture

style,

result

m a

strategically pomted toward cormectuig with a variety of people
theu-

spiritual journey. Celek's

passage, he attempts to get

retelling the
the

in

a

In

listeners

see

sense

of relevance to

how unportant these

preaching

topics are

Christ toward the
m

teaching.

and

m

lordship,

the

daUy

method two weaknesses

As

seems

he

never

bringing up a

on

ui

his

and

worship,

takes the listener to the

area

he often

place

of

handlmg

learning from the

Bible.

not

he finds ways to

lives

are

they

help

his

live.

apparent. While his preaching is

sfrong

m

pomting
He

the follower of

gives out few specific

such, the Ustener is sometimes left wondermg where

to be weak in the

the context of teaching

on

everyday life which runs through Celek's

go and what to do next for lack of specific direction in

Second, Celek

in

responsibility to apply the text to daUy life.

his

places

by reading, explaining, interpreting,

certainly life related, Celek's preaching is

appUcations

In

strength.

a

people to participate

choosing topics such as worship

In Celek's
most

into the text

way which invites

strength is the

sermons.

people

of Scripture is also

presentation which is

stories of the Bible for those who Usten. He is most carefiil

Scriptures

Another

use

of PowerPoint,

use

different

at

on a

applyuig truth to his/her

of Christocentric

preaching.

speaks of Jesus as the

of understanduig how

one

focal

For

to

life.

example,

in

point of Ufe; but,

becomes

a

worshipper

of Christ.
I have

ah-eady

said that Celek is

a

unique communicator to

Generation X. As

such, unexpected communication methods abound. At several points in his
Celek suigs
not that he

a

solo which makes the pomt he is tryuig to get

sings, but that he

smgs

even

though he

is not

across.

What is

sermons,

unexpected

gifted with a singuig voice.

is
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Nevertheless, this practice
make. Celek's
For

a

is authentic and tends to enhance the pouit he is attemptmg to

of two-sided handouts

use

generation which highly prizes

communicator who would

surprisuig. Fmally,

a

narrative

regularly hand

Celek's luiear

contaming his

short, Celek is

combmed with

a

was

imexpected.

style of communication, finding

a

style was

a

Aside from the illustrations he

surprise.

course

of his

sermons.

strong communicator to Generation X. His relational style

ability to explam the content of Scripture by usmg a multiplicity of

an

approaches to communicate his

particularly given to
Generation X

notes

out notes to accompany his message was

uses, httle narrative material is used hi the

In

sermon

people

the

use

think

message leads him to

of narrative, his

success.

m-depth understanduig

this and makes his

overcomes

While Celek is not

preaching

of the way
method

highly

successful.
Mark Driscoll: Mars Hill

The

preaching

Fellowship (Appendix I)

method of Driscoll is

Generation X audience. The

a

prune

example of how to preach to

understanding he displays

a

for those who make up his hearers

obviously runs deep. Driscoll ably connects with theu unique spuitual and world

experience

even as

head-on with

a

he raises their need to

cuttmg critique of the inadequate

postmodem people by leading them to
never

glosses

over

the

confront it with tmth

retamuig

a

experience truth.
answers

He addresses theu issues

and senseless

and then through God's

source

unperfections of this generation; uistead,

as

discovered

m

the face of the

he is

pursuits

of

of tmth. Driscoll

perfectly willmg

hvmg and written Word while

to

still

sensitivity to the pamfiil world experience of Generation X.

DriscoU's

strengths run deep.

through Scripture.

The Ustener

At the heart of his

quickly discovers that

teachmg

is the revelation of God

DriscoU teaches from mside the
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Scriptural story in a way unlike
project. Quite hterally,

Scripture.

The

breadth of his

from

any other Generation X communicator evaluated for this

opening to closuig,

knowledge of the

A second

whole of Scripture make his

strength is found

content. He makes it a habit to

strength cuhnmates

as

A third

is racism,

is

in the Christocentric

in DriscoU's
on

the chance to uivite

strength

in his

duectly from the

sermons

in

steeped

truly biblical.

Bible.

quaUty of DriscoU's preaching

point people to Jesus on a regular basis

characters had with Jesus to bear
commimion

sermons

depth of his explanation of biblical history and context combined with the

Driscoll says very little that does not flow

This

each of his

ability to bring the

as

he

preaches.

mteractions that biblical

the Ufe of the mdividuals who Usten. He also

people to Jesus

preaching

uses

Christ.

relates to his astute cultural

sexuality, spiritual confiision, feminism, selfishness,

or

analysis.

Whether it

the lack of courageous

husbands and fathers, DriscoU understands the fatal flaws of our culture. He combines his

understandmg

with the

ability to

expose those flaws

m

Ught of an honest

and clear

presentation of both Jesus and the Scriptures.
At tunes, two
sermons are

he delivers

a

particular weaknesses

lengthy fluctuatmg

always stay hi the

stream of consciousness

context of the

With little

As

His

such,

tendency to wander. Generation X
at

times, takes this

subject with which he is dealuig,

too far.

and his

approach lessens his effectiveness.
m

DriscoU's

communication style. The format of each
same.

comes a

random-abstract, but Driscoll,

The second weakness found

the

preaching.

length between forty-five and sixty mmutes.

great deal of content but with it

is often noted for its love of the
He does not

in

become obvious hi DriscoU's

variety

m

his

sermon

presentation,

preaching

is the one-dimensional

varies Uttle; his

one

sermons

tend to soimd

wonders whether this characteristic
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lessens his effectiveness
Driscoll offers

m

his

as

preaching.

presents, but usually they

it is

certainly would begm with the

goes is both

significantly,

a

imphcit

group of postmodern,

imperative that he give

more

m

DriscoU's

biblically

illiterate

specific and detailed

sermon

surprisingly deep

m

Generation X

preaching to

length and depth of content.

siuprising and encouragmg. Also surprisuig

one

hi the content of what he

people

most

Even if he shortened

the level of historical, cultural, and biblical detaU to which he

which he closes each message.

anything,

present. For

are

be Uved out in response to the truth.

Surprisuig components

his messages

At tunes solutions

not

are

people such as he teaches,
appUcations to

well. One final weakness is tied to the lack of solutions

Ranging from two

theu- content

must agree that

as

to

over

DriscoU leads his

DriscoU stands

is the nature of the prayer with

out as a

four minutes, his prayers

people to boldly talk to

are

God. If

preacher committed to

Christocentric, scripturally based, culturaUy relevant preaching. If this is the goal of

preaching,

DriscoU is

highly

successfiil.

Steve Norman: Genesis the Church

The
fails

on

preaching method displayed by Norman was a disappointing experience.

most

points to specificaUy address the distinguishing

Generation X. While he
weU

as

theu-

capably raises the

hope through Jesus who

many Generation X

method of wummg

experience,

He

characteristics of

issues of abandonment felt

by his

audience

as

unique view of truth, he fails to adequately deal with their other

distinguishing characteristics. The
offers

(Appendix J)

but

has

issues of betrayal and abandonment

experienced

both. The

more

hearers

by allowing them to

unportantly,

Jesus

can

see

sigmficant.

unique view of truth to

people are committed is addressed by means

over

are

of his

and does relate

as

weU.

which

apologetic

that he relates to their

He
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As

a

preacher, Norman has his strengths.

cultural relevance. The
well

as

current events

does not finish his
also strong in his

use

modeled for

us.

exceptionally gifted

m

the

area

of

of examples and illustrations from the entertauunent world

feelmg

sermons

as

though they have no

ability to constantly raise the
sermons are

issue of the

filled with

In this sense, it is easy to

as

what he is trymg to communicate. One

provides supplements to

work of Jesus. All three

He is

relevance to life. Norman is

uniqueness of the

person and

examples of what Jesus did, said, and

perceive

of Norman

as a

Christocentric

communicator.

However, his greatest weakness flows from this apparent strength. Norman has

ability to
or

atfract and

enter into

a

an

pomt people toward Jesus without actually tellmg them how to begin

deeper relationship with Hun.

In

hearing

hun

preach,

one comes

to know

about Jesus but not how to know Hun. When you combme this weakness hi Norman with
a

second,

sermon

been

a

lack of authenticity about his

which resembles

shaped or how it

and it

is

a

own

lecture. Norman

growing.

Over

certainly lacks tellhig you how.

spiritual experience,

never

speaks

you

of how his

suddenly

have

a

spiritual life has

time, this does not motivate you to know Jesus

After

hearing all three

sermons one

still wonders

how to enter mto the Ufe Norman talks about.
On the

whole, Norman's preaching method lacks the scriptural, relational, and

experiential depth necessary to

communicate well with Generation X. His

communication style makes

imique contribution to the discovery of how to best

this
Tim

no

generation through preaching.
Parsley:

Echo

His

preaching

is suited to

focused

on

intergenerational audiences.

Ministry (Appendix K)

Parsley's preaching is one-dimensional. Each of the
was

serve

the issue of pam

m

sermons

life. As such, he addresses

one

used for evaluation

specific distmguishmg
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characteristic of the Generation X people who make up his audience. By extension, his

preaching also
content of his

unique family and relational experience. The

relates to his audience's

human e}q)erience and how to deal with its
touches

the

on

unique spkitual experience

crippluig effects

of Generation X

spkituality which will honestly address this
The fact that

preaching.

He

answers to

the hard

gives

no

easy

Parsley

focuses

comes across as a

but is

this pam of hfe is

very authentic

questions that

answers

on

facet of thek

more

preacher.

than

own

and effect

struggles

through preaching to

a

brings

a sense

subject which

is

highly

felt and

on

results hi
can

sermons

which

be summarized

as

sermon.

leads mto

a

FoUowing this,

follows the

a

significant strength

He is
m

life. The fact is.

same

easy

Parsley

of answers

our

Uves. His

on

the

no

honesty about his

preachmg. By connecting

experienced by his

listeners he

display.

preaching highUghts

of the

same

a

key idea that

short lesson

or

a

weakness

m

how

formula throughout. This formula

wdU be

pursued through the

course

story from Scripture is presented which

application of the prmciples to

format.

his

m

unwilling to give

largely linear explanation of pruiciples related to the key idea. The

ends with very limited

a

Parsley beguis with the uitroduction of a theme which

leads mto the presentation of a particular
of the

and thek need for

engage in other methods of communicatmg truth

largely make use

follows.

Parsley

kind of paui exists which has

have done in

The one-dimensional nature of Parsley's

kiability to

a

so.

experience.

of authenticity to his

puts his strength in choosing relevant topics

he communicates. His

people

By domg

willhig to acknowledge the lack

relationship to anything we

with pam

Ufe.

m

siuround the issue of pain

issue of paui. He also stands firm hi his stance that
cause

agam and agaui, to the pam of the

preaching attempts to brmg them back,

life. Each of these three

sermon

sermons
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Other weaknesses inherent

groundmg
to

help

m

Scripture

m

Parsley's preaching

and his lack of Christocentric content.

his audience mteract with the

to which he refers.

relates to the ahnost total lack of presentmg Christ

the

name

people toward Christ,

found in his lack of

Parsley makes httle attempt

but with few

of Christ hi the content of his

One characteristic of Parsley's

as

Perhaps his greatest weakness

part of his preaching. Not only does

exceptions,

of quotations. Each

to make his

pomt. His

thus

on

putting

sermon

sources

preaching

stands out

has several points at which

range in

he does not

as an

are

mention

variety

from Victor

imexpected method of

sermons, he is fond of the

Parsley uses
Hugo

display the breadth and depth of Parsley's readmg

Generation X communicators

even

sermon.

conununicating with a Generation X audience. Throughout his
use

sunply

He is content to

Scriptures for themselves.

quote the book and chapter of the Bible

he fail to pomt

are

usually not

so

a

particular quote

to St. John of the Cross

and researcL

in theu

given to quotmg people

communication.
Overall

Parsley falls short of succeedmg

audience. His lack of intentional mstruction
nature of biblical

Christ. To the

m

m

communicatmg to his

relation to

preaching which seeks to root people

degree that Parsley fails

on

Generation X

Scriptiue and Christ violates

in

Scripture

and

these two accounts, he fails to

point people

the

to

preach with

effectiveness.
Chris

Seay:

Ecclesia Church

Although one of the
one

(Appendix L)

briefest of preachers evaluated in this

of the most effective. His

is

certainly

understanding and engagement of the distmguishuig

characteristics of Generation X people greatly contribute

communicating.

study, Seay

He addresses the

uniqueness

to his success in

of theu relational

experience by critiquing
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the

rugged uidividualism of American culture

his hearers

fellowship,

to

place themselves

where

they can

information by teUuig
felt needs, and

a

and its

abilhy to destroy our Uves.

highly relational settuigs,

in

such

as

He caUs

their church

Seay also deals with their unique method of processing

grow.

story hi which he

to

seems

personal illustrations together

into

randomly weave Scripture, prmciples,

one

story line which continually

engages his audience.

Seay
hearers

by using

generation.

meaning,
sex,

deals with the

unique spiritual experience

Solomon's story

As he

the prototype for the

as

he deals with many

they come to identify
angle.

Solomon made to find

experiences his listeners have also tried related to

with Solomon's story.

His audience is

Identifymg strengths

by his

spuituality of the postmodem

preaches his way through the many attempts

work, and relationships. Ultimately he banks

different

and view of truth held

m

on

winning the hearts

money,

of his hearers

By domg this, Seay presents tmth from a

surprised by tmth rather than feelmg attacked by it.
Seay's preaching

method is not difficult. His

preaching

Christocentric, constantly pomtmg people toward Jesus Christ. He is deeply rooted

Scripture and certain raggedness
narrative-oriented
a

with

marks his

a

sermon.

Scripture

passage.

coming

and

ragged appearance
sermons

lies the

is

m

a

rather than

explanation

Seay's preaclung is also culturaUy relevant with a

into

daUy world of the hearer. With these examples and

play,

to Ufe outside the waUs of the chvuch

no

Ustener feels that his

buildmg.

authentic style. He is authentic about his
and the church

haphazard

At the heart of each of his

constant flow of references from the

illustrations constantly

preaching. Seay is comfortable creatuig

somewhat

lmear

neatly packaged,

of one relevant

sermon

as

own

One final

sermons are

strength is

seen m

irrelevant

Seay's

hfe, the generation to which he belongs,

leadership that he wants them to

become. His

style

is

highly engaging.
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Two weaknesses
of Scripture to

does not

also apparent in

were

life is

everyday

specifically focus

imphcit rather than explicit.

about the

if he chose to

use

whole counsel of God

his

sermon

practice.

The

by Seay; however, the need
generation

three

areas.

hearers to draw their

when the

added to his

particular subject

inherent

necessity of specific application,
a

are

preaching

to roxmd out his

responsibility to

is related to the first; he suggests few

for

Scriptures

own

reveal the

if it is available to hun/her. A second

pathway of obedience

unexpected components of Seay's

Ffrst, his use of prayer hi the

course

begins each sermon with a tune of prayer askmg
his word. Each
which not

even

his sermons, he

no

for this

specific

ways to

put

doubt, would be argued

biblically illiterate

is crucial to effective communication.

The most
ui

particular topic

Seay's preaching

mto

on a

spoken, the preacher has the

on a

craftmg

strength would be

the fiill revelation of Scripture

content. When God has

weakness in

Seay does this

he has covered. Great

topics

In

application. Instead he allows his

on

conclusions from the story he has told.

explicit

Seay's preaching method. His application

sermon

closes with

a

communication method

of the

sermon

is

only is mtercessory in nature but also didactic

as

be

seen

highly effective.

God to teach and mstruct

lengthy prayer between three

can

as

He

they look at

and four minutes

long

it models how to pray to God.

Second, Seay was quite specific about the lordship of Christ which, strangely enough,
stands out

as

unique

among the other communicators evaluated. He

about the need his listeners have to submit to Christ hi all

relationship

and how

and drink.

they eat

his

applying the Bible

m

pluraUstic

a sense

audience. As such,

of genius

of life

Fmally, although Seay does

application of the Scriptiues far enough,
has

areas

speaks quite boldly
including every

not take his

implicit rather than explicit

its

ability to

wm

the

method of

hearmg of a postmodern,

Seay succeeds as a communicator to

Generation X

people.
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Jarrett Stevens: Axis Ministry (Appendix M)
Stevens'
communication

studied. One
narrative

preaching
as

is

a

unique contribution to the world

both content and

example

dehvery are unlike

of his contribution is his

portion of teaching.

This narrative

practice

any other communicator who

of beguming each

employing

a

narrative

spuitual experience

style,

of the sound

on

the story line

Tellhig the story

come

is much

from

more

wuis

the

to be heard when he follows it up with

right

a

in which

preaches

unique

mviting

threatening than preachmg which cuhninates in pointuig the finger. By
narrative, he

he

a

byte generation from wandermg. By

Stevens also addresses those who

and view of truth.

as

was

with

sermon

approach addresses the unique way

Generation Xers hear and process mformation. Focusmg

helps to keep the minds of those

of Generation X

means

a more

and far less
of

lmear

approach.
Stevens
in his

own

spends approximately two-thkds of his time retellmg

words.

Followmg this, he switches to

remaining time interpreting
sermons

and

examining

a more

lmear

a

story of Scripture

approach and spends the

the story for its relevance to modem hfe. His

pattem themselves after Jesus who would beghi with a story, follow up with

interpretation and explanation of the story,
everyday life.

Stevens'

use

and close out with

of a combined narrative/linear

an

specific unplications for

approach was unexpected and

clearly adds strength to the arsenal of those who would preach with excellence to

a

Generation X audience.
Stevens'
to

preaching

is also Christocentric

tell of Christ's person and work

Whether his

m

the

coiuse

preaching.

of the Old Testament story he is usmg.

origmal story related to the fall, Abraham,

Israel to follow God with

a

He works hard to find ways

or

the failure of the

people of

whole heart, he finds ways to mtroduce Christ hi

a manner
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that is not at all artificial. A final

Stevens

video,

uses

to

get his pomt

small group

presentation.
definite

across.

discussions,

He is

a

portions

m

the

muhiphcity of means that

multidunensional preacher who puts stories,

questions to

of his

sermons

use ui

point

commitment to multidimensional

across, and the

nearing the

appUcations to the everyday

greatest

coiuse

of his

lengthy at tunes,

a

preaching as a whole.

reason

for this is his

preaching.

In terms of weaknesses, Stevens

Even when

the

tend to feel

is discovered when you view the content of his

Stevens succeeds in gettmg his

apphcation.

is discovered

and mteractive

While the narrative

strength

strength

can

be most criticized for his lack of specific hfe

conclusion of a sermon, he

lives of his audience.

implicit appUcations which he suggests by means

gives

no

specific

Sprinkled throughout his
of a

messages

question which draws

a

are

specific

response from the hearer. In essence, he demands very Uttle from the lives of his listeners
as

they

leave the

building

upon

completion of worship.

A second weakness which stands

out is the low level of authenticity that marks his words. It may be that his narrative

approach,

in which much of the content is dictated for him,

narrows

the

opportunities to

put authenticity on display. On the other hand, one-third of the time devoted to each
sermon uses a

three

non-narrative

sermons we

hear

approach in which authenticity could be displayed.

nothing

of his life and

spkitual experience.

In these
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